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Abstract

The understanding of an urban public transport network from an operational point of 

view and the understanding of passenger’s travel patterns become increasingly important due to 

the growing complexity of most networks. Large cities heavily depend on their public transport 

networks as urbanisation vastly increases. One way of obtaining more factual knowledge of 

network’s performance measures and passenger travel patterns is to analyse Electronic Fare 

Collection (EFC) data which are recorded when buying or validating tickets. Dublin’s main 

urban bus operator, Dublin Bus, records trip level data from passengers that use a ticket that is 

valid for a period of time. Such tickets have a unique identifier for the validity period which 

allows to analyse travel paths of individual passengers. Over 45 million individual passenger 

boardings were recorded over a two year period.

One of the most sought after data attributes of passengers records is the information 

where they alight as this would add considerably to the transparency of the network and therefore 

to the decision making of public transport operators and strategic planners. This thesis describes 

the process of developing an algorithm that estimates the final location of public transport 

passengers using a rule based method. This method successfully infers a destination to an 

average of 45% of all boarding records. Various validation techniques are used to prove the 

correctness and robustness of the algorithm. Several analyses are carried out that focus on the 

estimation of performance measures such as in-vehicle time, in-vehicle time variability and 

waiting time at transfer nodes and its variability.

The thesis further proposes a method to identify transfer journeys and thoroughly analyses 

the identified results including network symmetry, transfer node volumes, travel time and route 

matrices.

Furthermore, one aspect of the thesis focuses on the development of a method that allows 

automatic identification of substitutional routes by analysing EFC data. This was achieved with 

an average error rate of 2%.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction
1.1 Introductory Remarks
Obtaining information and knowledge about business operations and customer behaviour is a 

critical activity in any business in order to support decision and policymaking. In the urban 

public transport domain this is often carried out in the form of surveys, which aim to pro

duce performance measures from an operational point of view and also to explore what type of 

passenger behaviours are present and whether there is an obvious trend with regard to public 

transport demand.

The use of information technology (IT) allows urban bus operators to analyse their auto

matic collected data that, for example, originate from electronic fare collection (EFC) systems. 

Such systems often store data on a trip level which means that information of each passenger 

boarding is recorded. In addition, magnetic strip cards or smart cards are often employed on a 

network wide level which may add another level to the collected data as EFC systems also store 

details of each individual card.

Combining this information with the information that was stored when passengers boarded 

the bus produces a powerful dataset that has the potential to be developed into a decision support 

tool for public transport planners, regulators and government departments. Information such as 

how many passengers boarded per period (hour, day, month, year) by route segment, route 

or network can easily be produced once the data are stored in an accessible database. Other 

examples are on-time performance by vehicle, boarding by location or total travel time of each 

vehicle.

Though these performance measures are easily extracted, the dataset could be used for more 

complex analysis. For example, transfer journey analyses for which passengers need to transfer 

to a second or third bus in order to reach their final destination can be explored. However, the 

ultimate goal of such an analysis is to obtain knowledge of the passenger’s final destination.

1
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If the location of all passengers is known, then tlhe planning and managing of the network’s 

resources would be much more effective and efficiient. Travel times, boarding location, alight

ing locations, in-vehicle time, waiting times at transfer nodes and change in public transport 

demand over a certain period of time could be acicessible to transport planners. Knowing the 

origin/destination (OD) of all passenger journeys would allow a more complete analysis of the 

network and its operators.

This thesis proposes a method to determine transfer journey parameters and information 

about the passenger’s final destination by analysing historical datasets which were automatically 

recorded using EFC systems. This is done using various reasonable assumptions which are 

implemented in several algorithms. A data miniing approach called rule based reasoning is 

used to verify records with expert domain knowledge. The results are then further enhanced by 

improving the algorithm and are thoroughly validated.

1.2 Research Aim
The main research aim of this project is to estim ate OD pairs on a passenger trip level using EFC 

data of an urban bus operator. Methods that estinnate destination information for rail networks 

already exist. Barry et al. (2002), Rahbee (2003) and Bryan (2007a) state that no method exists 

for urban bus networks. Further justification of this research can be found in Chapter 6. As 

mentioned previously, such information can be valuable when trying to understand passenger 

behaviour or when analysing other network performance measures such as waiting times at 

transfer nodes. In order to reach this aim several research objectives need to be fulfilled. These 

objectives are listed in the following section.

1.3 Research Objectives
Research objectives were important stages that all focused on the main aim. Often these objec

tives revealed new knowledge without necessarily being directly linked to the OD estimation 

aim. These analytical results are also presented throughout this thesis.

The research aim is achieved by meeting the following specific objectives:

•  to investigate the existing body o f  knowledge with the aim to produce a gap analysis.

This is mainly with the aim to explore existing methods and results to determine a gap 

analysis that justifies the research including its methods, techniques and interpretation.
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•  to develop a transferable and universal data migration fram ework. The EFC data are 

generally stored in semi-structured and semi-encrypted text files. In order to query and 

analyse hundreds of millions of records, it is necessary to build an environment in which 

the records can be explored in a more effective and efficient manner. The correct migra

tion procedure needs to be combined with a method that verifies the data attributes with 

regard to correctness of its values;

•  to identify transfer journeys (linked trips) from  the EFC dataset. The original dataset 

consists of unlinked trips only. Unlinked trips are individual boardings without consid

ering journeys where a passenger had to transfer onto another bus to get to the desired 

final destination. However, it is important for the OD extraction algorithm to know which 

records are unlinked and which trips are transfer journeys (linked trips). An algorithm 

needs to be developed that uses several assumptions in order to classify the records into 

two categories: linked and unlinked trips. This algorithm needs to be tested and validated;

•  to analyse the transfer journey results set. This objective focuses on the analyses of 

transfer journey with the aim to more fully understand existing patterns, transfer nodes 

and waiting times;

•  to provide a novel m ethod to infer destinations o f  trip level passenger boarding records 

o f  a urban bus EF C system. This method needs to be justified, tested and validated. 

Furthermore it is aimed to focus on the precision of the algorithm rather than the amount 

of destinations that could theoretically be identified;

•  to demonstrate the application o f  the results o f  the OD inference method. This will 

show how the results could be used to calculate performance measures that are valuable 

to operators and authorities.

1.4 Dublin Bus
Dublin Bus is Ireland’s largest public transport agency. In consideration of the fact that the data 

that are available are from 1999, the following section is mainly based on the annual report of 

Dublin Bus (DB, 1999) and the Scott Wilson report which was published in June 2000 (Wilson, 

2000). The company ran a fleet of 1,054 buses, which provided according to Dublin Bus .a  

comprehensive bus service fo r  the city and county o f  Dublin and its hinterland... ’ (DB, 2005). 

The total number of boardings in 1999 were 193 million.

The Strategic Planning Guidelines for the Greater Dublin Area (DTO, 2001) estimate the
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increases w ith regard to population growth o f the area served to a large extent by D ublin Bus 

(see Table 1.1). This includes an increase in population o f the GDA o f 17% from  1.4 m illion in 

1996 to 1.65 m illion in 2016. The m etropolitan area is expected to have an increase o f 12.5% 

(450,000 in 1996 to 660,000 in 2011). Due to increasing house prices the population grow th in 

the hinterland is expected to rise by 36%.

F igure 1.1 shows a spatial m ap o f the GDA.

Drogheda '

Ru iTT

Airporfi

Dun Laogheire

Legend:
Prim ary  D evelopm en t C en '.reT ransporta tion  Corrldof

■  ■  ■ P u lu re  T ran sp o rta t o n  '  j S e c o n d a 'y  D ev elo p m en t C en tre
■  ■  ■ Co-rldor

M etropolitan A roa B ou n aa ry  S tra teg ic  G reen  Belts

Figure 1.1: M ap o f the G reater D ublin A rea (DTO, 2001)

Table 1.1: Demographic Projections o f  the GDA

Greater Dublin Area 1991 1996 1999 2016
Population (million) 1.35 1.41 1.46 1.75
Households ( ’000) 402 446 521 675
Employment (’000) 452 549 681 878
Unemployment rate 16% 12% 6% 5%
Car Ownership (per 1000 population) 247 292 342 480
% Growth in GDP since 1991 - 42% 79% 260%

A ccording to D ublin Bus (DB, 2005)
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. .  the principal objective o f  the urban public transport agency [is] to provide a passenger  

service by road fo r  the city and county o f  Dublin and contiguous areas and to provide ancillary’ 

services, within the state and between the state and places outside the state; conferred by the 

hoard by the Transport Act, 1950’.

The agency provides an extensive network o f bus routes - radial, cross-city, peripheral, 

DART feeder, Airlink, Nightlink, and sightseeing tours. Dublin Bus currently employes ap

proximately 3000 people. This network can be seen in Figure 1.2.

15 km

Figure 1.2; M ap of Bus Routes of Dublin Bus

Apart from the headquarters office located in the city centre there are seven other locations, 

which are called depots, in the GDA. Each depot is responsible for a certain region within 

the GDA and is managed by the depot manager. The depot manager has the responsibility to 

schedule and set routes, make sure all transport units are operable, and that human resources are 

used most appropriately. The managers also have the authority to change routes or to increase 

or decrease frequency of the buses.

The Dublin Bus fleet consists of Minibuses (MB), Single Decks (SD) and Double Decks 

(DD), which are distributed to different depots around Dublin City. The numbers shown in 

Table 1.2 are taken from the website of Dublin Bus (DB, 2005). The bus fleet is broken down
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Table 1.2: Breakdown o f  Dublin Bus F leet - Source: D ublin Bus, 2002

GARAGE/DEPOT MB SD DD TOTAL
D onnybrook 5 43 208 256
Ringsend 16 - 108 124
Conyngham  Road - 33 91 124
Sum m erhill - 8 104 112
Clontarf 19 - 95 114
Phibsboro 20 60 117 197
Broadstone 20 - 107 127

Total 80 144 830 1,054

into depot location and bus category.

Dublin Bus is embracing Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), and have had magnetic 

strip cards installed on buses for over a decade. Dublin Bus is also in the planning stages of 

introducing a system of integrated ticketing with the use of contact-less smart cards. Dublin 

Bus uses EFC boxes to validate either pre-purchased magnetic strip cards or to issue paper 

tickets for mostly single fares. The magnetic strip cards, which cannot be purchased on board, 

are available in various options (1 Day, 3 Day, 5 Day, and 7 Day, monthly, and annual). No 

change is given for purchasing single fares on board, but the remainder can be reclaimed at 

the head office in the city centre. For tickets bought on board, the bus operator chooses the 

fare category and the stage of the journey. The boarding of Old Aged Pensioners (OAP), who 

have free travel, are recorded by the EFC system. The OAP’s make up about 13-14 percent 

of all passenger journeys. Dublin Bus is also in the process of testing a system of Real Time 

Passenger Information (RTPI) called Q-time on the Lucan, Clondalkin and Ballyfermot Quality 

Bus Corridors (QBC’s). This system is currently in a trial stage and it is anticipated that it will 

be rolled out across the Dublin Bus over the next couple of years.

The fares and ticketing strategy of the DTO stated that ’’integrated fares and ticketing will 

be introduced that allows all public transport users to complete a fu ll journey with only one 

ticket ...making most journeys involving interchange cheaper” (DTO, 2003). This will further 

increase the potential of EFC data as multi-operator data can potentially be combined to yield 

more advanced results.

The EFC system implemented on the entire fleet of Dublin Bus is provided by the UK 

company Wayfarer. The following components are part of the system;

•  Bus mounted control units (keypad, clock, control software, and ticket issuing machine);
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•  Bus mounted magnetic strip card validation units. These units are connected to the main 

control unit so that the boarding record is recorded;

•  Each driver has a data cartridge which is responsible for storing the information produced 

by the main control unit and the magnetic strip card validation unit;

•  Cartridge readers that copy the data of each individual cartridge. Each bus depot has one 

computer that is responsible for gathering all the recorded information;

•  Central computer which accumulates the data collected by all depot computers;

•  ‘Gold cartridges’ are programming cartridges that have the ability to re-program the bus 

mounted control units. This is necessary to add new ticket types or additional bus routes;

•  In addition there are a number of software programmes in operation that allow the re

programming of the ‘gold cartridges’ and to create basic, mostly revenue based reports 

based on the recorded data.

Although the technological equipment that is mounted in the buses originally served mainly 

as a revenue control tool, the advances in IT allow a more thorough analysis of the data that is 

stored on a daily basis. This aspect will be explored throughout the thesis.

1.5 Electronic Fare Collection Systems
Data produced by electronic fareboxes is primarily used to ensure correct revenue collection. 

Public transport operators often neglect the potential of such a large dataset. Decisions with 

regard to operation or schedule planning are often made without consulting the past records 

stored in data files (Furth, 2000) even though the extraction of that information stored in the 

files can be straightforward if the data are stored in a database. Running queries relating to e.g. 

headway, frequency, bunching, etc. may be done effortlessly and cost effectively provided the 

database is set up correctly.

Other industries use more advanced data analysis techniques such as data mining to com

prehend information about the organisation that is stored in the database. Telecommunications, 

insurance and retail sectors apply Online Analytical Programming (OLAP) or data mining tech

niques (Inmon, 2002) to improve and optimise their operation management and strategic plan

ning. However, it is clear that advanced data analysis of EFC data is still in its infancy through

out the public transport sector (Furth, 2000). Furth (2000) further says that it is very common 

among public transport agencies to store the passenger journey data only for revenue analysis 

reasons. However, this data can be used to provide Quality of Service (QOS) indicators or to
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assist in planning and scheduling tasks.

In a data-poor environment, planners and schedulers must depend on ad hoc feedback from 

vehicle operators and passengers to justify adjusting routings, running times, and service fre

quencies (Strathman et al., 2002). Information-rich data on the other hand may provide detailed 

information on bus running times and passenger loads (Furth, 2000) that may be used to im

prove operations and scheduling. Furth (2000) and Strathman et al. (2002) agree that several 

performance indicators can be used together to evaluate operating conditions. For example, 

headway maintenance and passenger load data can be jointly analysed to determine if heavy 

load patterns are a consequence of insufficient frequencies or headway maintenance problems. 

Such analyses can be carried out once the EFC data are stored in a structured format.

Apart from solving any technological problems related to the implementation of large data 

structures it is important to identify areas that would benefit from various EFC analyses. An 

understanding of the transport sector is crucial in order to produce results that are relevant 

and useful for public transport agencies. The examples shown in Table 1.3 show some of the 

business questions and scenarios that could be addressed using EFC data.

Table 1.3: Examples o f Business Questions and Scenarios

D epartm ent Exam ple

Marketing Where do passengers, who use a weekly/monthly ticket, live?
Finance Forecasting and calculating annual growth and the consequent impact studies 

of that growth. Route profitability forecasts.
Operations and Scheduling Reports about various performance measures. E.g., what are the boarding 

patterns o f all stages on route XYZ? On-time performance analysis.
Strategic Planning How does a newly developed housing estate impact on passenger volume o f a 

route? How many buses will the agency need to provide in 1 year, 3 years, or 
5 years?

Business Development What is the impact o f rolling out newly structured weekly/monthly tickets and 
how will it influence passenger loads? What would be the most beneficial 
pricing structure?

Section 2.3 will further detail the concept of EFC systems and also explore the potential of 

its automatically collected data.

1.6 Research Problems
Research problems were identified in the following areas;

•  As the project is mainly data driven it was anticipated that problems would arise due 

to the vast amount of data. The data needed to be checked and then migrated into a 

database without losing information. Furthermore, the data used for this project are not
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the entire population as the records of cash paying customers are not available. This 

caused problems when the final results needed to be interpreted;

•  Validation of the results turned out to be critical but also problematic. This was mainly 

due to the lack of a representative and validated sample result o f destinations. Other forms 

of validation were therefore used;

•  The runtime of all alterations, extensions and program executions took a considerable 

amount o f time. It was therefore important that all functions and processes were designed 

and developed with the runtime aspect in mind.

•  Dublin Bus did not want to contribute to this project due to sensitivity of information 

which made it difficult at stages to deduct missing bits of information or interpreting 

anomalies within the data.

1.7 Research Context (Scope and Audience)
This thesis may be of interest to researchers or practitioners who focus on the analysis of large 

datasets, public transport performance measure analysis, level of service analysis, transfer jour

ney analysis and Origin/Destination destination and analysis. The developed algorithms and 

methods may be applied to datasets that contain the main attributes required for the procedures. 

This may also be applicable for a network that consists of different modes (e.g. bus, light/heavy 

rail) and/or multiple operators. The key lies in the data and whether these can be formatted to 

such an extent that the algorithm can apply the chosen assumptions.

1.8 Structure of the Thesis
Chapter 2 provides an overview with regard to Automatic Data Collection (ADC) systems. 

This includes EFC, automatic vehicle location, and automatic passenger counting systems. All 

these systems store large amounts of data that may serve as foundation for basic and advanced 

analysis. The chapter further explores the potential of such datasets and compares these to more 

tradifional methods of data collection such as surveys.

Chapter 3 provides a literature review of the research area. The main focus lies on the 

estimation o f OD matrices using historical data recorded by EFC systems. The estimation 

of OD matrices for public transport networks using historical data is only at its infancy and 

available publications are limited. A brief overview of alternative OD estimation techniques is 

also provided.
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Chapter 4 focuses on the main data and how those data are migrated into a database and 

then how various extensions facilitate further analyses. A newly developed universal 4-Phase 

data migration framework is introduced. This chapter further elaborates on the design and 

development of an iterative classification algorithm. The algorithm identified transfer journeys 

(also known as linked trips) which play an important role throughout the rest of the thesis. The 

results of this algorithm are thoroughly validated. The final section of the chapter analyses the 

impact of human involvement throughout the data recording stages.

Chapter 5 focuses on the analysis of the newly identified transfer journey data that were 

generated using the iterative classification algorithm. Such an analysis emphasises the impor

tance of understanding passenger behaviour and operational performance measures for decision 

support and decision-making. A large part of the chapter investigates the network with regard 

to its symmetry. A new method to calculate a Degree o f  Symmetry is proposed. This analysis is 

carried out on both single and transfer journeys.

The OD estimation algorithm and all its components are described in Chapter 6. This in

cludes the introduction of a novel method to infer substitutional routes based on the public 

transport passenger boarding patterns recorded. Classes and rules are created and justified to 

build the rule base which forms the core of knowledge that the OD extraction algorithm accesses 

during the inference process. A second iteration of the OD algorithm analyses and evaluates 

emerging patterns that occurred throughout the entire ticket life span which is then used to fur

ther identify OD pairs. This is followed by a thorough validation process and a discussion of 

the limitations and boundaries of both data and algorithm.

Chapter 7 initially shows some aggregate figures with regard to the performance of the 

algorithm itself such as results grouped by ticket type, OD pairs and repeated OD pairs. The 

second part of this chapter focuses on the estimation of in-vehicle time and its variability for 

some selected sample routes with the aim to demonstrate some applications of the extracted OD 

information.

Chapter 8 summarises the research and comments on the research objectives that were stated 

at the beginning of the project. This is followed by a brief summary and discussion on the 

methodology applied. The main contributions of the body of knowledge are listed. The chap

ter also discusses the main findings and possible future implications. Suggestions for further 

research are provided, followed by the final remarks.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction
Urban public transport networks have often millions of customers who travel regularly using 

the services offered. The electronic systems that are implemented on the public transport fleet 

serve primarily to improve service and operations of the urban public transport provider. These 

systems also produce large datasets as a by-product which in turn can be used by the operators 

to improve decision making. This chapter provides a brief overview of the main Automatic Data 

Collection (ADC) systems that are widely used. It then explores the Electronic Fare Collection 

(EFC) systems in greater detail.

Rule Based Reasoning is explained in detail as this concept was used to estimate passen

ger’s destinations. Furthermore, the rule base and various advantages and disadvantages of this 

method are outlined.

A study carried out at the University of Westminster under the supervision of Prof. Peter 

White focused on the utilisation of EFC data. In particular the information needs of public 

transport operators, county councils and Passenger Transport Executives are presented. These 

information needs are revisited in Section 8.2 to determine whether the proposed methods of 

this research contributed in providing required information.

2.2 Automatic Data Collection Systems
Using innovative analysis approaches on large datasets has been one of the fastest growing 

and changing business areas over the last decade. It is often known as data mining, business 

intelligence, or knowledge discovery. All terms related to the analysis of large datasets use 

techniques such as rule based reasoning, neural networks, clustering, or classification. There is

1 1
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also a more recent trend where public transport operators use their automatically recorded data 

to make more informed decisions.

Data originating from ADC systems have a number of advantages which can be utilised by 

the urban transport operator. The first advantage is that the required technologies to record the 

data are already in place. It can therefore be considerably cheaper to analyse ADC data than to 

plan and execute a survey. Furthermore, surveys are expensive and are therefore rarely carried 

out on a network wide level whereas ADC data are generally available for the entire network.

The second advantage is the amount of data that can be utilised while analysing the datasets. 

Whereas surveys generally rely on samples and only cover a small area of the network, ADC 

systems facilitate the data collection of the entire network at all times. For example, it is there

fore easier to focus on trend analyses with regard to changing parameters such as supply and 

demand, passenger behaviour or operational focus. Depending on the analysis that a study re

quires it is also likely that the ADC data eliminate bias as the data recorded are more exact than 

people’s perceptions or estimations. For example, in-vehicle time analyses often rely on cus

tomer perception whereas ADC data can determine a more exact value. Due to the spatial and 

temporal coverage ADC systems can offer not only the replacement of some surveys but also 

facilitate the analyses of previously unknown scenarios. However, it is noteworthy to mention 

that ADC data also lacks in information which may have been possible to capture using surveys. 

This could include the trip purpose as well as detailed demographics.

It is further possible to focus on special events or weather conditions (Zhao, 2004; Hofmann 

and O ’Mahony, 2005a).

Table 2.1 compares various aspects of manual and automatic data collection techniques (adapted 

from Wilson et al. (2005)):

Table 2.1: Differences in Data Collection Technologies

M anual A utom atic

low capital cost high capital cost
high marginal cost low marginal cost
small sample sizes large sample sizes

aggregate more detailed, disaggregate
unreliable errors and biases can be estimated and corrected

limited spatially and temporally ubiquitous
more flexible data collection (e.g. trip purpose) restricted to ADC system data attributes

Most of the differences in Table 2.1 are self explanatory. The high capital cost of automatic 

data collection cannot be solely assigned to the analysis aspects as the technology is required
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whether analysis on the data is carried out or not. However, in the case where large datasets need 

to be analysed the costs of workstations and/or servers need to be covered as well as software 

cost and human resources.

The following main ADC systems will be introduced in greater detail: Electronic Fare Col

lection (EFC)Systems; Automatic Passenger Counters (APC); and Automatic Vehicle Location 

(AVL) Systems.

2.3 Electronic Fare Collection Systems 
2.3.1 Definition of EFC

EFC systems are implemented to ensure the correct validation of tickets and to issue correct 

tickets to public transport passengers. EFC systems are also known as Electronic Fareboxes, 

Automatic Fare Collection, or On-board Ticket Processors. Initially the data was mainly col

lected for revenue purposes. Nowadays, innovative projects emerge that use the vast amount of 

data to improve decision making. This could include decisions with regard to

•  improved fare policies (Fleishman et al., 1996);

•  fare change forecasting (Fleishman et al., 1996);

•  understanding ridership patterns (Fleishman et al., 1996) by trip, stage, route segment, 

route and network level using different periods of time such as peak, off-peak, weekday, 

weekend, etc.;

•  estimating passenger miles using average trip length (Furth, 2000);

•  running time and running time variability (Furth, 2000);

•  route economic performance comparisons (Furth, 2000);

•  on-time performance (Furth, 2000);

•  system level schedule adherence (Furth, 2000);

•  trend analysis to identify fare collection policy problems (Stem, 1997);

•  ridership/capacity ratio (Parkinson and Fisher, 1996);

•  headway (Parkinson and Fisher, 1996);

•  schedule adherence (Parkinson and Fisher, 1996; Furth, 2000);

•  trip summaries (Furth, 2000);

•  Origin-Destination inference at trip level (Barry et al., 2002; Hofmann and O ’Mahony, 

2005c; Zhao, 2004; Trepanier et al., 2007a).
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2.3.2 Types of EFC Systems

There are two main differences wiien implementing EFC systems. One system is an entry-only 

system which means that the ticket is only checked/validated when the public transport pas

senger boards the vehicle. This type of EFC system is most commonly implemented. Because 

the ticket is only checked at the boarding, no data is recorded when and where the passenger 

alights. Dublin Bus has an entry-only system installed.

The entry-exit validation systems require a valid ticket for entry and exit of the vehicle. 

There are only a few examples where exit-entry systems are implemented. For example, in the 

USA only Washington D.C.’s Metro and the BART network in California successfully use entry- 

exit validation. In the UK, London uses an entry-exit system for their underground services. 

Singapore uses contact-less smart cards to record entry-exit validation on their bus network 

(May, 2004). From a data analysis point of view such systems would be ideal as the exit of a 

passenger is recorded and linked to the entry using a unique ticket ID. Knowing the travel path 

of all passengers would lead to an environment where the passenger movements of an entire 

transport network is transparent. Although exit validation is possible for metro and light rail 

stations it might not be feasible for bus networks unless the technology advances to such extend 

that the ticket is validated without any delay while exiting the bus. Initial tests were carried out 

by Siemens in Switzerland where tickets were entirely contact-less (known as vicinity cards) 

meaning that the public transport vehicle automatically detected and validated the tickets of all 

passengers (Siemens, 2001). Such validation occurred on entry and then on exit. The smart 

card was then charged depending on the exact distance travelled. However, such systems have 

not been implemented on a commercial basis.

2.3.3 Methods of Payment

More recent systems have introduced magnetic strip cards and smart cards as methods of pay

ment on public transport vehicles. Some EFC systems also accept on-board cash payments. 

With respect to the aspect that is researched throughout this thesis it is important to realise that 

EFC data records of cash paying customers are not traceable. This means that cash paying 

customers are entirely anonymous. However, passengers that validate a ticket when boarding 

the vehicle are not entirely anonymous as each ticket has a unique ticket ID (for most EFC sys

tems). This ticket ID facilitates analyses such as the one that is presented in this thesis. There 

are significant differences between smart cards and magnetic strip cards. For example, smart
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cards can often be re-charged for as long as 5 years (Bagchi and White, 2005). The main differ

ence, however, is that smart cards can process and store information. This allows the operator 

to load period travel passes, single and return travel tickets, stored value and concessionary 

entitlements onto the smart card (Bagchi, 2003a).

There is also a difference with regard to data that are recorded when using smart cards and 

magnetic strip cards. For example, smart cards may have cardholder information and purchase 

information stored either on a centralised system or on the card itself. Although some of the 

cardholder information is protected by privacy laws, other information can be used without 

violating any of these laws. Such exclusions from the privacy laws could be area of residence, 

age, sex, employment, etc..

Magnetic strip cards were initially introduced in London and the Long Island Rail Road 

(LIRR) in 1964, which led to the first stored value application in 1966 (Fleishman el al., 1996). 

Nowadays most network operators offer magnetic strip cards or smart cards to customers. The 

general trend to integrated ticketing also pushes the trend to use smart cards as a payment 

method.

As this thesis does not focus on the method of payment, smart cards and magnetic strip 

cards are not further explored.

2.3.4 Measurement Errors
Measurement errors can occur either before, during or after the validating or issuing process of 

the ticket. Correct policies and procedures can minimise such errors (Trepanier et al., 2007a). 

Furth (2000) lists the following errors:

•  The bus driver does not indicate the correct stop or presses a wrong key on the control 

panel (further see Section 4 .6 .1);

•  The cassette has not been signed on correctly and therefore fails to record the boardings 

or the dataset lacks completeness due to missing data attributes (e.g. route identifier);

•  Once the bus has returned to the depot the staff do not extract the data from the cassette 

which may lead to loss of the data;

•  Fare categories are either ambiguous or not complete (applies to cash fares only);

•  Problems with the equipment due to the manufacturer or lack of maintenance.

The following items can be added to this list:
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•  New bus stops have not been added to the software that programs the fare media reader. 

This may lead to wrong assignments of passenger boardings;

•  Magnetic strip cards are not as reliable as smart cards and tend to cause reading errors 

more frequently;

•  Passengers with Old Aged Pensioner (OAP) passes or annual passes often do not validate 

the ticket but only show it to the bus driver. This leads to an incomplete data source;

• Complexity of fares structure may affect extent to which stop-level records are updated 

(e.g. flat versus graduated).

Some of these errors and their impact on the subsequent data analysis will be addressed 

throughout this thesis.

2.3.5 Summary of EFC Systems
Data that were extracted from an EFC system build the core data source for this project. They 

are also the most versatile with regard to data analysis. Although it is not possible to identify 

alightings from the dataset (unless for entry-exit systems) or real time location information, 

EFC data form the most suitable base for historical data analysis.

2.4 Automatic Passenger Counters 
2.4.1 Definition of APC
APC systems are a significant component for estimating ridership volumes with regard to 

service planning, scheduling and forecasting (Boyle, 1998). These systems record passenger 

boardings and alightings using various different technologies. They were first used in the 1970s 

(Schiavone, 1999). Some APC systems use mechanical sensors that record a change in pressure 

when a passenger’s foot is set onto the device. Other systems use infrared devices which record 

the alighting and boarding of buses depending which of the beams is broken first. Others again 

can use optical imaging (Furth, 2000). Generally, a limited proportion of the fleet is equipped 

with APC systems which are then dispatched on all routes over a certain period of time. The in

formation can be downloaded in different ways including radio frequency, cable or extractable 

storage devices (Schiavone, 1999). The passenger count needs to be recorded in combination 

with the location of the vehicle. This can be done using odometer readings or AVL information 

(Furth, 2000). Although this was not found in any literature the location information could also 

be extracted using EFC systems where the common link of the two datasets could be the time 

of the recordings.
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APC systems may be used for the following applications (Casey et al., 1996):

•  Provide detail to the dispatcher to support informed decision making on immediate cor

rective action (e.g., short-turn the empty bus, not the full one);

•  Provide information to RTPI systems;

•  In the case where there is a requirement to submit data to a national transit database, 

passenger trips and passenger miles can be calculated using the system;

•  Future scheduling;

•  Planning and positioning new bus shelters for passengers. The information could be used 

with other demographic information in a GIS application;

•  Improve fleet planning, scheduling and dispatching.

One of the main benefits of APC systems is the decreased data collection cost and the 

increased type and range of data that becomes available. Some of the cost is reduced as almost 

no time needs to be invested into the pre-processing stage of the data. The data are stored 

electronically without the need to enter them into a computer system as would be the case 

for many manual counts. The automatically recorded data may contribute to improved overall 

operating efficiency.

2.4.2 Measurement Errors
As with EFC systems, APC systems can also have measurement errors that may bias the results. 

Furth (2000) lists the following reasons for measurement errors:

•  Hardware malfunctioning which leads to incorrect reading results;

•  Miscounting passengers;

•  Failing to identify the correct bus stop;

•  Incorrect data segmentation;

•  Incorrect sign-on.

It is critical to the overall results to verify the recorded data. For example, to compare the on- 

counts with the off-counts for the period of measurement. Other literature focuses on validation, 

sampling and statistical inference of APC data (Furth and McCollom, 1987; Strathman and 

Hopper, 1991; Kimpel et al., 2003).
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2.5 Automatic Vehicle Location Systems
2.5.1 Definition of AVL
AVL systems mainly serve as additional system components for tasks such as measuring sys

tem performance (e.g. ridership volume, on-time performance), improving real time passenger 

information (RTPI) displays, announcing next stop information for on-board passengers, and 

displaying vehicles on electronic maps for both passengers and operational managers (Oku- 

nieff, 1997). The primary task of AVL systems is to identify the location of the vehicle in 

real-time. The improvements today in the area of global positioning systems (GPS) allows the 

extraction of exact spatial locations even in city centre areas. Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) 

for example uses the AVL system in combination with an automatic stop announcement system 

(AVAS). However, this AVL system solely serves the AVAS system and location data is not sent 

to the control centre in real-time.

AVL systems w'ere firstly implemented in 1969 (Okunieff, 1997). However, many urban 

public transport operators still do not operate AVL systems for the entire fleet as the installation 

and maintenance often outweigh the benefits. Many operators only equip vehicles with AVL 

when an RTPI system supplies passengers with estimated arrival times based on real-time data 

feeds.

AVL systems sometimes also store vehicle location data on on-board computers which can 

then be used to analyse trip times. For the purpose of control centres’ data requirements it is 

enough to receive location data in 90 second intervals (Furth, 2000). However, this is sometimes 

not often enough or exact enough to use the data as trip time data source. The data that are 

recorded may contribute to more widespread and detailed planning information at a much lower 

cost and higher accuracy than manual collection could achieve.

There are many benefits that can be attributed to AVL systems. This may include im

provements of on-time performance, opportunity to react to disruptions and bus operators can 

overview schedule adherence (Casey et al., 1996). This results in an improved level of service 

which in turn may increase attractiveness and thus ridership. It further increases safety and 

security as the location of the vehicle is known. Another application of AVL systems is a traffic 

signal preferential treatment system (Casey et al., 1996).

2.5.2 Measurement Errors
Measurement errors in AVL systems are often linked to the technology used to implement the 

system. The following is a list showing some of the errors that can lead to data problems:
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•  Depending on the technology applied, transmission errors may occur (Fallon, 2000);

•  Lack of update in infrastructural changes may lead to cause errors (Higgens et al., 2000);

•  Data recording may rely on passing a signpost in case the odometer and signpost or 

wayside method is implemented. This method also lacks in providing continuous location 

information (Jones et al., 2003);

•  Ground-based radio may result in transmission errors or failures due to tall buildings 

which would result in missing data (Jones et al., 2003);

•  When differential GPS is implemented then differential correction must be altered and 

updated frequently. If this is not maintained wrong data may be recorded (Jones et al., 

2003);

•  AVL systems are often only installed for some routes which means that there is never a 

time when data are available for the entire network.

2.6 Manual Data Collection

Manual data collection is still part of most public transport operators. This may include data 

collection techniques such as operator trip cards, traffic checkers (Furth, 2000) and various 

different types of surveys. By nature, manual data collection techniques are mostly applied to a 

small sample of the population over a limited period of time due to the related costs. Surveys 

that particularly focus on the estimation of OD matrices will be introduced in greater detail 

throughout this thesis.

2.7 Potential of ADC Data

ADC technology offers great potential for future data analysis. Integrated systems could be de

veloped which complement each other. This could lead to a data structure that facilitates more 

complex approaches with regard to various analyses. Furthermore, each transport network can 

potentially record the same data attributes. The introduction of standards with regard to data 

recording, data storage and data extensions would greatly benefit future progress in this research 

area. Having such standards would allow software to be developed that can serve many oper

ators and therefore decrease development cost and increase usability and functionality of such 

programmes. In addition, regional or national databases can be created that offer comparisons 

of different networks, calculation of performance measures of similar networks, and the option 

to learn from successful network changes or other implementations.
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Another possibility of such an ADC database would be the possibility to add other non

transport related datasets. Such an application was shown in Hofmann and O ’Mahony (2005a) 

where EFC data was combined with hourly weather records to see what impact adverse weather 

has on urban bus service delivery. Another potential area where an ADC database could be used 

is to analyse the impact of obstructions such as construction sites or traffic accidents on urban 

bus service delivery. Knowing about these impacts would improve decision making with regard 

to proactive and informed dynamic changes to ensure service delivery.

Unfortunately, most systems that are currently in place were implemented for other reasons 

but data collection. AVL systems, for example, were implemented in Dublin to facilitate correct 

operations of the RTPI system. The data are only stored temporarily and are not kept for further 

analysis. The AVL system is not used in combination with the EFC system. The EFC systems 

themselves still serve mostly as a revenue collection tool without any considerations of data 

needs.

Nevertheless, EFC and other ADC data are potentially very useful data sources. As shown in 

this thesis, a normal dataset allows one to infer transfer nodes, passenger destinations, in-vehicle 

time, waiting time, and its variability. There are many more measures that can be extracted from 

EFC data.

2.8 Rule Based Reasoning
Rule Based Reasoning (RBR) is a technique that uses a reasoning process to connect data to 

conclusions. It is mostly used in Expert Systems that are concerned with problem solving 

approaches (Ralston et al., 2000). It is the formal definition of the thinking process when the 

aim is to extract patterns by using production rules. These rules are the most common method to 

represent knowledge (Ralston et al., 2000). Rule based reasoning therefore finds its application 

in most disciplines reaching from linguistics to medicine to transportation.

There are two main approaches to knowledge representation (Tan et al., 2006):

1. Procedural representation is when the knowledge and the manipulation of the knowledge 

is linked, as in most computer code;

2. Declarative representation separates knowledge and the algorithm to manipulate knowl

edge. This method allows changing the knowledge without interfering with the algorithm
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itself and therefore is preferable when developing reusable inference procedures. This is 

the method used for this algorithm.

2.8.1 Rules in RBR
A rule is composed of a condition and an action - more commonly known as IF and THEN parts. 

The IF part consists of a logical combination of conditions whereas the THEN part states the 

action which has to be taken in the case where the conditions are fulfilled. For example IF (cer

tain conditions apply) THEN (take appropriate action). This type of knowledge representation 

is known as action-oriented (Ralston et al., 2000).

Two main types of IF/THEN rules exist:

• Propositional statements are variable free and describe a particular instance. The follow

ing example illustrates why the propositional statement is not suited to represent general 

relations with a large number of cases:

IF Female(Mary) and Divorced(Mary) THEN WasMarried(Mary)

The example emphasises the shortcomings of this method. Although it is known that 

Mary is female and divorced and therefore was married the rule is fixed to the (logical) 

constant Mary. A method that allows for a more flexible approach is required to represent 

the knowledge that is known for this project;

• First-order statements overcome this shortcoming by introducing variables in the rules 

(Duda et al., 2001):

IF Route(a,b) and DifDirection(a,b) THEN PotentialOD(a,b)

This statements says that if the routes of boarding records a and b are equal and are going 

in different directions they are part of a potential OD pair. This example demonstrates 

the increasing complexity of the rule which now can be applied to the entire dataset. A 

first-order logic rule can also be applied to constants (propositional rules). It is further 

possible to include functions in the IF/THEN rule such as

IF PotentialOD(a,b) and (IsRepeated(a,b) < 1)

THEN OD_case(a,b,x)

where IsRepeated{a, b) is a function returning the number of repeats of this combination 

as a numerical value. The expression {IsRepeated{a, b) < 1) returns one of the Boolean 

variables TRUE or FALSE which is used in the rule. The complexity of the rules governs
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the granularity of conditions and conclusions. By changing the granularity rules can 

become more specific or more general (Pedrycz, 2002).

Rules in RBR are highly readable and have the advantage of being modular and very modifi

able. This means that rules can be added and deleted in a flexible fashion (Pedrycz, 2002). Rules 

can be used in combination with database applications and also have the advantage that they can 

be easily interpreted (Duda et al., 2001). The values of the attributes can contain numerical and 

non-numerical data types which is a very important predicate for this project as various differ

ent data types are contained in the dataset. RBR is particularly suitable for problems where 

general relationships among entities can be categorised into classes. The relationships can then 

be defined by rules applying IF/THEN statements (Duda et al., 2001).

The disadvantage of a rule is often seen as the missing parameter or notation of probability. 

When data have a high level of noise and a large Bayes error then rules can often be difficult to 

implement (Duda et al., 2001). This however does not apply to the dataset used for this project 

and can therefore be disregarded.

Each system has an inference engine which is made up of a problem solving procedure or 

method. This engine relies on the knowledge collected and stored in the knowledge base. For 

this project the knowledge base stores the rules which will be identified as the decision rules 

(see Section 6.5). The problem solving procedure uses IF/THEN statements and chains these 

together to create larger more complex rules. This is known as forward chaining because the 

method begins with a set of conditions and aims to make a conclusion (Ralston et al., 2000). 

Forward chaining is a data-driven process in which the rules are used to generate or infer new 

knowledge from an initial dataset. This knowledge is inferred by applying the rules to the 

dataset. Backward chaining on the other hand is goal-directed inference. Whereas forward 

chaining uses the rules to produce new information, backward chaining uses the rules to answer 

whether the goal clause is true or not. The purpose of RBR in this project is to decide whether 

a set of boarding records belong to a return journey or not. This is done by executing each part 

of the rule to see whether the boarding records are in fact return journeys. If all conditions set 

in a rule were true then the OD information could be inferred. The methodological approach 

therefore had to be based on backward chaining.

2.8.2 The Rule Base
The rule base (also known as knowledge base) is the location where the identified rules are 

stored. In this project the rules are stored in two separate text files; one for single journeys and
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one for transfer journeys. The rules will be identified in Section 6.5 where decision tables and 

expert knowledge is used to define all possible and logical scenarios.

2.8.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of RBR
The following advantages are associated with RBR systems:

•  The rules are easily comprehensible;

•  The rules can easily be defined;

•  New knowledge can easily be incorporated into existing rule bases (Kolodner, 1993);

•  Existing knowledge can be easily changed by modifying rules that are already defined in

the rule base (Heymans et al., 2005);

•  Each rule represents a standalone portion of knowledge or a unit of knowledge (Duda 

et al., 2001),

Systems using RBR as their method to infer knowledge are often faced with the following 

problems:

•  The number of rules can sometimes grow to a large amount and the rules may lose their 

effectiveness from a readability point of view. This however is not the case in this project 

as the 36 rules may change over time and maybe a few more rules will be added. However, 

it is unlikely that the number of rules will exceed an amount that interferes with the 

readability advantage;

« Rules set in the rule base are not fundamental or universal rules. This means that some

times set rules that were true, or at least believed to be true, need to be changed to false. 

The consequences of this is that some of the ‘facts’ may need to be ‘taken back’. Changes 

could be necessary if the ‘world’ (the transport network in this case) that is represented 

by the facts changes to such an extent that the rules do not reflect the changes anymore 

(Patterson, 1990);

•  In larger more complex systems it can become expensive to formulate all rules. Large 

expert systems of companies could have several thousand rules that describe the business 

environment which is represented by the rules. This does not apply to this project as the 

problem to be solved is in a specific contained environment. In other words the defined 

36 rules were sufficient to represent the boarding records and the corresponding rules 

required to infer OD information.
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2.9 Use of EFC Data for Decision Making by Urban Bus Op
erators

An interesting study with regard to EFC data utihsation was carried out by Bagchi (2003a) 

at the University of Westminster. The study focused on the current data collection practices 

of transport service providers. This was carried out using surveys and face-to-face interviews 

of 15 transport service providers including seven Passenger Transport Executives (PTE), two 

county councils and six bus operators. For confidentiality purposes the results were encoded so 

that the type of the transport service providers was known but not their names or locations. The 

following paragraphs will summarise the results which were obtained by this study.

OD survey data was carried out by 67% of the survey participants. The 33% that did not 

carry out such surveys were exclusively urban bus operators. In fact only one of the six op

erators carried out OD related surveys. Household surveys were carried out by 60% of the 

participants. Three bus operators and three PTEs did not carry out household surveys that con

sisted of panel/non-panel travel diaries. All but one participant received EFC data. Two bus 

operators mentioned that they use EFC data solely to generate aggregate summary data in a 

predefined format. As the PTEs only regulate transport but do not run their own services they 

do not collect EFC data directly. However, they have access to the EFC data on request.

One aspect of the survey focused on the main purpose of EFC data. The result was that 

the primary use of EFC data for PTEs is related to revenue allocation of pre-paid tickets and 

revenue allocation for concessionary fare reimbursements. Some bus operators use the data 

for more detailed analyses. Two operators use the EFC data to monitor service reliability. 

Five participants (3 operators and 2 PTEs) use the data for fare take up monitoring. Only 

four participants focus on the measurement of patronage and only one of these four was a bus 

operator. The use of EFC data as an evaluation method for marketing initiatives is only used by 

three participants.

Another section of the comprehensive survey confronted the participants with nine different 

statements which were as follows (Bagchi, 2003a):

1. Having a continuous record of journeys undertaken by individuals using our services and 

being able to link the records to those individuals;

2. Identifying more of our customers by name and address not just the travel card holders;

3. Recording the origin and destination of all journeys (boarding and alighting points to/from 

vehicle) undertaken on our buses;
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4. Having the same journey information available for a larger and more representative pro

portion of our customers than is possible to obtain through existing surveys;

5. Having a continuous record of journeys undertaken by identified customers using our 

services so that we can see how people vary their travel behaviour day to day, week to 

week, etc.;

6. Being able to identify the pattern of interchange with other buses as part of a customer’s 

journey from one activity to another (e.g. home to work);

7. M onitor and measure demand at different time periods and at different places (e.g. inter

changes);

8. Measure more accurately than presently possible how many new customers have started 

using our services over a period of time;

9. Measure more accurately than presently possible how many customers have stopped using 

our services over a period of time.

The statements were then rated with regard to their importance. The following Table 2.2 

shows the results with regard to the categories each participant placed the statements in:

Table 2.2: Survey Results o f Rating Statements

SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9
Very important 6 5 6 6 4 6 6 5 4
Fairly important 0 1 2 0 1 2 4 4 4
Neither important nor unimportant 3 2 3 3 2 4 1 3 2
Fairly unimportantt 3 2 0 3 2 1 0 0 0
Not important 3 1 1 0 2 0 0 1 1

Unfortunately the study did not reveal a breakdown by county council, bus operator and 

PTEs. Nevertheless, the rating of the statements is positive with regard to the information re

quirements. In particular the ranking by the participants of statements 3, 6 and 7 are significant 

for this thesis as the proposed algorithms attempt to provide such information. These three 

statements are also the ones that are ranked as most important with an average o f fa irly impor

tant to very important. This will be analysed at the end of this thesis (see Section 8.2) in order 

to address which statements can successfully be addressed using EFC data.

2.10 Summary
ADC data utilisation technologies have not advanced significantly over the last decades. Most 

systems are still independent without integration with other ADC components. The data col

lection and analyses aspect of ADC systems is still very much in the background. As transport
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networks become more complex and mature to multi-modal and multi-operator networks, the 

availability of data will become more important in order to support the decision making pro

cess. The data collection capabilities of ADC systems are already provided; the next step is to 

fully utilise their potential, providing urban public transport planners with a database that can 

be used to optimise operational and strategic decisions.

Rule Based Reasoning is a valid method to estimate OD information as the rules are capa

ble of capturing domain expertise. Furthermore, the rule base can easily be extended without 

changing the algorithm itself. Due to the small rule base the general disadvantages of rule based 

reasoning are not applicable.

The presentation of the current data collection practices of various public transport stake

holders was mapped to their information needs. This will be followed through and in Chapter 8 

the results of this thesis address the information needs again, identifying which ones can be 

provided using historical EFC data.

The following chapter will outline the literature that is available with regard to Origin/Destination 

(OD) estimation, the use of OD data for public transport planning and the role of transfer jour

neys for network optimisation.



Chapter 3 

Literature Review

3.1 Introduction
Origin/Destination (OD) data are used in many transport models as one of the main parame

ters. This chapter will outline existing methods to estimate OD matrices. Initially a historical 

overview will be described followed by a brief section on OD estimation using count data. Then 

research efforts based on OD estimation on trip level, on which this project is based, will be 

outlined in greater detail. These trip level models are critically compared and evaluated at the 

end of this chapter.

The most common method of generating OD datasets is through surveys which are often 

expensive and time consuming (DFT-UK, 2004). Identifying possible sources of existing move

ment data can cause duplication of effort and further increases the cost of transport modelling 

(DFT-UK, 2001). Consultants are particularly interested in timely sources of existing move

ment data due to the need of assessing alternative options when developing transport models 

(DFT-UK, 2001, 2004).

For example, an OD survey was carried out by the New York Metropolitan Transportation 

Council (NYMTC) in 1990 which cost $1.5 million. The council distributed 2 million forms out 

o f which 450,000 were valid responses. NYMTC also states that there were considerable biases 

with regard to over reporting from the central business district (CBD) and under reporting of 

trips made by students. Furthermore, return tips were also under reported. NYMTC has decided 

not to repeat the survey due to the potential of EFC data. However, corridor-level surveys are 

still carried out to supplement EFC data. This example shows that automated extraction of 

destinations based on historical EFC data is a possibility and can eliminate some o f the surveys. 

The will further be outlined throughout this chapter.

Kadiyali (1984) states several needs for OD surveys. This includes the need to determine

27
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the exact origin and destination as well as the zone of trips, time of the journey, and trip pur

pose. Although the proposed method in this thesis does not allow one to define trip purpose or 

household characteristics it is possible to infer some of the other parameters such as location of 

origin and destination and the time aspect of trips.

3.2 Historical Overview of OD Estimation
Prior to more modern approaches the first large-scale cordon count which resulted in a OD ma

trix was implemented in Chicago in 1916 (Easa, 1993). Between this period and the late 1960s 

statistical surveys such as travel diaries and interviews, roadside surveys or license plate surveys 

were mostly used to infer OD matrices (Cremer and H.Keller, 1987). Such methods are now 

often called conventional analysis (Peng, 1998). Due to the changing characteristics of trans

portation it became more and more difficult and too expensive to infer such information using 

some surveys types and interviews (Sun and Porwal, 2000). Furthermore, frequent changes in 

land-use made inferred matrices often quickly outdated. Gravity, opportunity and Fratar models 

are often used to infer OD matrices based on conventional analysis methods (see Easa (1993) 

or Ortuzar and Willumsen (2001)). In more recent years the focus is on models that use traffic 

counts and sampled OD data (Cremer and H.Keller, 1987). Of particular interest to this project 

are the recent advances in trip level OD estimation for public transport networks such as Barry 

et al. (2002); Zhao et al. (2007); Trepanier et al. (2007a).

3.3 Aggregate OD estimation
The area of OD matrix estimation receives considerable attention in the literature due to its fun

damental importance in transport modelling and planning. Numerous methods exist of which 

this section will briefly describe the key concepts. Noteworthy is that the following methods 

estimate aggregate OD matrices and are not able to infer ’real’ trip level OD data per passenger. 

This is of importance as this research aims to produce trip level OD data meaning that the desti

nation of each individual passenger is attempted to be inferred based on real recordings of that 

same passenger rather than the aggregate OD volume of pre-defined nodes and their volume 

counts.

There are many models that estimate OD matrices. The main differences often depend 

on the frequency of count data measurements, the treatment of congestion, the mathematical 

formulation and the network configuration. The following section will describe each o f these 

categories.
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Static models only consider time independent count data and are therefore more concerned 

with estimating an OD matrix over a long time interval. Many different approaches exist includ

ing entropy based models (Zuylen and Willumsen, 1980; Bell, 1984), least squares (Cascetta, 

1984; Ashok and Ben-Akiva, 1993; Bierlaire and Toint, 1995), maximum likelihood (Spiess, 

1987), and others. Dynamic OD estimation focuses on the estimation of time dependent link 

flows over a shorter time interval (Bierlaire, 2002). Dynamic OD estimation can be solved 

analytically (Cascetta and Cantarella, 1990; Friesz et al., 1993) or by using simulation tools 

(Mahmassani et al., 1993; Ben-Akiva et al., 2002).

The treatment of congestion can be split into proportional assignment which is frequently 

used for less or not congested networks as it assumes that link costs and link volumes are 

independent (Kim, 2006). Equilibrium based models are more suited for congested networks 

as it assumes that link cost depend on link flows. This also means that it is assumed that 

network users will always find the shortest path with the least resistance. The equilibrium is 

reached when no traveller can improve his/her path by choosing a different one. The equilibrium 

assignment can be solved using mathematical programmes (Merchant and Nemhauser, 1978; 

Janson, 1991; Kuwahara and Akamatsu, 1997; Jayakrishnan et al., 1995; Lin and Lo, 2000), 

or it can be seen as an optimal control problem (Friesz et al., 1989; Wie et al., 1994; Lam 

and Huang, 1995). Another method to solve equilibrium problems is by applying variational 

inequality as shown by Ran and Boyce (1996), Chen and Hsueh (1998) and Heydecker and 

Verlander (1999).

When classifying OD estimation approaches into mathematical formulation the following 

two categories emerge: Traffic modelling approach and statistical inference approach (Kim, 

2006). The traffic model approach mostly consists of the minimum information or entropy 

maximisation model using an older OD matrix that is changed to meet traffic counts (Maher, 

1983). The statistical inference approach can be further split into several categories including: 

maximum likehhood (Spiess, 1987; Watling, 1994; Lo et al., 1996; Hazelton, 2000), Bayesian 

approach (Maher, 1983; Lo et al., 1996; Hazelton, 2008), Kalman filtering (Bhattacharjee et al., 

2001; Lin and Chang, 2007; Zhou and Mahmassani, 2007), and generalised least square (Bell, 

1991; Hazelton, 2000; Nie et al., 2005).

Many methods combine some of the approaches listed above to propose a new model. As 

the proposed research does not use any of the above approaches we ask the reader to refer to 

the cited material for more information. The following section reviews the existing literature 

available for trip level OD estimation for public transport passengers.
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3.4 Trip Level OD Estimation

Trip level OD estimation for public transport networks based on historical EFC data is a rather 

new research area. Most other methods (as oudined above) aim to create aggregate OD matrices 

in which information and their characteristics of individual journeys are not retrievable. How

ever, in particular for public transport networks, such information could be used to calculate 

performance measures such as in-vehicle time and its variability, waiting time at transfer nodes, 

passenger miles travelled per route segment, route or network level, etc. Therefore, a method 

that successfully infers OD information at trip level could potentially be very useful to public 

transport operators, authorities and consultancies. The following will be an outline of existing 

algorithms, techniques and methods that focus on the retrieval of OD data at trip level using 

historical EFC data.

New York City Transit were the first operator who carried out a project that used EFC data 

to obtain OD matrices for their metro network. The algorithm used two assumptions. The first 

assumption states that a high percentage of riders return to the destination station of the previous 

journey to begin the following trip. The second assumption states that a high percentage of 

passengers end their final trip of the day at the metro station where they started the first trip of 

the day.

The assumptions were verified by randomly selecting 100 New York residents from the 

NYMTC survey who made two journeys per day. The sample of 200 journeys was then verified 

against both assumptions. This analysis showed that the assumptions can be correctly applied 

to 90% of all trips. The second analysis took a sample of 150 individuals with more than two 

journeys per day. The sample data also originated from the NYMTC survey. The 150 randomly 

selected passengers made 595 trips in total. The assumptions were then verified against the 

595 trips. This analysis also showed that the assumptions are valid for 90% of all trips. The 

MetroCard is used as the method of payment for 80% of all subway trips. Three per cent of 

all validations only record one trip per card and no OD estimation is therefore possible. Barry 

et al. (2001, 2002) state in their paper that the share of MetroCard data to inferring passengers’ 

destinations lies at 78%.

After obtaining the trip level destinations results three methods were used to compare the 

inferred OD pairs to ridership counts. The first method, focused on the comparison between 

estimated passengers at a destination station and the total exit counts recorded by the EFC 

system. Barry et al. (2002) conclude that the estimated results correspond closely to the exit
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counts. The other two verification methods focused on comparisons of passenger numbers on 

trains during peak load points and the inferred results. The second method calculates the total 

passenger counts on each train using the OD pairs. The third method uses a trip assignment 

and network model with a capacity constraint shortest path routine in TransCAD. The results 

were again compared to the totals of the inferred OD pairs. The results o f this approach and the 

inferred OD estimation matched to 97.5%.

This method seem to have worked well for the metro network in New York. However, it 

cannot be assumed that the passenger always returns to the destination where he/she alighted 

to board the next journey. It will be shown later in this thesis that this method of trip chaining 

would not have worked very well for the Dublin Bus network. Although using the method 

would create more OD pairs, the precision and correctness of results is not exact enough as too 

many false negatives would be inferred. Furthermore, the assumption that the boarding in the 

morning was the destination in the evening may not be valid for other networks. This thesis 

will elaborate on this issue when investigating the validity of the assumption for the Dublin Bus 

network (see Section 6.2.2).

A similar approach was used for a project that was carried out by the Chicago Transit Au

thority (CTA) in collaboration with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) . Again, 

the aim of the project was to infer trip level OD information for Chicago’s rail network us

ing EFC data. The main assumptions of this project were the same as stated by Barry et al. 

(2002). However, due to the less complex rail network the aim was to improve the algorithm 

with mode choice assumptions. The EFC system of the CTA records the passengers’ entry to 

the nearest second whereas the New York City Transit Authority’s (NYCTA) EFC system only 

records validations to the nearest 6 minutes. CTA’s EFC system does not have many stations 

where direction-separated fare collection is available. The CTA network has seven rail lines 

and a total of 145 rail stations with 178 entry points. The EFC system records approximately 

525,000 weekday boardings.

Three existing datasets were used to verify the results of the OD estimation algorithm: traf

fic checks of passenger volumes at peak load points, the annual OD survey known as Cross 

Platform Transfer Survey of over 10,000 records and ride-check samples. None of these data 

sources have been specifically collected to verify the proposed algorithm and all of them are 

comparisons on an aggregate level. The initial verification method compared the inferred OD 

results with passenger counts. The comparison resulted in accurate results. The second veri

fication method compared manually recorded load profiles with the estimated load profile and
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again, the inferred information matches approximately the other dataset. When analysing the 

correctness of direction of travel the algorithm assigned 24% of all trips incorrectly. As not all 

stations lack directional attributes this only affected 96 out of a total of 1,629 station entries.

Rahbee and Czerwinski (2002) also address the issue of records for which the inference of 

a destination was not possible. Various matrix balancing techniques or optimisation techniques 

are described in Spiess (1990); Furth and Navick (1992); Kikuchi and Perincherry (1992).

It is suggested that EFC data from urban bus services need to be integrated to refine rail 

destination estimates. This is mainly due to rail-bus transfers as the location of alighting can 

only be inferred when the boarding location of the bus service is known.

The most recent contribution to Rahbee and Czerwinski (2002) was carried out at MIT in 

collaboration with CTA (Zhao, 2004; Zhao et al., 2007). This approach used the assumptions 

that were already used by Barry et al. (2002); Rahbee and Czerwinski (2002); Rahbee (2003). 

The contribution of this research project was in the integration of bus EFC and AVL data to 

refine the location of rail destinations. However, it did not estimate any destinations of bus 

passengers.

The EFC system on CTA’s fleet is an entry only system. A flat fare is charged to each 

passenger regardless of how far the passenger travels. A record is stored for each validation of 

the fare card including a time stamp and an identifier whether this journey is part of a transfer 

journey or not. The bus ID is stored indirectly. The location information of each boarding 

is only represented by the route identifier. This is different to the Wayfarer system which is 

installed on the Dublin Bus fleet where the bus stage is also recorded.

CTA’s AVL system is part of the Automated Voice Annunciation System (AVAS), which is 

a requirement set by the Americans Disability Act (ADA). AVAS provides information about 

the route and announces the next stop using AVL technology. The following data attributes 

are stored for each event: location with timestamp; the location details; bus route number; bus 

number; and status information (i.e. door is open/closed). The location details contain longitude 

and latitude, run pattern ID and stop sequence numbers. The bus stop is not recorded directly 

but via a stop sequence. Zhao (2004) uses a migration technique whereby bus EFC and AVL 

data are combined. The timestamp of both datasets, the route ID and the bus ID are used to 

extract the bus stop ID where the passenger actually boarded.

Zhao (2004) introduces the following assumptions to infer OD information:
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•  Public transport passengers do not use private transportation (car, motorbike, bicycle, 

etc.) between trip segments;

•  No passenger walks a long distance in order to board at a different station to the one 

he/she alighted. The typical accepted walking distance is 1,320 feet or five minutes walk 

at a walking speed of 3 miles per hour;

•  The last trip of the day ends where the first trip of the day was recorded.

The study then analyses sequences of trip segments with regard to the mode used. Only 

train to bus and train to train sequences are analysed as it is the main aim of the study to infer 

the destination o f rail passengers. Therefore, if  it is a rail to bus trip sequence and bus EFC, GIS 

and AVL data are available it is possible to estimate the destination of the rail station where the 

passenger alighted. Where only GIS or AVL is available the estimation of the final destination 

can often not be exactly determined.

The study analysed boarding records over a one week period which included a total of 

5,948,454 transaction records. Two and more records per day were recorded for 83.6%. The 

modal split of these boardings was 52.3% rail and 47.7% bus. Throughout the week, just over 1 

million unique farecards were validated resulting in an average of 5.5 boardings per card. The 

main rail to rail algorithm, train to bus algorithm, trip chain symmetry algorithm and multiple 

swipe cases inferred destination of 50.1%, 11%, 2.4%, and 1.4% respectively. The algorithm 

infers destinations for a total of 65.5% of all rail boardings.

A recent publication by Trepanier et al. (2007a) showed a model that uses Transportation 

Object Oriented Modelling (TOOM), classifying data into user, trip, route and route-stop ob

jects. This model compares boarding record details with vanishing stops and routes of the 

remaining records. It further uses geographic coordinates to infer the location of alightings as 

it is not likely that passengers travel long distances without using public transport (Trepanier 

et al., 2007a). If any of the possible (vanishing) alighting stops are within 2km distance of the 

following boarding then a location can be assigned. Trepanier et al. (2007a) further revisits 

boardings for which no destination could be found and compares these to existing inferred des

tinations aiming to find a similar record. The assumption that the destination of the last journey 

of the day is the location of boarding o f the following day is extended by also analysing the pre

vious day’s boarding location. A total of 66% of records could be inferred with a destination. 

However, 20% were inferred using the ’last journey - first journey’ assumption which may not 

suit all networks as outlined later in this thesis.
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Navick and Furth (2002) say that relevant measurements such as passenger loads, passenger 

miles and OD patterns require at least an estimate o f the location where the passenger alighted. 

The paper by Navick and Furth (2002) analyses the potential of farebox data to carry out more 

advanced data analyses. The authors consider farebox data as a valuable source of information 

on passenger travel patterns. Many relevant measures of interest require the number (or at least 

an estimate) of passenger’s alightings by stop. The assumption is made that the pattern of pas

senger alightings in one direction mirrors the daily boardings pattern in the opposite direction. 

The study has been carried out using a full day’s set of on-off counts on five Los Angeles area 

routes. In order to generate the number of passenger alightings it requires labour intensive ride 

checks or APC’s. However, both methods are very expensive and are generally not carried out 

for the entire network (Furth, 2000). Navick and Furth (2002) developed an algorithm to gen

erate location data of bus passengers using EFC data. The authors assume that the transactional 

data records are equipped with location stamps. These location stamps provide information 

with regard to what stage the boarding took place. This data is then fed through the algorithm 

and results in an empirical distribution. Origin-Destination matrices can be useful for analysing 

routing and scheduling options such as short-tuning, expressing, and route splitting. Navick 

and Furth (2002) introduce a propensity function that incorporates behavioural characteristics 

of urban bus travel. After obtaining the alighting patterns it is possible to generate other valu

able travel pattern measures including passenger miles, load profiles, and origin - destination 

matrices.

The model applied a bi-proportional method to the initial or seed matrix (also known as 

iterative proportional fit - see Ortuzar and Willumsen (2001)). The aim was to match the row 

and column totals by repeatedly scale their values. This method, which is further described in 

Ben-Akiva et al. (1985), is similar to a doubly constrained gravity model for trip distribution.

A propensity function is introduced by Navick and Furth (2002), customised to the urban 

bus behavioural characteristics. The new propensity function is based on Navick (1997), which 

was originally a distance-based propensity function. Short trips have the tendency to be made 

on foot and the authors decided that travel propensity increases with the distance dij between 

origin i and destination j  of the trip u. The new propensity function is the product of two 

exponential functions:

Sij =  [1 -  e x p { - a  * dij)] * exp{-(3 * dij) (3.4.1)

where a  is represents the resistance to walking longer distance and P resembles the resistance
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to riding the bus for longer distances.

The tests indicate that estimates of historic OD data may successfully replace manual or 

APC counts. Again, this method does not allow one to identify the destination of individual 

passengers but focuses more on aggregate OD matrices over a period of one day or one week.

The OD estimation results of the New York city project were used for several other project 

including schedule design of summer schedule planning during reconstruction projects. It was 

further used to forecast weekday morning peak travel demand, input data to calibrate models, 

supplement census joumey-to-work data, and station-to-station MetroCard trip table in combi

nation with the transit trip assignment package in TransCAD (Barry et al., 2002). Zhao (2(X)4) 

show that the results of the study can be applied to a path choice model for parts of the rail 

network. Trepanier et al. (2007a) mentions that trip purpose could be derived from users’ travel 

habits. There is however no evidence that this was further analysed.

Barry et al. (2002) consider travel behaviour analysis over several days as a possibility to 

enhance the inference algorithm. They further said that the extension of the model could also 

includes bus services data to infer journeys that were carried out using several public transport 

modes. Zhao et al. (2007) suggested that EFC data from urban bus services need to be more 

fully integrated to refine rail destination estimates. A study by Bryan (2007a,b) also outlines 

the importance and usefulness of historical EFC data and its potential to infer OD data at trip 

level. Various applications of smartcard data are outlined in Bryan (2007b) including detection 

of corruption, turnover rate, and interchange information.

This section outlined the existing literature that indicates the need for a model that focuses 

on the extraction of OD information at trip level for public transport networks. The existing 

models are all optimistic models where the assumptions are broad and, although the recall rate 

might be good, the precision would not be very high when applying these to the Dublin Bus 

EFC data. This is mainly due to the different characteristics of the public transport network. The 

proposed model in this thesis takes a rather pessimistic approach and only assigns a destination 

based on more reasonable assumptions and rules. This will be further outlined in Chapter 6.

3.5 Literature of Transfer Journeys
Origins and destinations of passenger trips generally become more dispersed (Allen et al., 

2003). This led to more complex networks including several different modes which makes 

it more difficult for public transport customers to travel from origin to destination. Improving
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the transfer process can therefore contribute to attracting new and retaining current passengers 

(Allen et al., 2003).

Transfer journeys (also known as linked trips) are important factors in public transport as

signment as some passengers prefer to minimise the number of transfers while others favour the 

minimisation of travel time (Nielsen, 2(X)0). Synchronising schedules may reduce transfer times 

of public transport networks (Chowdhury and Chien, 2001). However, effective synchronisa

tion of schedules requires information of transfer journeys. This may include the main transfer 

nodes, the volume at these nodes and the temporal distribution of these volumes.

Transfer time is one of the most important levels of service indicators to evaluate intermodal 

public transport networks (TCQSM, 1999; Chowdhury and Chien, 2001). Although increased 

frequency would decrease travel time, it is often not cost effective due to variation of demand 

over space and time. Schedule optimisation is therefore an alternative to improve transfer ser

vices and ultimately customer satisfaction.

EFC data can be used to identify such information about transfer journeys. A study carried 

out at Westminster University focused on the utilisation of EFC data to improve decision mak

ing. The study (Bagchi and White, 2(X)3) focused on the improvement of understanding travel 

behaviour using EFC data. The aim was to analyse the travel behaviour of elderly concessionary 

travellers. The cities Bradford and Southport, both in the UK, were analysed. It was found that 

in Bradford 7.6% of 8,086 boardings and in Southport 3.5% of 90,062 were transfer journeys. 

The paper further states that 98% of all identified transfer journeys consisted of two boardings 

(one transfer). The remainder consisted of three or more boardings. This research was based on 

Bagchi (2003a) which primarily focused on the use of smart card data for travel behaviour anal

ysis and its implications for marketing. Inferring bus-to-bus interchange was achieved using a 

rule-based process which is similar to the approach used in this thesis. The users were identified 

using unique identifiers that were stored on each smart card. The transfer time limit was set to 

30 minutes meaning that the second journey boarding time had to be recorded 30 minutes or 

less after the first boarding. This analysis resulted in 24% linked trips when analysing period 

travel cards.

Similar research with regard to transfer journey analysis for operators’ marketing, urban 

city planning and passenger travel behaviour was carried out by Okamura et al. (2(X)3). This 

study included a section that focused on the extraction of transfer passenger volumes and wait

ing times at four major transfer points. These four points make up over 80% of all transfer
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passengers in the city. The ratio of transfer journeys over total trips is approximately 20% at 

these four nodes. Figure 3.1 shows the calculated waiting time based on the EFC records. The 

exact method how this information is obtained is not described in the paper.
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Figure 3.1: Distribution of Waiting Time during Peak and Off-peak time (Okamura et al., 2003)

The paper also uses decision trees to classify passenger transfer behaviour with regard to 

time of travel. This way it was possible to identify which times most passengers transferred at 

each of the major transfer nodes (Okamura et al., 2004).

3.6 Summary and Implications of this Research
Origin/Destination (OD) data is used in many transport models as one of the main parameters. 

The most common method of generating OD datasets is through surveys which are often ex

pensive and time consuming (DFT-UK, 2004) and count data. Identifying possible sources of 

existing movement data can cause duplication of effort and further increases the cost of trans

port modelling (DFT-UK, 2001). The concept of inferring OD matrices by analysing EFC data 

was first introduced by Barry et al. (2001). This research effort was then continued by a project 

carried out in Chicago. Both projects aimed on the estimation of OD matrices using a set of 

assumptions that needed to be applied to the metro EFC data.

The projects carried out in New York and Chicago indicate the need for OD matrices and 

performance measures that improve the decision making process. Both projects identified the 

need to define a model that can be applied to infer OD data from historical EFC data originating 

from an urban bus network. Trepanier et al. (2007a) proposes a model that that focuses on the 

estimation of trip level OD data from an urban bus network. The model produces promising 

results.

There is a difference between OD surveys/estimation that provide data for traffic modelling
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and those that target public transport optimisation. For example, it is much more important 

to have exact time values for public transport optimisation. Furthermore, when generating 

performance measures such as on-time performance, in-vehicle time, frequency, bunching, etc. 

it is critical to base the analyses on factual data. In short, surveys can be used to obtain more 

aggregate information about passenger demands, satisfaction and needs (i.e. trip distribution 

and assignment models (Kadiyali, 1984)). For analyses that require exact information with 

regard to the operational services of a provider surveys are not necessarily most suited although 

operators often still rely on surveys as a data source.

The following chapter focuses on the migration of the EFC data. Furthermore various ex

tensions to the dataset are introduced including a method to identify transfer journeys. A brief 

section focuses on the quality of the recorded data.



Chapter 4

Database Design, Data Storage and Data 
Extension of EFC Data

4.1 Introduction
Due to several million boardings per day or per week (depending on the transport network) the 

storage of EFC data can become a task that requires careful consideration. The technology used 

for facilitating such data storage is vital to the success of any project that is based upon EFC 

data. A technology is needed that supports data validation, reduction of data redundancy, en

sures data integrity, updateability, extendibility and facilitates an interface for other applications 

to update, insert and retrieve data from and to the database.

This chapter will outline how over 160 million records were stored and structured to allow 

for further querying and analysis of the data. A well established and mature technology called 

relational databases was used to provide an infrastructure for the data storage. It further outlines 

what steps were involved in order to migrate the data that were initially stored in semi-structured 

and semi-encrypted format into the relational database structure. A 4-Phase framework was 

developed to ensure data consistency, data integrity and data validation. Such a framework 

can be applied by other parties who wish to transform and store their EFC data in a relational 

databases management system.

It further describes what data are available and what steps were necessary to extend the 

initial EFC data so that further analysis was possible. This includes the integration of two 

spatial identifiers so that each boarding location was not just an encoded number but a location 

with semantics. One aggregated identifier divided Dublin and the Greater Dublin Area (GDA) 

into 21 different zones (known as the DTO coarse zones) whereas the other divided Dublin into 

131 urban and suburban areas.

It was also necessary to identify which boarding records were part of a transfer journey

39
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(also known as linked trip) as the initial dataset did not contain such information consisting 

only of unlinked boarding records. An iterative classification algorithm is introduced that uses 

a set of assumptions which then conclude whether boarding records were single journeys or 

belonged to a transfer journey. Various validation methods including a comprehensive Monte 

Carlo simulation are also described.

The final section of this chapter focuses on how ‘good’ the obtained Dublin Bus EFC data 

are. There were initial concerns about the data as its recording is not fully automated. The 

interaction of bus drivers is required to identify the correct location of the bus. A number of 

analyses were carried out to show the strengths and weaknesses of the dataset.

4.2 General Background of Relational Databases
It was a paper in 1970 written by an IBM employee who provided a solution to data storage 

for the future. E.F. Codd introduced in his paper called ‘A Relational Model o f Data fo r  Large 

Shared Data Banks’ (Codd, 1970) a new and improved method to store data. Hierarchical 

databases and network databases were the predecessors. However both these systems had major 

problems with regard to their flexibility, data integrity and redundancy. Codd, a mathematician 

and chemist, based his model mainly on mathematical theory known as relational algebra. The 

main concept o f relational databases is a two-dimensional table (known as relation) containing 

rows (also known as tuples or records) and columns (also known as attributes or fields). But 

in reality there are many such tables in which some column(s) of one table contain a reference 

(relationship) to another column in a different table. For example, one table could contain all 

details of bus routes whereas another table could contain data of individual passengers boarding 

a bus service. The referencing columns could be the bus route ID’s of each table.

Relational databases are used in everyday life. Whether products are scanned at the cash 

register or when withdrawing money at an automatic teller machine, relational databases are 

always involved to support the transaction. Well known relational databases include, among 

many others, Oracle, MS Access, MySQL, DB2 and Informix. These systems are all known as 

Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMSs). More fundamental information about 

relational databases can be found in Date (2003) and Ritchie (2002).

4.2.1 Why Relational Databases?
Relational databases are the de facto standard technology for storing large data sets. Hierar

chical, network based or file-system databases are legacy technologies that could not cope with
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the amount of data or the required flexibility. The two-dimensional tables that build the objects 

contained in a RDBMS create an environment to store data that are suited to the data structure 

which is present in EFC data. Relational databases have matured over the last 37 years. Initial 

problems such as cost o f multiple joins have in more recent RDBMS version been improved 

tremendously (D ’Souza and Wills, 1998). The access language is called Structured Query Lan

guage (SQL) which is an ISO standard (ISO / lEC 9075-1, 2003), easy to apply, and can be 

embedded in most advanced programming languages. Additions to SQL such as Procedural 

SQL (PL-SQL) allow procedural functions to be applied to the database which facilitate a more 

complex structure compared to the declarative query structure of SQL. Nowadays, information 

is treated as an asset. It is therefore important to store all data and information that are produced 

by the com pany’s transactions and work processes. Currently, relational databases can easily 

handle data sets that are as big as several terabytes (1 Terabyte = 1,000 Gigabyte) (D ’Souza and 

Wills, 1998). Depending on the structure of the database it is possible to retrieve specific or 

aggregated information almost instantly from the RDBMS (Date, 2003).

Object Oriented Database M anagement Systems (OODBMS) were the only database mod

els that were further considered when deciding on the storage technology for this project. How

ever OODBMS are often considered to be more revolutionary than evolutionary (Cattell and 

Skeen, 1992). Since its introduction OODBMS are mostly used in areas where navigation 

through a complex data structure is required. For example. Computer Aided Design, GIS or 

software engineering related projects. They lack the maturity that the RDBMS has gained over 

the years and generally do not fully support declarative query access. The Object Data M anage

ment Group (ODMG) standard is an attempt to remedy this disadvantage (D ’Souza and Wills, 

1998; Devarakonda, 2001). The current version of the standard is ODM G 2.0.

The immaturity of the OODBMS and the fact that there was no drawback in using relational 

databases for this project led to the decision that an RDBMS was considered as being more 

suited to store the EFC data of this project and was, in addition, freely available for research 

purposes.

The following section will outline how these data files were migrated into a relational 

database structure.
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4.3 Data Migration Procedure -  A Multi-Step Framework
This section describes the procedure that has been developed to im port the EFC data obtained 

from  Dublin Bus into a relational database. T he m ulti-step im port fram ew ork describes a 4- 

Phase procedure (see Figure 4.1) to transfer data stored in flat files (text files with no definite 

structure) into the relational database. This data m igration was necessary to facilitate all future 

analyses. The prim ary purpose o f the final version o f the database is to create a p latform  from 

w here inform ation can be extracted from  the underlying data source. This inform ation can then 

be used by decision m akers and is called ‘actionable inform ation’ (Yoder et al., 2002). Each of 

the four phases uses different technologies and/or tools to produce the deliverable for the next 

phase.

Phase 1 Phase 2

0C++
P ro g ra m m e

O ra c le  SO L 
L o a d e r  Tool R a w d a ta

Table
Raw Data

Oracle Database
Text Files DAT Files

Phase 4 Phase 3

o O rac le
PL/SQ LSQ L & PL/SQ L

Final V ers io n Initial D a ta b a s e

Oracle Database Oracle Database

Figure 4.1: 4-Phase Fram ew ork o f  Im porting W ayfarer D ata into an O racle D atabase

As shown in Figure 4.2 the data as they are received from  each individual bus are in sem i

structured form  with regard to time, route and passenger specific details.

Pre-form atting o f the W ayfarer data files is therefore necessary to retrieve the inform ation 

o f the record types and data attributes. The goal is to im port the data into a relational database 

so that querying, extracting and further form atting can be carried out with ease. S ince relational 

databases can be m anipulated and accessed w ith SQL and PL/SQ L it was decided to form at 

the data in such a way that the results can be uploaded directly into the predefined Oracle 

database allow ing restructuring o f the data w ithin the database. The follow ing phases w hich 

w ere outlined in Figure 4.1 will be in troduced in greater detail:

•  Phase 1 -  Pre-form atting the raw data;
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810D0B0K0107 04 00 0222 --> Control Record
82148505040000020000 --> Duty Record
8311 101310030105100 --> Journey Record
85006610030000000000 --> Stage Record
8B264100020000000000 — > Validation Record
85006710160000000000 — > Stage Record
85006810180000000000 --> Stage Record
0A7C0F5D000000000000 --> Boarding Record
85006910200000000000 --> Stage Record
0A7C0F6200000000000 0 — > Boarding Record
etc...

Figure 4.2: Raw Data File Records

•  Phase 2 -  Importing data with SQL Loader;

•  Phase 3 -  Initial data model population with PL/SQL;

•  Phase 4 -  Cleaning and extension process.

4.3.1 PHASE 1 -  Pre-Formatting the Raw Data
The initial task has been defined as pre-formatting the data in such a way that it can be uploaded 

into a single table stored within the RDBMS. This table, called ‘Rawdata’, consists of the 

following four attributes including their data type and maximum length in brackets (e.g., the 

data type of the ID is Number with a maximum length of 10 digits):

•  ID (Number, 10) -  This is an identifier which was created to uniquely identify each record 

within the record type. This parameter is entirely for internal use;

•  String (Varchar, 128) -  This string stores the actual information as created by the EFC 

system. Some strings needed to be decrypted by using a bit-shifting technique to extract 

the captured information;

•  Date (Date) -  This defines the date when the record was produced by the EFC system;

•  Row Number (Number, 10) -  The row number is a further internal parameter so that each 

row has a unique identifier (primary key).

Wayfarer used a bit shifting technique to store more data in the 20-character hexadecimal 

string. A decoding procedure was developed to deal with overlapping bits into previous or next 

bytes. The data migration algorithm also created summary records for each imported file.

The C-)--H program carried out these steps to pre-format the data in such a way that it com

plied with the requirements set by the pre-defined database structure and an Oracle tool called
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SQL Loader, which will be described in greater detail in Phase 2 of the framework. Various 

error detecting parameters have been introduced in order to determine the quality of the data 

and to detect any abnormalities.

4.3.2 PHASE 2 -  Importing Data with SQL Loader
The aim of this phase is to import the pre-formatted data produced in Phase 1 into a pre-defined 

database table. SQL Loader version 9.2.0.1.0 is the Oracle utility program used to upload data 

from flat files (.dat files) into a predefined database structure (Rich, 2002). The tool transferred 

nearly 20,000 records per second from the text files into the database table, which stored 160 

million records in a table called ’RAWDATA’. Before importing the data were stored in 730 

different files.

4.3.3 PHASE 3 -  Initial Data Model Population using PL/SQL
Phase 3 details the restructuring of the database and transferring the records into the pre-defined 

database structure. PL/SQL code is used to identify the record type and correctly transferring 

the record values to the correct table. Important is that primary key and foreign key referencing 

is adhered for all records created so that joining tables will result in correct datasets.

After finalising Phase 3 of the 4-Phase framework all data are stored in the appropriate tables 

which are at least in second normal form.

4.3.4 PHASE 4 -  Cleaning and Extension Process
The purpose of this stage is to clean the data and to extend tables by attributes that have been 

considered as useful for future analysis. This last phase will also ensure that the database is in its 

most optimised form and complies with all relational database rules. This is mainly necessary 

to improve performance and results of future analyses (Fayyad et al., 1996).

4.3.5 Updated Database Model
Figure 4.3 shows an Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) for the updated database. An ERD is 

a data modelling technique that creates a graphical representation of the database. The diagram 

shows the entities and the relationships between entities.

The three unconnected tables at the bottom of Figure 4.3 store information that is not directly 

part of the project database but provide aggregate information about the data or the importing 

process.
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Figure 4.3: Entity Relationship Diagram of the Project Database

4.3.6 Data Warehousing

A data warehouse is a collection o f computerised data which is organised in such a manner 

that analysis and reporting are optimised. One could argue that the created database is a data 

warehouse when the data are rearranged. However at this stage no formal data warehouse 

schema is applied to the relational database.

4.3.7 Summary of the Migration Process

The original files (one per day) have been imported into the project database using a 4-Phase 

framework (see Figure 4.1). The result o f this framework is a relational database storing EFC 

data o f a two year period (1998 and 1999)(see Figure 4.3).

The ERD diagram shown in Figure 4.3 graphically represents the structure o f the project 

database. This is the database that facilitates all analyses carried out for the project. One o f the 

main advantages o f relational databases is that it is easy to extend and link other databases to 

the existing database. This is described in Section 4.4 where bus stop information is added and 

linked to the existing data.
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A more detailed description of this section was published at the World Congress on Intelli

gent Transport Systems (Hofmann et al., 2003).

The entire process of developing the framework and migrating the data took approximately 

3-4 months. However, once familiar with the data and the algorithms used to migrate and format 

the data it is straightforward to upload the data into a database. It is also straightforward to add 

data to existing datasets as the structure of the database is already present. The system allowed 

50 million records to be pre-formatted and migrated in less than 12 hours (depending on the 

database and the IT equipment).

4.4 Populating the Database with Information about Bus Stages

The EFC data obtained from Dublin Bus do not incorporate or provide geographic coordinates 

or any similar spatial identifier. For many analyses spatial information is needed to understand 

and interpret the obtained results. The Dublin Bus dataset contains data such as route number, 

bus stage information and direction of travel. The bus stage is recorded as two digit number 

(from 0 -  99) whereas the direction attribute is of Boolean format that can consist of 0 or 1 

referring to outbound or inbound direction respectively. A bus stage may contain a number 

of bus stops depending on the length of the bus route as the maximum number of bus stops 

per route is 99. The terms bus stop and bus stage are used interchangeably within this thesis 

unless otherwise stated. However, the more bus stops are assigned to one bus stage the less 

is the accuracy of the results. The three attributes (route, stage number and direction) are the 

unique identifier for each location and were therefore used to enhance the database with spatial 

information.

A complete list of locations of all bus stages was not available and it therefore had to be 

generated manually. The database consisted of over 8,200 different route/stage/direction com

binations. The data required for each bus stage included the bus route indicator, the stage 

number, the route direction, the stage description, the coarse zone and a suburban area descrip

tion. The coarse zone is a code that has been introduced by the Dublin Transport Office (DTO) 

and divides the GDA into 21 different zones (see Appendices A and B). The size of the coarse 

zones differs as indicated on the map. Most bus services travel through at least 2 zones. The 

area description consists of 131 different city centre and suburban area names.
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4.5 Extension of the Project Database -  Transfer Journey 
Identifier

Due to various differences between single journeys and transfer journeys (also known as linked 

trips) it is necessary to identify the two different types of journeys so that they can be incorpo

rated into future analyses. The EFC system does not record or link passenger boardings which 

leads to a gap in knowledge when analysing the records stored in the database. This section 

focuses on the identification of transfer journeys.

Key to the success of a public transport system is not only to have the appropriate infras

tructure in place, but also to maximise this infrastructure with all modes complementing each 

other. This can be achieved with a system of complementary scheduling whereby transport 

planners are aware of passenger movements within the network and can use this information 

for the scheduling of new or remodelled routes or services. Connecting services provided for 

passengers between origin and destination should be within an acceptable time period in order 

to minimise waiting times and therefore attract and retain customers. In order for these connect

ing services to be provided, the transfer nodes of the transportation network and their properties 

must be known. Properties of transfer nodes could be passenger volume, variation of passenger 

volume throughout peak/off-peak time or modes serving the transfer node. The identification 

of transfer journeys is also important to determine the true amount of travel by mode (Hensher, 

1999). In particular in true multi-modal networks the identification of transfer journeys is vital 

for the optimisation and interpretation of the public transport network. Without the use of a GIS 

it is not possible to determine whether the trip was part of a forced or voluntary travel choice.

Before it is possible to analyse the transfer nodes in a transportation network it is necessary 

to have data on passenger transfer journeys. One method of analysing this behaviour is with 

the use of passenger boarding data, stored in a database (as shown in Bagchi and W hite (2003, 

2004)) and Hofmann and O ’Mahony (2004). This section describes an iterative classification 

algorithm that classifies individual passenger boardings into two categories; single journey and 

transfer journey.

According to the UK Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions (DETR) 

a journey is a one-way course of travel having a single main purpose (DETR, 2000). For the 

purpose of this project a transfer journey is a journey with one bus transfer. A single journey is 

a journey that does not require a transfer to reach the final destination. In Figure 4.4 a transfer 

journey is defined as a journey that consists o f two individual bus boardings at A1 and B l. A2
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and B l are defined as transfer node. A1 is the journey origin and B2 is the journey destination.

• -------------------------------  Transfer Journey with one transfer a t A2/B1--------------------------------►

B2A2

Transfer Stages

Figure 4.4: Transfer Journey Definition

One of the main aims of transfer journey analysis is to identify whether the bus services 

are meeting the needs of the passengers (Bagchi and White, 2003). These needs can be met 

when the level of service (LOS) is acceptable. The LOS measures identified in the ‘Transit 

Capacity and Quality of Service M anual’ (TCQSM) (TCQSM, 1999) can be partially created 

by extracting information from an EFC database. Chapter 5 describes some of the analyses that 

are possible after identifying all transfer journeys. These analyses may contribute to decision 

and policymaking.

The enriched dataset facilitates analysis of the data stored from the first boarding (A l), 

data from the second boarding (Bl)  and from the two boardings together. Data items of the 

two alightings (A2 and B2) can only be estimated to a certain degree because passengers are 

not required to insert their ticket when leaving the vehicle (exit validation). Figure 4.5 shows 

what data attributes are available for this analysis. As indicated in Figure 4.5 there is no direct 

information of the alightings A2 and B2 available apart from the data that applies to the entire 

transfer journey. However, the following assumptions with regard to A2 and B2 can be made:

• The location of alighting (A2) from journey A is relatively close to the location of board

ing of journey B at B 1. This means that A2 and B 1 are more than likely in the same 

coarse zone and within walking distance;

•  The time of alighting (A2) from journey A is likely to be close to the boarding time of 

journey B at B 1;

•  The alighting of journey B is in the direction (i.e. outbound or inbound) as indicated in 

‘B l -  Direction of Travel’ and on route as indicated in ‘B l -  Boarding Route’.

Information that is specific to the individual passenger such as ticket type, ticket id, ticket 

name and validity period of ticket remains the same throughout the transfer journey. This also
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Figure 4.5: Transfer Journey Data Diagram

applies to the date of the transfer journey as transfer journeys that include two different dates 

have been ignored by the iterative classification algorithm which will be further explained in 

Section 4.5.2.

Extending a database with additional data is often necessary in order to extrapolate some 

of the information or knowledge that is hidden in the dataset. The original EFC data did not 

reveal whether the passenger boarding was part of a transfer journey. However, this information 

is hidden in the dataset and has to be extracted by applying the iterative classification algorithm 

that is described in the following section.

4.5.1 Alternative Solutions to Identify Transfer Journeys

Various methods exist to identify transfer journey details. The following section will explore 

some research efforts that focus on this problem. Also refer to Section 3.5.

One possibility to identify transfer journeys is through public transport surveys that include
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questions about the passenger’s trip. Travel diaries often include start time of the entire journey 

(e.g.National Travel Survey (NTS) UK) and intermediate modes used, although not necessarily 

timing of interchanges (London Area Transport Survey (LATS)). The NTS, for example, further 

collects data about boardings and stages. However, the ratios between volumes of different data 

collection methods are considerably different. For example, in London the data collected from 

operators and the NTS differed between 15% and 65% (White, 2006).

Survey methods are however difficult to carry out on a network wide level due to general 

time and financial restrictions. Furthermore the survey can only be carried out over a short 

period of time leading to problems when transfer trends or changes need to be identified (White, 

2006). An analysis on a trip level is often not possible and all analyses have to be carried out on 

route level. In summary, for those type of transfer journey identification the project would lead 

to high marginal costs, small sample sizes and are limited spatially and temporally.

Another method to identify transfer journeys would be to base the analysis on census data. 

No literature was found that used this approach. This analysis could only be carried out on 

an aggregate level as the census does not record what route a passenger takes and also does 

not account for journeys that were made as part of a leisure activity. However, it would be 

possible to assign routes based on the home address and the work address to identify whether 

the passenger needed to transfer to get to his/her final destination. The census is however 

only carried out every couple of years and follow-up studies on a network wide level would 

realistically be impossible. Furthermore, the analysis could only identify the transfer journey 

demand by area but not by route or even trip level.

Household travel surveys probably offer the most information but can only be implemented 

on a small sample of passengers mainly due to marginal cost constraints. Using these type of 

surveys it is then possible to analyse trip level behaviour of transfer journeys.

Using EFC data as the source for transfer journey analysis certainly offers the cheapest 

method of continuous observation. The question is whether the linking algorithm and ulti

mately the results can be validated. The only method to validate the algorithm in its entirety 

would be to have a dataset that stores all the EFC attribute and also holds passenger information 

about the trips. This is however not possible for this study as such information is unobtainable. 

Many research efforts focused on the use of EFC data to obtain linked trips that were carried out 

on a network. Unfortunately, none of these studies focus on the validation of the method. This 

project will look at some validation methods later on in this chapter. The main difference of this
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Study to most others is that the aim is not to generate aggregate results but to actually identify 

transfer journey by passenger and their individual trips. It is then possible to derive aggregate 

statistical or other measures but it is also possible to analyse passenger transfer patterns on a 

micro level. Furthermore the transfer journey identification will be a cornerstone for inferring 

Origin/Destination data which will be introduced in Chapter 6. The proposed algorithm there

fore extracts data that will facilitate trip level analyses as well as route or network level analysis 

of transfer journeys.

4.5.2 Definition of the Iterative Classification Algorithm
The original project dataset includes data that have been recorded for each individual passenger 

boarding. In its original state it was not possible to identify which passenger boarding was part 

of a transfer journey (at least two boardings). In order to generate transfer passenger analysis, 

it has to be inferred which individual passenger boardings were linked together. The solution 

to this problem was an iterative classification algorithm that had two possible results; either the 

passenger boarding was part of a transfer boarding or it was a single journey. The following 

section describes the iterative classification algorithm in greater detail.

The concept of the proposed algorithm is to solve a complex problem by dividing it into 

simpler smaller problems. The solutions of the sub-problems can then be combined to solve the 

main problem. The iterative classification algorithm was used as a classification technique to 

differentiate between transfer journeys and single journeys. It uses a series of decision functions 

or decision tests to classify the identity of an object (as shown in Ishwar and Yoo (1997)).

The algorithm is based on the selection and comparison of individual passenger boardings 

and verifies whether certain data attributes match or variables apply. The fourth generation 

programming language C++ was used to implement the algorithm on the dataset. The individual 

passenger records were then linked together when identified as a transfer journey ‘pair’.

The output of the iterative classification algorithm is defined in SQL statements, which 

feed the newly extracted information back into the relational database thus facilitating more 

comprehensive transfer journey analyses.

The format of the extracted dataset of all passenger boardings is shown in Figure 4.1. The 

semantics of each extracted record is as follows (examples in brackets are taken from the first 

record): Unique Record ID (e.g. 0017144751), Ticket ID (e.g. 011378) -  Ticket Type ID (e.g. 

0662) -  Boarding Time (e.g. 1358) -  Date (e.g. 04251999), Route ID (e.g. 19A) and Internal 

Number (e.g. 0059503460).
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Table 4.1: Passenger Boarding Records

1 : 0 0 1 7 1 4 4 7 5 1 , 0 1 1 3 7 8 - 0 6 6 2 - 1 3 5 8 - 0 4 2 5 1 9 9 9 ,  19A, 0 0 5 9 5 0 3 4 6 0
2 : 0 0 1 7 1 4 4 7 5 2 , 0 0 4 5 4 4 - 0 6 7 1 - 1 3 5 8 - 0 4 2 5 1 9 9 9 ,  3 9 , 0 0 5 9 5 0 3 4 6 1
3: 0 0 1 7 1 4 4 7 5 3 , 0 1 0 4 0 5 - 0 6 7 1 - 1 3 5 8 - 0 4 2 5 1 9 9 9 ,  1 0 , 0 0 5 9 5 0 3 4 6 2

4 : 0 0 1 7 1 4 4 7 5 4 , 0 1 1 3 7 8 - 0 6 6 2 - 1 3 5 8 - 0 4 2 5 1 9 9 9 ,  15A, 0 0 5 9 5 0 3 4 6 3
5: 0 0 1 7 1 4 4 7 5 5 , 0 0 1 1 8 7 - 0 6 7 1 - 1 3 5 8 - 0 4 2 5 1 9 9 9 ,  15B, 0 0 5 9 5 0 3 4 6 4

Algorithm Components

Definition 1: As defined previously a transfer journey consists of two different individual pas

senger boardings that were recorded following these rules:

• Ticket type of the passenger had to be the same between the two passenger boarding 

records;

• Ticket ID had to be the same for the two individual passenger boarding records;

• Both passenger boardings had to be recorded on the same day;

• Second passenger boarding occurred less than 90 minutes after first ticket validation;

• Route ID had to be different for the two individual passenger boardings.

Let pt be the ticket ID and ĥ  the ticket type ID of journey record i, where the records are 

ordered by ticket type ID, ticket ID and then time ti. The route is defined as ri. We define 

records i and i +  1 to be a transfer journey iff gi =  gi+\, hi =  hi+i, ti+i — t < m  (where m  is 

a variable expressed in minutes) and ^  ri^\. Note: because of the ordering in the labels i of 

the records, any potential transfer journey will be stored in adjacent records i and i + 1.

Setting the time limit could be seen as arbitrary. Another study carried out by Westminster 

University applied a similar algorithm with a considerable shorter period of time. The project 

which was under supervision of Prof. P. White identified 30 minutes to be, under the partic

ular circumstances, the appropriate constraint focusing on the analysis of trips carried out by 

elderly passengers. The paper by Bagchi and White (2004) clearly outlines that this 30 minute 

constraint has been chosen given the shorter distances travelled by elderly passengers and fur

ther states that this might be increased for other user groups or networks. It is unclear whether 

potential transfer journey pairs were eliminated when the same bus route was used for both 

boarding records. This additional rule would account for and eliminate false identification of 

journeys where passengers travelled to their final destination with their first boarding record 

and return to their origin with the second boarding record. Furthermore, the study took place 

in Bradford,UK and Southport,UK which are considerably smaller than Dublin and therefore
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total travel time is less. Another project which focused on the city of Hiroshima, Japan used 

a transfer constraint of 60 minutes (Okamura et al., 2003). This is equivalent of the life span 

of a single ticket meaning that once a ticket was validated (first boarding) it was valid for 60 

minutes.

Dublin Bus shows estimated journey length per route on their website. Table 4.2 shows 

some descriptive statistics of these journey lengths. In total there were 142 routes of which the 

estimated journey length was published on the website. These journey lengths reach from 20 

to 110 minutes with an arithmetic mean of 61.14 minutes and a standard deviation of 18.28 

minutes. It is noteworthy to mention that the extracted times are total journey length of the 

services and only a few passengers will actually ride on the bus for the entire distance. As the 

estimated journey times are from 2006 it can probably be argued that the traffic in Dublin has 

increased slightly and that the average journey lengths were slightly lower in 1999. On the 

other side there were no Quality Bus Corridors (QBC) in place which in turn would result in 

longer journey times. The quartiles lie at 50, 60 , 76.25 minutes for the 25, 50 and 75 percentiles 

respectively, meaning that 50 percent of all total journey lengths take 60 minutes or longer. This 

is another indicator that the 90 minute constraint can be justified.

Table 4.2: Descriptive Statistics o f  Total Route Journey Tim e

N Range M inim um M aximum M ean Std. Deviation Skewness K urtosis
142 90 20 110 61.14 18.284 -.126 -.602

The 90-minute constraint for this project was further based on a preliminary analysis of 

transfer journeys, their peak times and the travel patterns of transfer passengers. This study 

looked at 10,000 transfer journeys and their time differences between boarding at A l and at B1. 

It was found that the 90 minute constraint would be sufficient to identify most transfer journeys. 

Following this definition and focusing on the ‘single main purpose’ statement it could be argued 

that no journey with a single main purpose will last longer than 90 minutes. In addition Dublin 

Bus more recently introduced a ticket which is valid for 90 minutes. Starting from the initial 

validation of the ticket the passenger can board as many buses as needed as long as the validation 

occurs within the 90 minute constraint.

As the time difference between Al and B1 is a derivable attribute, future analysis can be 

restricted to transfer journeys that had e.g. a time difference of 60 minutes if one wished to run 

another analysis using different time constraints.

In an ideal scenario where geographic coordinates of the bus stops are available the dataset
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could be enhanced with estim ated journey tim es and w aiting times on an individual basis. This 

would lead to a variable transfer journey tim e constraint which m ay lead to a m ore precise 

result. However, as this type o f data was not available for this project this m ethod cannot be 

im plem ented.

Definition 2: The algorithm  is required to produce a link between the passenger boardings if 

and only if all the rules o f Definition 1 apply. The algorithm  uses the following procedures (see 

also Figure 4.6):

Assum e data are held in files, each file j  corresponding to one day’s records.

For each file (day) j  in database:

For each record i in file j \

if  =  gi+i A h i  =  hi+i A r i j ^  r^+i A ti+i -  t i  <  m)

then

{i, I +  1) is a transfer journey

end

end

end

Step 1: All variables are declared and initialised - A  data structure is used to store the various 

data attribute values.

Step 2: Select file j ,  read boarding record i, com pare it with i -\- I and verify that the

conditions listed in steps 4, 5, 6 and 7 are true.

Step 4: Com pare ticket ID num bers {gt and gi+i)  o f the two records to check if  the transfer 

journey was carried out by the same passenger.

Step 5: Com pare m atching ticket type ID {hi and hi+\)  as the same Ticket ID could have 

been issued for m ore than one ticket type but only once for the same ticket type.
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Figure 4.6: Iterative Classification Algorithm for Transfer Tourney Identification

Step 6: Compare the boarding time of each boarding and ensure that they occurred less than 

90 minutes apart from each other (ti+i - t \  < m  minutes).

Step 7: Compare Route ID of each boarding and ensure that they are different. The argument 

is that when the same route is taken twice within m  minutes it is not considered a passenger 

transfer journey as it could be assumed that the journey does not have a single main purpose 

anymore.

Step 8: Two SQL statements are generated for each identified transfer journey. One SQL 

statement updates the already existing table that stores all individual passenger boardings. The 

second SQL statement inserts new data into a table which only stores data of transfer journeys.
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Step 9: Compare the next transaction record z =  i +  l t o i  +  l  starting at step 4.

This analysis focused on transfer journeys with one transfer point. A study on a small 

sample (data of one day) indicated that less than 1% of all transfer journeys have potentially 

two or more transfer points (passenger boards three or more buses to reach his/her destination). 

It therefore was decided to ignore these transfers.

The average runtime for 122 files was approximately 6 hours on a 2.4 MHz Pentium 4 with 

1024 MB RAM. This PC was used for all calculations.

4.5.3 Possible Errors
It is obvious that many circumstances could lead to errors when running the transfer journey 

algorithm. There are two types of errors: Firstly the EFC data can contain errors that might have 

been caused by faulty equipment or during the data transferral process (see 2.3.4). Secondly, 

the algorithm may fail to address a transfer journey or links two boardings to form a transfer 

journey although they were in fact unlinked trips. The following section will address errors that 

fall into either of these two categories.

Equipment or media malfunction can lead to data that were either recorded wrongly or not 

at all. If a faulty ticket could not be read no record exists which may lead to a false positive 

transfer journey identification. Furthermore, wrongly recorded data may also lead to either false 

positive or false negative identification of linked trips. This is more a back-office problem and 

cannot be addressed by the algorithm which is focused on trip level results. It would be possible 

to identify the data error rate in an independent analysis and then incorporate this error into the 

final aggregated results.

Another error that could arise is through ticket swapping, meaning that more than one person 

uses the same ticket. This would lead to a bias when analysing individual passenger travel paths. 

This however is not a data or algorithm problem and was therefore not further researched.

OAP’s often board the bus and only show their free travel pass leading to missing data. 

Again, this can not be incorporated into the trip level results but could at best be added as an 

error term to the aggregated results.

The last error type focuses on false positive and false negative identification by the proposed 

algorithm. False positive identification could occur when passengers actually had two main 

purposes throughout their journey of which one purpose was addressed at the transfer point. 

As already mentioned, the 90 minute constraint would allow the passengers to go shopping
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or carry out other tasks before boarding the second bus. At present this error could only be 

addressed by introducing a variable time constraint between boardings that is based on distance 

travelled or by incorporating the time it took to travel the distance from the first boarding to the 

transfer point. Furthermore it would be possible to analyse the arrival time of the bus service 

at the transfer stage which also allows to assign a variable time constraint. Both methods can 

only be implemented when the EFC data are enriched with geographic coordinates. Another 

false positive case occurs when the passenger uses an alternative route to travel back to their 

origin. This was identified in the following section where a simple random sample analysed the 

correctness of the identified transfer journeys. False negative transfer journey pairs are believed 

to be not as common in particular due to the 90 minute constraint. In theory it might be possible 

that the 90 minute constraint is not long enough to incorporate journey times and waiting times. 

Such journeys, however, would need to take place during peak time from the very south to the 

very north of the city (or vice versa) including a boarding onto a very infrequent second route.

The following sections will address the validation of the transfer journey results.

4.5.4 Validation of the Results Using a Simple Random Sample
Ireland does not have the equivalent of the NTS in the UK. Other validation methods therefore 

needed to be explored to validate the classification algorithm. The following three sections 

show various methods.

A simple random sample was extracted from the results set in order to analyse how the 

transfer journey algorithm performed. This model is one method to analyse the shortcomings of 

the algorithm and possibly identifies potential improvements for the algorithm. The population 

size of all identified transfer journeys was 1,433,120. The sample size was calculated using the 

following formula (Dillman, 2000):

JVs = ____ W)W(l-P)_____  ,45 1)

Where:

Ns sample size required for the desired level of precision 
Np size of population
p Proportion of the population expected to choose one of the two response 

categories. In this case p will be 0.5 (50/50 split) in order to ensure a 
maximum variation in the sample.

B  Acceptable amount of sample error
C  Z statistic associated with the confidence level
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The sample size for a sample with a 95% confidence interval and a sampling error o f 5% is 

therefore

/V (l,433,120)(0.5)(l-0 .5)
 ̂ (1,433,120 -  1)(0.05/1.96)2 +  ( 0 .5 ) (1 -0.5) ^8 cases (.5.2)

The simple random sample o f 384 individual transfer journey records was identified by re

trieving and randomly ordering the recordset from ORACLE. Each o f the 384 transfer journey 

records was then manually compared to maps and schedules. The aim was to categorise each 

observation into possible  and not possible  categories. The category possible  contained observa

tions o f which it was believed that the transfer journeys could have occurred in relation to time 

between boardings, location o f the boardings and time differences between boardings. Table 4.4  

shows the results that were obtained from this manual verification. The study identified 95.6%  

of the simple random sample instances as correct or possible. Only 17 o f the 384 randomly 

selected transfer records were believed to be incorrect (false positive). This was mainly due to 

the fact that the passengers used the second leg o f the journey to return to their origin resulting 

in a violation o f the assumption. Incorporating a list o f alternative routes when comparing the 

boarded route may eliminate this problem. It would further be possible to improve the algorithm 

by introducing a dynamic adjustable variable for the time difference between the two potential 

boarding records. For example, if the two potential records o f a transfer journey both lie in the 

same zone then the maximum allowed time difference between these two boardings needs to 

be reduced. Ideally, geographic coordinates identify the distance between the two zones and 

then calculate the maximum time it would take to travel from one zone to the next. This time 

could then be used to determine the maximum time delay between boarding one and boarding 

two. As geographic coordinates were not available and the result o f the manual validation using 

the simple random sample was satisfactory this method was not further pursued. False negative 

cases are much harder to find and simulate. For example, the last o f a 10-journey ticket is used 

to validate boarding one and a new 10-joumey ticket is used to validate the second leg. Suc

cessfully identifying such a scenario would be next to impossible without knowing the IDs o f  

both 10 journey tickets.

Table 4.4: Validation Results o f the Simple Random Sample o f Transfer 
Journey Records

Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent
Not possible 17 4.4 4.4

Possible 367 95.6 100.0
Total 384 100.0
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4.5.5 Validation of the Results using Survey Data
The core concept of the transfer journey states that the journey has to have a single main purpose 

and therefore excludes trips where passengers made a detour. The Dublin Transportation Office 

(DTO) rolled out a survey in 2002 that focused on journeys that passengers carried out to and 

from work. The DTO received 64,456 valid responses of which 9,231 passengers used a bus 

to carry out both journeys to and from work. A total of 11,118 passengers used a bus to work 

and 11,925 used the bus as return mode. One question of the survey focused on whether the 

participating passenger made a de-tour or not. For the journey to work over 95.5% made no 

detour. This percentage is slightly lower for the return journey where only 85.9% travelled 

directly to their final destination. Although it is unknown how many passengers needed to 

transfer to a different service for reaching their desired destination one could derive from such 

a result that public transport passengers that use a bus to and from work mostly travel direct to 

and from their origin and destination. This in turn consolidates the part of the assumption that 

states that passengers need to travel directly without making any stops for different purposes. 

As this survey focused on work journeys the validation of the transfer journey algorithm can 

only be applied to peak time journeys. Due to missing detail of information it was not possible 

to use this survey for any other form of validation.

Ideally data gathered by a National Travel Survey (NTS) should be available for validation 

purposes. However, such a survey does not exist in Ireland (White, 2006).

4.5.6 Validation of the Results using a Monte Carlo Simulation
A Monte Carlo simulation was applied to a sample of the results to identify how the algorithm 

would perform if an error is randomly assigned to various attributes. Such an analysis aims to 

determine the robustness of the algorithm by testing its performance after randomly introducing 

a certain error percentage in the data files. This introduction of error could easily resemble the 

most common EFC errors. The simulation focused on the results of one day (Wednesday in 

April 1999). A total of 91,080 boarding records were stored for this particular day. We look at 

how the results of the transfer journey analysis change as we add error to the dataset.

The aim was to create datasets where 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, and 25% of the value o f one 

attribute were in error. The error was introduced by assigning a random valid value to that 

attribute. A C++ program randomly assigned the errors to the source file which was later used by 

the transfer journey identification algorithm. Three attributes that the transfer journey algorithm 

uses were looked at: Time o f Boarding, Ticket ID  and Ticket Type ID. The setup created 100 

files for each attribute for each of the given error percentages. For each attribute and percentage 

error, 100 data sets were simulated and the transfer journey algorithm run. The difference 

in the result with that of the original file is computed as percentage. This resulted in 500
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files for each test. Although a larger number of iterations would strengthen this study due to 

the runtime of the transfer journey algorithm it was decided that 100 iterations is sufficient 

to analyse the robustness of the algorithm with regard to the most common data errors. The 

following paragraphs present the findings of the Monte Carlo simulation.

For each simulated file we measure the percentage of records that were classified differently 

(as transfer journey of non transfer journey) from the original file. We call this the classification 

error. This can also be expressed as

£ =  ^^{\TJtrue(^{notTJ*)\  + \{notTJtrue(^TJ*\) (4.5.3)

where n is the number of records, T J  are identified transfer journeys in the original dataset and 

T  J* are transfer journeys in the simulated file.

After the original data file was randomly changed and the transfer journey algorithm was 

executed it was necessary to analyse the results. The aim was to identify how many transfer 

journey pairs were matching when comparing the original result with the error induced result. 

Therefore false negative and false positive results in the Monte Carlo files were not included as 

correct transfer journey pairs. The false positive and false negative pairs could have occurred 

by randomly assigning a value to an attribute which would then lead by chance to a transfer 

journey pair.

Time Attribute: The Time attribute stored the time of boarding of the passenger. The value 

of this parameter was changed by randomly selecting 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, and 25% of the 

records and then a random assignment of a value that was within the range of possible values. 

The range of possible values therefore reached from 00:00 to 23:59. Thus, time could only be 

randomly changed to another time but not to any random number. The purpose of changing the 

value of this variable was to simulate some of the most common EFC errors such as incorrect 

sign on, wrong time due to lack of maintenance and read-write errors.

Table 4.5 shows the descriptive statistics of the Monte Carlo simulation for the various 

induced error percentages of the Time attribute. The error in identifying transfer journey runs 

almost linear in relation to the randomly introduced error (see Figure 4.7(a)).

Table 4.5: Summary o f Classification Error (as %) for Time Attribute 
Simulation Study

N Range Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation Variance
5% Error 100 .86 4.40 5.26 4.78 .1798 .0323

10% Error 100 1.57 8.80 10.37 9.48 .2651 .0703
15% Error 100 1.44 13.25 14.69 13.93 .3089 .0954
20% Error 100 2.00 17.49 19.49 18.38 .3968 .1575
25% Error 100 2.78 21.91 24.69 22.82 .4014 .1611
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Figure 4.7: Monte Carlo Simulation Results

This analysis lead to a more specific Monte Carlo simulation in the sense that the range 

of possible values was decreased. Two more simulations were defined; the first simulation 

included data files which time values were randomly changed to values in a range of -15 to 15
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minutes; the second simulation used a range of ±60 minutes.

Table 4.6 and Figure 4.7(b) show the results of the ±60 minute simulation. This Monte 

Carlo simulation shows that the algorithm performs very well when small errors with regard to 

the time attribute are introduced. Even a 25% error rate only results in an average 0.9% error of 

the transfer classification algorithm.

Table 4.6: Summary of Classification Error (as %) for Time Attribute (60 
Minute Range) Simulation Study

N Range Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation Variance
5% Error 100 .28 .02 .30 .16 .0463 .0021

10% Error 100 .25 .20 .45 .33 .0573 .0033
15% Error 100 .33 .34 .67 .51 .0674 ,0045
20% Error 100 .32 .55 .87 .70 .0684 ,0047
25% Error 100 .39 .66 1.05 .90 .0657 ,0043

Table 4.7 and Figure 4.7(c) show the results of the Monte Carlo simulation of the time 

attribute with introduced errors of ±15 minutes. The average caused transfer identification 

error of the algorithm is at 25% error only 0.4%. It can therefore be stated that small EFC errors 

with regard to the time attribute can be neglected.

Table 4.7: Summary of Classification Error (as %) for Time Attribute (15 
Minute Range) Simulation Study

N Range Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation Variance
5% Error 100 ,25 .00 .25 .07 .0554 ,0031

10% Error 100 .43 .00 .43 .13 .0950 ,0090
15% Error 100 .45 ,00 .45 .19 .1087 .0118
20% Error 100 .59 ,00 .59 .30 .1118 .0125
25% Error 100 .60 .12 ,72 .40 ,1299 .0169

In summary, we believe that small errors for the time attribute have no significant impact on 

the results produced by the transfer journey algorithm. This is mainly due to the selection of m 

= 90 minutes. False negatives and false positives can occur when the error changes the time in 

such a manner that the time difference of the two boardings is around 90 minutes. The Monte 

Carlo simulation clearly showed evidence that supports this statement.

Ticket ID:This attribute stored the Ticket ID which is in combination with the ticket type 

a unique number which can be used to identify individual passengers over a certain period of 

time. The value of this parameter was changed by randomly selecting 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 

and 25% of the records and then a random assignment of a value that was within the range of 

possible values.
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Table 4.8 shows the descriptive statistics of the Monte Carlo simulation for the various 

induced error percentages of the Ticket ID attribute. The graphical representation of this simu

lation can be seen in Figure 4.7(d). Randomly introduced errors cause a high transfer journey 

identification error. This had to be expected as changing Ticket ID assigns the boarding record 

to a ’new’ passenger.

Table 4.8: Sum m ary of Classification Error (as %) for Ticket ID Attribute 
Sim ulation Study

N Range M inimum M axim um M ean Std. D eviation Variance

5% Error 100 .95 7.68 8.63 8.20 .179 .0321
10% Error 100 1.08 15.70 16.78 16.22 .227 .0516
15% Error 100 1.46 23.46 24.92 24.11 .272 .0741
20% Error 100 2.12 30.81 32.93 31.82 .338 .1143
25% Error 100 1.53 38.93 40.46 39.54 .261 .0682

Ticket Type ID; This attribute stored the Ticket Type ID which is in combination with the 

Ticket ID a unique number which can be used to identify individual passengers over a certain 

period of time. The value of this parameter was changed by randomly selecting 5%, 10%, 15%, 

20%, and 25% of the records and then a random assignment of a value that was within the range 

of possible values.

Table 4.9 shows the descriptive statistics of the Monte Carlo simulation for the various 

induced error percentages of the Ticket Type ID attribute. The graphical representation of this 

simulation can be seen in Figure 4.7(e). Randomly introduced errors cause a high transfer 

journey identification error. This had to be expected as changing Ticket Type ID assigns the 

boarding record to a ’new’ passenger that may or may not already exist.

Table 4.9: Summ ary of Classification Error (as %) for Ticket Type A t
tribute Sim ulation Study

N Range M inimum M axim um M ean Std. Deviation Variance

5% Error 100 .79 9.04 9.82 9.40 .161 .0261
10% Error 100 1.12 17.93 19.05 18.56 .211 .0445
15% Error 100 1.68 26.75 28.43 27.52 .266 .0705
20% Error 100 2.38 35.57 37.95 36.28 .322 .1037
25% Error 100 2.82 44.61 47.43 45.02 .316 .1001

The various Monte Carlo simulations showed that recorded error in the attributes Ticket 

ID, Ticket Type ID and Time result in high transfer journey identification errors. However, 

smaller changes in time result in error rates that can be almost neglected. Even when 25% of 

all time values were changed by either up to 15 or 60 minutes the maximum transfer journey
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identification error was only 1.05%. The algorithm therefore performs very well with regard 

to small errors of the time attribute which is also one o f the most likely incorrect attributes as 

system time is not set centrally. Errors in Ticket Type ID or Ticket ID on the other hand result 

in a larger error because the boarding record is attributed to a different passenger when either 

o f these values change.

4.5.7 Summary of the Iterative Classification Algorithm
The iterative classification algorithm extends the original database with information about trans

fer journeys. The newly added database table shows a new record for each transfer journey (see 

Table 4.10.

Table 4.10: List o f Available Variables for Statistic Analyses

N am e Type W idth D escription Exam ple

ID Numeric 10 Unique ID for each transfer journey record 01045447

ID A Numeric 10 Link to individual passenger boarding A 15716867

ID B Numeric 10 Link to individual passenger boarding B 15733816

A R oute  ID String 4 Route ID o f individual passenger boarding A R24

B R oute  ID String 4 Route ID o f individual passenger boarding B R7

A Stage ID Numeric 2 Stage ID o f individual passenger boarding A 25

B Stage ID Numeric 2 Stage ID of individual passenger boarding B 75

A D irection Numeric 1 Direction of individual passenger boarding A 0

B D irection Numeric 1 Direction o f individual passenger boarding B 0

A C oarse  Zone Numeric 2 Coarse 2^ne  o f individual passenger boarding A Z

B C oarse  Zone Numeric 2 Coarse Zone o f individual passenger boarding B Y

A A rea String 20 Area description of individual passenger boarding A Area 1

B A rea String 20 Area description of individual passenger boarding B Area 7

Tim e D ifference A/B Numeric 2 Time difference between boarding A and B 37

A StageT im e Date 20 Boarding time o f passenger boarding A 6:29

B StageTim e Dale 20 Boarding time o f passenger boarding B 7:06

A S ta rtH o u r Numeric 4 Boarding Hour of passenger boarding A 6

B S ta r tH o u r Numeric 4 Boarding Hour o f passenger boarding B 7

Tim e Period Numeric 1 M orning Peak, Evening Peak or O ff Peak Period O ff Peak

D ate Date 20 Date o f transfer journey 01/04/1999

T icket ID Numeric 7 Unique ticket ID o f transfer journey 7052

T icket Type Numeric 6 Ticket Type used 671

T icket nam e String 36 Name of the ticket used Weekly Adult

T icke t C ategory Numeric 4 Ticket Category such as OAP, Adult, Student, Child, Family Adult

T icket D ura tion String 10 Period the ticket is valid (1 month, 1 weeks, 3 days, I day) 1 Week

Each o f these records is based on data o f two individual passenger boardings (A and B). 

The new table facilitates much more detailed analysis about transfer journeys than the original 

database offered. Now it is possible to generate analysis that will contribute to more fully 

understand transfer passenger behaviour. Further analysis can be applied to improve decision  

support on an operational or policymaking level. A more detailed analysis and discussion can
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be found in Ciiapter 5 where the identified transfer journey data set will be explored.

A more detailed description of the transfer journey identification section was published by 

Hofmann and O ’Mahony (2004, 2005b).

Some of the weaknesses of this algorithm are elaborated in greater detail in Section 6.12.3.

The following section describes an analysis that was carried out to explore the level o f data 

quality with regard to the recordings that required human interaction.

4.6 How ’Good’ is Electronic Fare Collection Data?
EFC data are used more and more frequently in many academic and commercial public trans

port projects. Various data attributes are automatically recorded when passengers board a public 

transport vehicle. The main focus of this section is the quality of the data. This is a common 

concern among the research community, particularly as often the bus driver has a certain in

fluence on the recorded data. In many transport networks it is the bus driver’s responsibility 

to provide the system with information such as which bus stop the public transport vehicle is 

currently serving and therefore is also in charge of identifying the correct location of passenger 

boardings. This section shows three different analyses that provide results with regard to the re

liability of the bus driver and his/her input. It further discusses the real impact on the measured 

data quality.

The first approach analyses the frequency of recorded bus stops. The second approach 

analyses odd boarding distributions on the premise that more people board at busy bus stops. 

The last approach focuses on the arrival time of the vehicle at the bus stop on the premise that 

the arrival times on bus stops should not be the same for a number of bus stops.

4.6.1 What Defines Data to be ’Good’

Four common categories of data quality exist (Strong et al., 1997):

•  Contextual Data Quality - relevancy, value added, timeliness, and completeness;

•  Intrinsic Data Quality - accuracy, objectivity, believability and reputation;

•  Accessibility of Data - accessibility and access security;

• Representation of Data - interpretability, ease of understanding, concise representation 

and consistent representation.
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The main relevant dimensions for this analysis are completeness and accuracy. For ex

ample, when a study focuses on passenger boardings then all passenger boardings have to be 

represented by the data source (completeness) and all records have to reflect the correct data 

values (accuracy). The following analyses will demonstrate how the data were tested for com

pleteness and accuracy. Perfect datasets are rare due to human or machine errors, however, 

knowing to what extend a dataset is incomplete still allows it to be used for analysis.

4.6.2 Analysis Methodology
Three different approaches were used to test the integrity and quality of the data. The aim was 

to investigate the bus driver’s consistency in recording the current location. The following three 

approaches were used:

•  Frequency Tables;

•  Odd Boarding/Alighting;

•  Time Series.

Four different types of routes will be subject to the analysis. The different characteristics of 

each route can be seen in Table 4.11 and Figure 4.8. It further shows the number of bus journeys 

carried out on each route for one particular day split into inbound and outbound journeys. The 

variability of changing numbers of bus journeys per day is very small and can therefore be 

disregarded.

Table 4.11: General Information about the Analysed Routes

Route
Number of Busses per Day

l^ p e of RouteOutbound Inbound
18 64 70 Orbital (West East)
13 59 51 North -  City Centre

123 163 180 West -  City Centre
3 95 87 Cross City Centre -  North - South

The following sections will introduce the methodologies that were applied for this analysis

4.6.3 Frequency Tables
The first approach focuses on boarding records to analyse how diligently the bus driver carried 

out the task of recording the bus’ location. This aspect of the analysis serves to analyse how
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exact this task has been carried out. The initial assumption of the approach was that each 

bus stop on a particular route should be recorded as often as any of the remaining bus stops. 

However, the location is only recorded in case the bus actually stops and passengers board. It 

is therefore expected that a certain pattern occurs which can be repeatedly produced analysing 

different bus routes with different route characteristics and different bus drivers. A smaller 

dataset only including data from a Wednesday in October 1999 was extracted for the analysis. 

A cross-tabulation was based on the dataset with the aim to obtain frequency numbers for each 

route’s bus stops of that particular day. The data were then grouped into bus routes and direction 

of the journey. This format favoured the generation of bar charts which were then compared. A 

random selection of charts will be displayed and discussed.

4.6.4 Odd Boarding/Alighting

This approach focuses mainly on the boarding patterns o f passengers. It is assumed that pas

sengers are more likely to board at main bus stops such as shopping malls, main streets or multi 

modal transfer nodes. A randomly chosen set of bus stops are identified and explored with the 

main aim to find odd boarding patterns. Odd boarding patterns could be considered as patterns 

where passengers boarded unexpectedly which could lead to the assumption that the bus driver 

keyed in the wrong bus stop or forgot to indicate the correct bus stop. For example, if bus stop 

5 on route X is the closest bus stop to the pedestrian zone then it is expected that more people
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board than on a bus stop outside the city centre (at least for an outbound journey). M ain bus 

stops will be selected o f w hich the researcher knows that a boarding pattern above the average 

is to be expected. This approach further focuses on bus stops w here the route intersects with an

o ther m ode o f transport such as light rail or m etro. These transfer nodes are expected to have a 

larger passenger boarding pattern than the previous or follow ing bus stop. F igure 4.9 shows this 

scenario when the light rail intersects with the bus route at Stop 3 and Station 1. It is therefore 

expected to have a higher boarding pattern at bus stops 3 and 5 than at bus stops 4 and 6.

M

stopsStop 4 Stop 5

Stop 3

St Mi on 2

Figure 4.9: Sam ple Layout o f a Transport N etw ork Section

4.6.5 Time Series
The tim e series approach is the final test that is applied in assessing the quality o f EFC  data with 

regard to the influence o f the bus drivers on data quality. The assum ption is that the difference 

o f bus stop arrival times of tw o bus stops cannot be less than a pre-defined period o f time. This 

tim e fram e depends on the netw ork and also w hether the bus stops were recorded in the city 

centre w here stops are closer together than in suburban areas. C om paring the bus stop arrival 

tim es and calculating their differences can therefore provide an indicator o f the data quality. A 

variability study strengthens this analysis.

4.6.6 Results
Frequency Tables

The frequency tables were created for each bus route.

The dataset consists o f a grouped count o f bus stops. The bus stops are in spatial sequential 

order for inbound and outbound journeys. As shown in F igure 4 .10 the bus stop ID ’s (show n on
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F ig u re  4 .10 : In b o u n d  - O u tb o u n d  B us S tops

the x -ax is) are u n iq u e  th ro u g h o u t each  rou te  hen ce  the  d iffe ren ce  in bus stop  n u m b ers  fo r the 

in b o u n d  an d  o u tb o u n d  jo u rn ey s .

F o r ex am p le  bus stop  ID  ’ 8 0 ' is the c o rre sp o n d in g  bus stop  o f  ID  ’2 0 ’ in the  o p p o site  

d irec tio n . T he y -ax is  show s how  often  each  p a rtic u la r  bus stop  w as reco rd ed  th ro u g h o u t the 

day. T he reco rd in g  o f  the first bus stop  is s im u ltan eo u sly  the total n u m b er o f  jo u rn e y s  tha t w ere  

d isp a tch ed  o n  the p a rticu la r rou te  and  its d irec tio n  ( th ro u g h o u t one  day).

F ig u re  4 . 1 1 show s the d is trib u tio n s o f  reco rd ed  bus stops fo r the fo u r rou tes d esc rib ed  in 

T ab le  4 .11.

A s ex p ec ted  each  chart show s a reo ccu rrin g  p a tte rn  fo r  each  rou te . T h e  reco rd in g  o f  the first 

bus s top  is m an d a to ry  fo r the  bus d riv er to  sta rt the  reco rd in g  o f  the  jo u rn ey . A fte r reco rd in g  

the h ig h est n u m b er o f  bus stops at the  b eg in n in g  o f  the  jo u rn ey  the n u m b er o f  reco rd ed  bus 

stops g en era lly  d ro p s s ligh tly  b efo re  leve llin g  o ff  fo r  a few  stops b e fo re  co n sis ten tly  d ec rea s in g  

ov er the  last few  stops. T he da ta  show  tha t the  bus d riv e r reco rds less bus stops as the  rou te  

ap p ro ach es the  final s tops. T h is  m ay  reflect the fac t th a t few er p assen g ers  b o ard  d u ring  the  last 

few  stops as th ere  is no  need  to  bo ard  fo r  o n ly  tw o  o r th ree  bus stops. H ow ever, it w as ex p ec ted  

th a t m ore  peo p le  ex it the bus w hen  ap p ro ach in g  c ity  cen tre  w h ich  w o u ld  im ply  tha t the  bus 

had  to  s top  m ore o ften  than  in suburban  areas. T h is  fu rth e r im p lies tha t the bus d riv er on ly
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Figure 4.11: Frequency of Recorded Bus Stops

identifies the location of the bus when passengers are boarding. This may become a problem 

when calculating arrival times which will be further elaborated in Section 7.5 because of missing 

stage records towards the end of each journey as they are not as frequent as they were at the 

beginning.

It is also interesting that the bar charts consist of a certain amount of symmetry with regard 

to inbound and outbound journeys. This further assumes consistency o f the bus driver’s loca

tion recording pattern. Furthermore it seems that the number of outbound journeys marginally 

exceeds the number of inbound journeys.

It is noteworthy that this pattern is not dependent on the time of the day. Various analyses 

have shown that peak time and off-peak time show the same characteristics with regard to the 

patterns shown in Figure 4.11. It could therefore be argued that the drop o f recorded bus stops 

in the last section of the journey is not related to fatigue of the bus driver.

Some graphs show a second peak during the journey recordings. These are popular bus 

stops or suburban areas where more passengers are expected to board.

There are three ways to remedy that not all bus stages are recorded. The first m ethod is
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to automate the recording using an AVL system that is integrated with the EFC system. The 

second option would be to make the bus drivers to press the button when passing the bus stop 

regardless whether passengers board or alight. The last option would require a statistical model 

that may be able to infer the arrival times of buses at bus stops based on historical data.

Odd Boarding

A frequency table was created showing the number of passengers that boarded on one particular 

day (Wednesday in October 1999). A series of bar charts then visualise the boarding patterns 

along a certain route. Table 4.12 shows the different routes which were subject to the analysis 

and their total recorded passengers throughout the day. The table differentiates between board

ings on outbound and inbound journeys. The variability between the day used in this study 

and other days is minimal and can therefore be disregarded. The approaching symmetry be

tween total numbers of boardings of outbound and inbound journeys led to the decision that the 

direction of the journey with regard to passenger boarding numbers can also be disregarded.

Table 4.12: Inbound - Outbound - Total Passenger Numbers

Route ID Outbound Inbound
3 649 583
13 594 542

123 939 1.051
18 809 816

Figure 4.12 shows the results of the analysis. Each bar chart presents the boarding pattern 

of one route. The x-axis shows the identifier of the bus stop in sequential spatial order and also 

labels the stops where an increased boarding pattern occurred.

The charts show an increase in passenger boarding at demographic landmarks such as shop

ping streets, churches, multi modal transfer nodes, hospitals, suburban centres and schools. 

Considering the results it can be argued that the bus driver identified the correct bus stop when 

passengers boarded at these landmarks.

Time Series

Unfortunately, the time recorded with each boarding only includes hours and minutes in a 24 

hour format but does not contain seconds. This prohibits an exact analysis because in theory 

the bus could serve two bus stops within the same time stamp (time recorded to nearest minute), 

particularly in the city centre where the distances between bus stops are short or along dedicated
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Figure 4.12: Frequency and Location of Recorded Bus Stops

bus corridors where the speed of the bus would be increased. It was decided to show a graphical 

representation of arrival times of several buses at each bus stop. Different peak/off peak times 

and directions (inbound/outbound) were chosen.

Figure 4.13 show the different scenarios. The horizontal axis shows the sequential bus stop 

IDs in a non-spatial manner. The vertical axis shows the time of arrival. Each line within the 

line charts indicates a bus that serves a number of bus stops. Horizontal bars connecting two 

nodes indicate that the time recorded for the two bus stops was identical.

Figure 4.13(a) shows the arrival times of several buses serving the Route 123 in outbound 

direction throughout the morning peak period. The arrival times of buses at the various bus 

stops are different most of the time. However, it was noticed that the time recorded towards 

the end of the route often remains the same which would indicate that the bus driver did not 

identify the correct bus stop. It could be argued that only passengers with a magnetic strip card 

boarded that close to the final stop and the identification of the correct bus stop was therefore 

not necessary.

Figure 4.13(b) shows the arrival times of several buses serving Route 13 in outbound direc

tion throughout the afternoon off peak period. The same explanation as given above applies to
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Figure 4.13: Arrival Time at Bus Stops

this graph. Apart from a few times throughout the route the recorded time difference over the 

period of the service was different, indicating that the bus driver keyed in the correct bus stops. 

This graph also shows that there is no problem with regard to bunching. The frequency of the 

service is regular and the headway is spread evenly.

Figure 4.13(c) shows the arrival times of several buses serving Route 18 in inbound direc

tion throughout the evening peak period. Again, only a few bus stops were recorded with the 

identical time to the previous bus stop. Although this is not related to data quality it has to be 

pointed out that the graph favours the presentation of bunching and headway.

Figure 4.13(d) shows the arrival times of several buses serving the Route 3 in inbound 

direction throughout the morning peak period. For some reason some of the bus services did 

not collect data for the last three to five bus stops. Although this pattern was noticed to a certain 

extent throughout the other routes it was not as drastic as identified with route 3. There is no 

explanation for this pattern. It could have been that some of the routes were scheduled not to 

provide a service after bus stage ‘75’ (O’Connell Street -  Main City Centre Street).

The following points could be identified when analysing the sequential time differences of
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arrival times:

•  The value ‘0 ’ (less than 1 minute between bus stops) appeared 38% (Route 3), 22% (Route 

13), 27% (Route 18) and 29% (Route 123). This indicates that there is considerable 

variability between the different routes;

•  The Median lies at 2.00 minutes;

•  There is a trend that inbound journeys have more ‘0 ’ values than outbound journeys. 

4.6.7 Discussion & Summary

All three approaches presented in this section show that the bus driver interaction has a con

sistent pattern with regard to recording the bus location and thus the boarding time. There are 

error margins which have to be considered when interpreting the results obtained from EFC 

data analysis. The four routes that served as subjects of this analysis represent average radial 

and orbital routes.

In summary, the interaction of the bus driver as location indicator has certainly an impact on 

the data quality. However, the main recordings are correct and it is debateable whether the error 

margin would bias the results considerably. Even if an actual in-vehicle time o f 35 minutes is 

inferred as 32 or 38 minutes it is still better than having no identification of such a performance 

measure at all. Taking the data quality measurements introduced by Strong et al. (1997) this 

study can conclude that the accuracy of the data is, within a margin of error, acceptable. After 

having carried out the analysis it was concluded that the data quality of the recorded records 

is representative. However, it was further found that the records that were not recorded (e.g. 

in case no one boarded) but could have been recorded have a great impact when focusing on 

stage level analyses. Therefore the data quality measurement ‘completeness’ introduced by 

Strong et al. (1997) is not entirely fulfilled. This especially applies to the bus stage records as 

demonstrated above. In theory such missing records could be inferred. For example, missing 

stage records could be inferred using a Geographic Information System (GIS) and the data of 

the recorded stages in order to estimate the arrival time of the missing stages by considering 

time of previous and subsequent record, average speed and distance travelled. However, this 

was not further pursued as no GIS of the bus network was available.
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4.7 Summary
This chapter mainly focused on the methods used to extend the database with three main at

tributes; the spatial identifiers, coarse zone and area description and the transfer journey identi

fier. The first two were necessary to add semantics to the dataset with regard to the spatial lo

cation of bus stages whereas the second was needed to identify transfer journeys (linked trips). 

The last section then explored the data quality of the dataset.

The following are the main conclusions that can be drawn from this chapter:

•  Relational databases suit the structured format of EFC data better than any other database 

model;

•  There is a need for a formal data migration framework as the data produced by the Way

farer EFC system are in semi structured and semi encrypted text file format. Error checks 

are further important to identify any illogical data values. The dataset received from 

Dublin Bus has almost no illogical errors. A combination of C++, PL/SQL and SQL was 

used to decrypt, structure, migrate and validate the data. The structure of the database 

was designed following the rules of the relational database model;

•  Assigning each bus stage to a spatial zone was considered to be important. Unfortunately 

there were no geographic coordinates of bus stages available for the Dublin Bus network. 

In a commercial project this should be remedied as knowing the exact locations of bus 

stages would certainly improve the potential usage of the dataset as well as improve the 

representational capabilities of the results;

•  The extension of the database with an identifier that categorises boarding records into 

single and transfer journeys was necessary for a transfer journey analysis (see Chapter 5) 

but more importantly for the OD estimation which will be introduced in Chapter 6. It 

was further decided that the 90 minute cut-off point was the correct choice although this 

could be reduced to 75 minutes resulting in the loss of only 10% of originally declared 

transfer journeys. Denormalisation of the transfer journey table was implemented to en

sure faster data retrieval speeds thus shortening the time required for the transfer journey 

analysis. Depending on the system, the process of identifying transfer journeys could 

become unnecessary when smart cards are in operation. Nevertheless, the identification 

o f transfer journeys is important for the immediate analysis of transfer journeys and for 

future analyses or extensions where linked trips have to be considered separately;

•  Various validation performance test methods were applied to the algorithm to check its
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validity, robustness and its performance. A simple random sample, secondary survey and 

Monte Carlo simulations were used. All validation methods showed promising results.

•  The data quality section was considered important as the quality of the generated results 

can only be as good as the quality of the data itself. Although the analysis concluded 

that the recorded data is accurate (within a margin of error) it was also discovered that 

the dataset is not as complete as it could have been. This is mainly with regard to stages 

where no passengers boarded which especially occurs towards the final stages of each 

route. However, this also means that passengers alight towards the final stage of the route 

and therefore the bus had to stop at the bus stage. There are two possible explanations: 

First, the bus driver did not indicate the stage as no passenger alighted or second, the 

bus driver did indicate the stage but the Wayfarer system did not record it as no person 

boarded. In summary, although there is frequent human interaction the system where the 

bus driver has to indicate the location of the stop does work and the recorded data seem 

to be accurate. With the growing integration of more complex technology most systems 

will not have to face this problem for much longer.

The following chapter provides some analyses of the data including the new data attribute 

that was created using the iterative classification algorithm. Furthermore the network and route 

symmetry of single and transfer journeys are explored.



Chapter 5 

Transfer Journey Analysis

5.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the exploratory data analysis of transfer journeys. The previous chapter 

described the process of linking two formerly independent passenger boardings together by 

comparing the various parameters of each of the individual boarding records. Some of the two 

independent boardings built a record of a transfer journey which provides the opportunity for 

further analysis of the EFC data (Bagchi and White, 2003; Hofmann and O’Mahony, 2004). 

The previously identified variables (see Table 4.10) will be used throughout this section to 

create numerous transfer journey related statistics and analyses which can be used to more fully 

understand public transport operations and passengers’ behaviour. The results of this section 

have to be interpreted with the fact in mind that only magnetic fare card data were used for 

generating the dataset.

Furthermore a comprehensive analysis will be described focusing on a widely accepted 

travel symmetry assumption. The obtained transfer journey pairs as well as single journey 

records will be used to analyse symmetry with regard to transfer patterns in Dublin’s public 

transport network.

5.2 General Descriptive Statistics of Transfer Journeys
The iterative classification algorithm (see Section 4.5.2) enriched the database with an identifier 

that shows whether the individual passenger boarding was part of a transfer journey. This 

newly added data attribute facilitates the analysis documented in this chapter. The transfer 

journey identifier has been created for the months April ’99, May ’99, September ’99 and 

October ’99 as these months did not reflect any major abnormalities such as school breaks or 

summer holiday periods. All analyses are based on these four months unless stated differently.

77
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Any comparison between transfer journeys and single journeys only considers the difference 

between total boardings minus twice the number of transfer journeys (two boarding records for 

each transfer journey). Table 5.1 shows a breakdown and summary of the identified transfer 

journeys in relation to the total number of magnetic strip card transactions of the four-month 

period.

Table 5.1: Number of Journeys Generated by Magnetic Strip Cards

Month Transfer Journeys Single Journeys Total Boardings Percentage of Transfer Journeys
Apr-99 322,869 1,179,911 1,825,649 35.4%
May-99 342,854 1,226,389 1,912,097 35.9%
Sep-99 353,828 1,303,030 2,010,686 35.2%
Oct-99 413,569 1,565,427 2,392,565 34.6%
Total 1,433,120 5,274,757 8,140,997 35.2%

5.3 Analysis of Time Difference between Boardings
The time difference between A1 and B1 is one of the deciding parameters whether a passenger 

boarding is part of a transfer journey. The assumption stated that the maximum accepted time 

difference between boarding at A1 and boarding at B1 is less than 90 minutes as defined in 

Section 4.5.2. As this is a derived data attribute (boarding time at B1 minus boarding time at 

A l) this parameter can be redefined when carrying out various analyses on the final data. For 

example, some analyses could restrict all transfer journeys to a time difference between A l and 

B 1 to 45 or 60 minutes by simply ignoring the transfer journey records that do not conform with 

the set time difference.

Table 5.2 shows the main descriptive statistics of the time difference attribute considering all 

identified transfer journeys of the four month period. The arithmetic mean of the time difference 

is 37.75 minutes. Quartile 1, Quartile 2 and Quartile 3 are 20 minutes, 34 minutes and 53 

minutes respectively. The distribution of time differences is positively skewed which is shown 

in Figure 5.1.

Table 5.2: Descriptive Statistics of the Variable ’Time Difference’

N 1,433,120 Quartile 1 20
Mean 37.75 Quartile 2 34
Mode 21 Quartile 3 53

Std. Deviation 22.25

Figure 5.1 shows a histogram of time differences between A l and B1 using an interval of 

5 minutes. The frequencies are displayed in total transfer passengers within the relevant time
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interval. The m axim um  percentage of transfer tim e difference is reached at the 20-25 minute 

interval.
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Figure 5.1: H istogram  on Time D ifference betw een A1 and B 1

A lm ost 10% o f transfer passengers transfer (boarding the second bus) w ithin 10 minutes 

after boarding the first bus. A pproxim ately 50% of all transfer custom ers transfer w ithin 34 

m inutes. O nly 10% o f all transfer passengers transfer betw een 72 and 89 m inutes after boarding 

the first bus. It w ould therefore be possible to decrease the 90 m inute cu t-off point to a lower 

value w ithout loosing too many occurrences. The problem  lies with the ratio o f  false negatives 

and false positives. C utting o ff the transfer journeys that in fact took longer than the cut-off 

point will result in a bias of the analysis especially when trying to use the study to reduce the 

journey  tim e o f longer trips.

5.3.1 Relationship between Time Difference of A l/B l and Boarding Hour 
at A1

The sunflow er scatterplot (see Figure 5.2) shows the relationships o f the tim e difference between 

the boardings A l/B l and the hour o f boarding for the w eek from  the 12/04/99 to 16/04/99 on 

one particular route. T he diagram  is a m ethod o f identifying clusters o f  passengers’ boarding 

tim es and tim e differences o f A I and B 1. The presentation o f the data does not favour the 

extraction o f exact values but focuses on clusters that indicate a certain pattern o f passenger be

haviour. T he sunflowers represent one or m ore cases that have sim ilar data values and therefore
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are plotted closely together. The more defined the sunflowers the more cases were identified at 

that position. Four obvious clusters of boarding time at A1 and time differences between A1 

and B1 can be recognised when analysing Figure 5.2. A cluster is a representation of a pattern 

within the graph and is mostly present where the graph peaks.
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Figure 5.2: Sunflower Scatter Diagram of Time Difference and Hour of Boarding

Cluster 1 shows a concentration of transfer journeys during 7:00 and 7:59 and a time dif

ference of A1 and B1 between 55 and 75 minutes. The interpretation of this pattern could be 

that passengers who know that they have a long journey time leave earlier in order to reach 

their destination on time. Cluster 2 covers all departure times between 7:00 and 9:59. The time 

differences between boarding A1 and B1 lies between 12 and 32 minutes. This cluster indicates 

that a relatively large amount of passengers transfer in the morning peak time 12 to 32 minutes 

after boarding the first bus. Cluster 3 shows a high concentration of transfers at 11.30. The 

time difference between boarding A1 and boarding B1 lies between 30 and 50 minutes for this 

cluster. This may represent passengers whose work commences at 12 pm. Cluster 4 shows a 

concentration of transfers in the evening peak time. Again, passengers with longer journeys 

seem to commence their journey slightly earlier.

5.4 Transfer Matrices
This section focuses on the generation o f various matrices based on the transfer journey data. 

Matrices may serve as input for statistical analyses or transport modelling. The analyst can
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generally define the aggregation level as well as the dimension of matrices. This means that 

parameters such as peak/off-peak time, ticket type or journey date can be used to create a more 

detailed and focused matrix or one that includes a wider range of records.

This section introduces four different types of two-dimensional matrices including a Coarse 

Zone Matrix, Transfer Node Matrix, Area Description Matrix and Route Matrix.

Only the coarse zone matrix can be displayed fully within this thesis as it has only 21 

possible columns and rows (21 coarse zones). The remaining matrices cannot be displayed due 

to their extensive size.

5.4.1 Transfer by Coarse Zones
The coarse zone matrix is a way of representing trip level data (passenger boarding records) on 

an aggregate level. The DTO divided the GDA into 21 zones called coarse zones. The coarse 

zones have mainly been introduced for transport modelling purposes. A description of each of 

the 21 zones as well as a map can be found in Appendix A and Appendix B respectively.

The 3-dimensional bar chart (see Figure 5.3) shows the number o f transfers from the first 

coarse zone (A1) to the second coarse zone (Bl).  As determined before most transfers occur 

within the city centre zone 1. This graph also shows that transferring within the same zone 

is quite common (1-1, 4-4, 6-6, 12-12 and 14-14). This can be explained by the fact that 

passengers use a feeder bus to one of the main routes leading into the city centre or taking a 

feeder bus after leaving the main route originating from the city centre. It also shows that a 

considerable amount of passengers transfer in suburban areas which is indicated by the smaller 

clusters. The label ’0 ’ on the y-axis and x-axis represent boardings for which the location of the 

boarding zones was unknown.

Most of the transfer passengers transfer from A1 to B l in zone 1 (City Centre) (863,832 

passengers, 60.28%). The least number of transfer passengers transfer in zones 2 (1,149), 9 

(18), 16 (33) and 17 (1,168). Zone 2 is close to city centre but very small whereas zones 9, 

16 and 17 are further away from Dublin city centre and are not as frequently served by the bus 

operator.

The spatial graph (see Figures 5.4) shows a map of Dublin and its respective coarse zones. 

The spatial map visualises the numbers of transfer journeys originating at the start zone of A l. 

Almost 77% of all transfer journeys started outside the city centre zone 1 (see Figure 5.3. Each 

of the zones bordering the city centre zone 1 (apart from zone 2) is responsible for 4.27% to
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Figure 5.3: Three Dimensional Bar Chart

10.70% of transfer journeys. Furthermore coarse zones 7, 8, 11, 12 and 14 contribute to the 

total number of transfer journeys with 4.27%, 4.39%, 6.57%, 10.12% and 8.26% respectively. 

This shows that many passengers who live further away from the city centre have to transfer in 

order to reach their final destination.
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Figure 5.4: Start Zone of Transfer Journeys (Al)
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Table 5.3: Total Number of Transfers by Zones at A1 and B1

Zone i'otill Percent Zone Total Percent
1 S56.642 64.28'‘/<i 1 293.0S2 22,67%
2 1.1.’>8 2 6.043 0.47%

58.6,; 1 4.40% 3 138.2<)2 10.70%
4 77.?()1 5.80% 4 128.495 9.94‘!o
5 3.70"(. 5 102,465 7.9.3%
6 87,1511 6.54% 6 135.403 10.47%
7 11.773 O.KH'fi, 7 55.221 4.27%
8 16.797 1,26% 8 56,770 4.39%
9 17 0.00% 9 354 0.().3“ i
11 .'().24.'^ 2.27% 1 1 84,961 6.57%
12 75.11X 5,64'li. 12 l.»0,759 10.12%
13 2.513 0.19% 13 5.4X3 0.42%
14 49,478 3,71'!.. 14 106.802 8.26%
15 4.743 0.36'’.i, 15 16,238 1.26"/,.
16 32 0.00% 16 896 0.07%
17 ')7I 11.07% 17 20,617 1.59%
l<) 10,821 0.81% 19 10,826 0.84%

<a) Tout Number of T ransfers at B1 (b) Total Number of T ransfers at A1

5.4.2 Transfer Node Matrix
A transfer node identification matrix shows the volumes of transfers at each transfer node. The 

nodes are defined by route ID and stage ID so the node identification ’A/10’ reads bus stop ’10’ 

on route ’A’. Although the exact bus stop of A2 is unknown it can be assumed that it is the 

closest bus stop to B 1 as the transfer passenger boarded the bus at this bus stop. It can therefore 

be said that B1/A2 is a transfer node. The significance of this transfer node depends on the daily 

volume of transfer passengers. The size of the matrix is the square of all bus stops. In this study 

there are 8,270 bus stops and therefore the size of the matrix is 8,270 * 8,270. Such a matrix can 

be used to analyse the effectiveness of routes on a micro level. For example, is there a need for 

orbital or cross-city routes where currently only arterial routes exist? It can further be used to 

identify transfer nodes and their corresponding passenger volumes. The main purpose of such 

a matrix is for bus planning and policy making.

Table 5.4 shows the most frequent transfer nodes. The table shows Route A/Stage A which 

is the spatial identifier of the first boarding and Route B/StageB which is the spatial identifier 

of the second boarding. The transfer column represents the total number of transfers recorded 

for the particular transfer nodes. Stage 25 in the Stage B column frequently occurs.

5.4.3 Transfers by Area Description
The area description matrix is a way of representing trip level data with regard to the location 

where the passenger boarded the first time (Al )  and the location where the person boarded the 

second time (B 1). The city was divided into 131 different suburban/city centre area descriptions.
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Table 5.4: Most Frequent Transfer Nodes by Boarding Locations

Route A Stage A Route B Stage B Transfers
10 65 39 25 1,349
40 15 10 25 912
77 54 75 22 720
10 65 130 75 671
40 15 77 25 643
77 54 123 66 634
10 65 25A 25 629
10 65 37 25 611
10 65 51B 25 606
10 65 66 25 587
10 65 77 25 581
39 56 10 25 577
90 75 10 25 535
10 65 42 75 529
40 15 7 25 505
39 56 7 25 489
40 15 51B 25 484

Transfers are examined in this section in relation to where they were made and in the next 

section in relation to the number of transfers made between routes. It is possible to create 

a matrix that shows the location of boardings of A1 and B l. 131 different city areas were 

identified throughout the analysis. The size of the matrix is M(131 x 131). The results of this 

analysis indicate that almost all transfer journeys are taking place on radial arterial routes. The 

question as to whether some of the transfer journeys could be replaced by an orbital route arises. 

This will be analysed in greater detail in Chapter 7 where it is described how the analysis of 

0 /D  matrices can be used to justify (or not) new routes.

The matrix includes all possible combinations of areas which may explain some of the small 

numbers or no numbers of transfer journeys. The matrix was populated using transfer journey 

data over the four month period. Although this matrix includes the data of the entire four month 

period it could also be created focusing on a smaller period of time (month, week, day and 

hour). The matrix shows the area of the first boarding which is mapped to the location of the 

second boarding. Therefore it facilitates the extraction of transfer journey numbers for each 

particular area combination pair.

5.4.4 Transfer Route Matrix
The transfer route matrix is another type of matrix that can be developed to show the transfer 

volume of passengers that occurred between all combinations of routes. The sparse matrix 

shows Route ID of the first boarding and the Route ID of the second boarding (Matrix(’First
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Boarding Route ID’ x ’Second Boarding Route ID’)). This information can be used for further 

statistical analysis or for transport modelling purposes. Various parameters such as peak/off- 

peak time, ticket types, age group or direction of travel can be applied while producing the 

matrix. This increases the usability and efficiency of these matrices considerably.

Table 5.5 shows a small subset of the matrix as the entire matrix cannot be graphically 

displayed in this thesis due to its size.

Table 5.5: Subset o f the Transfer Route Matrix

Second Boarding Route (B)
1 10 101 102 103 105 11 111 114 115 116 llA IIB E tc ...

1 8 3 3 1
10 3 2 161 10 9 1,479 29 42 1 4,113 232 847

< 101 19 9 13 1 4 1
102 131 2 22 32 17 49 2 28

occ 103 8 5 69 17 3 8 4 11
105 4 3

•3 11 2 1,382 31 24 6 13 15 1,109 265 748
a: 111 13 14 1 14 14 11
aa 114 51 35 6 16 19 2 5 1 6

b 115 1 2 4 2
Eki 116 4,538 1 5 16 1 1

llA 212 5 6 280 3 2 129
IIB 765 13 3 782 18 11 116

E tc .. .

The route number (i) of the first boarding (A) is arranged vertically whereas the horizontal 

route numbers (j) define the second boarding (B). As mentioned earlier it was assumed that a 

transfer was made between 2 distinct routes and that a passenger could not make a transfer from 

a particular route to the same route. Therefore the diagonals on this matrix are zero. The size 

of the entire matrix is 187x187 due to 187 different bus routes identified in the database.

For the purpose of this study it has been decided to extract all route interchanges (defined 

by Ai and Bj) where the number of boardings is over 1000. This resulted in 161 different route 

interchanges. As shown in Table 5.6 the most frequent route interchange has been recorded on 

journeys involving route 39 as route A and route 10 as route B. 4,538 passengers transferred 

from 39 to 10 while 4,113 passengers transferred from 10 to 39. This and other combination 

pairs suggest that there is a pattern emerging between transfer combinations in one direction and 

transfer journeys in the opposite direction with regard to similar number of journeys undertaken. 

This will be more fully analysed in Section 5.10 where the symmetry of the network will be 

explored.
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Table 5.6: Most Frequent Route Combinations of Transfer Passengers

1st Boarding (A) 2nd Boarding (B) Frequency
39 10 4,538
10 39 4,113
10 46A 3,347

46A 10 3,219
18 77 3,036
77 123 2,832
40 10 2,794

78A 18 2,609
77 18 2,591

17A 41 2,569
41 17A 2,559

77A 77 2,483

5.5 Analysis of Transfer Journey by Day of Week
This analysis explored the proportions of transfer and single journeys allotted to each day. There 

are similar percentages of transfers for the days Tuesday (18.0%), Wednesday (18.2%), Thurs

day (19.3%) and Friday (17.8%). Mondays have a slightly smaller patronage with regard to 

transfer journeys (15.0%). Sunday (4.1%) and Saturday (7.6%) recorded far fewer transfer 

journeys. Single journeys scored approximately the same ratios.

5.6 Transfer Analysis by Ticket Type
There were 69 different known types of tickets in use during the years 1998 and 1999. Each 

boarding record includes detailed information about the type of ticket. Some of the ticket ID ’s 

found in the records do not correspond to the available description. These records were clas

sified as ’Unknown’. This information allowed a more detailed analysis of the various ticket 

types used for single and transfer journeys.

Almost 54% of all transfer journeys are validated using a ’Weekly Adult Cityzone’ or 

’Weekly Student Cityzone’ ticket. The same tickets are only responsible for 32.66% of sin

gle journey validation. The third most used ticket for transfer journeys was the ’3-Day Bus’ 

ticket which was responsible for almost 16.90% of transfer journey validations compared to 

only 8.77% for single journey validations. The four most commonly used tickets for transfer 

journeys were responsible for 76% of all validations.

The ticket types that differ most between transfer and single journeys are

•  Weekly Adult Cityzone - (Transfer: 35.09%, Single: 17.80%);
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•  3 Day Bus - (Transfer: 16.90%, Single: 8.77%);

•  Adult 2-Joumey (3 Stages) - (Transfer: 1.02%, Single: 5.03%);

•  Schoolchild 2-Joumey - (Transfer: 0.81%, Single: 8.90%);

•  Adult 2-Joumey (7 Stages) - (Transfer: 0.43%, Single: 6.23%).

Generally, one could assume that it is more economical to purchase a weekly adult ticket 

when transfer journeys have to be made on a regular basis. A transfer journey consists o f at 

least two single journeys and is therefore more expensive when paid separately without having 

a daily, weekly or monthly ticket. The difference between passengers using the weekly adult 

ticket for transfer journeys (35.09%) compared to single journeys (17.80%) could therefore be 

explained by assuming that the passengers gain a financial advantage. The single fare of 10 

short inner city journeys (e.g., two per working day of the week) would be less than the cost 

of a weekly adult ticket. The weekly ticket is therefore only economical when more than 10 

single journeys or 5 transfer journeys are made per week or the length of the journey exceeds

the cheaper inner city tariffs. School children seem to make less transfer journeys than single

journeys when comparing the difference of transfer journeys and single journeys of school 

children (0.81% and 8.72% respectively). It could be assumed that school children live close 

enough to their school and therefore do not require a transfer to reach the destination. The adult 

2-joumey tickets with 3 and 7 stages were used more commonly for single journeys. Many 

transfer journeys exceed 7 stages and these two tickets would therefore not be sufficient to 

serve the purpose.

5.7 Ticket Type Category
For the purpose of this section all ticket types have been assigned to one of six passenger cat

egories: Child, Student, Adult, Family, Pensioner and Unknown. The last category is for pas

senger boarding transaction records where the ticket type is unknown and therefore no category 

could be assigned. The analysis focuses on the months April, May, September and October 

(1999) and differentiates between single journeys and transfer journeys.

Comparing the percentages between single and transfer journeys the following could be 

determined: adults are responsible for 67.6% of all transfer journeys and for 56.6% of all single 

journeys. The numbers of students on the other hand do not support this trend. The numbers 

of transfer journeys (27.9%) and single journeys (27.3%) are almost identical. There is no 

difference between the adult and student single cash fare. However, students can purchase
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reduced weekly or monthly tickets which make their use more economical than for adults. 

This may explain the similarities between single and transfer journeys of students and also the 

differences between the total numbers of ticket usage by students (almost identical) and adults 

(difference of 11.0%). The ’Child’ category shows the largest difference in this comparison. 

Approximately 1% of all transfer journeys are made by children compared to 10.5% in the 

single journeys category. This suggests that most children do not have to transfer to reach their 

final destination.

5.8 Ticket Duration Period
A new data attribute called ’Duration’ was added to the database which categorises the various 

ticket types into the length of the ticket validity. 1 Day, 1 Journey, 2 Journey, 10 Journey, 3 

Day, 7 Day, 14 Day, 21 Day, 28 Day, 30 Day, 365 Day, and Unknown are the categories that 

determine the duration of the ticket validity. The category ’Unknown’ replaced the validated 

boardings for which the ticket type and therefore the ticket validity period could not be de

termined. The purpose of this analysis is to investigate the use of the various ticket durations 

which may be useful for fare planning and policymaking decisions.

The most commonly used ticket validity period of transfer journeys is a 7 day ticket (59.2%). 

This is followed by a 3 Day ticket (16.9%), a 30 Day/monthly ticket (9.9%), 1 Day ticket (4.1%) 

and a 2 Journey ticket (2.6%). The remaining ticket durations are below 1.6% and therefore 

build the minority of ticket validation periods. Single journey passengers have a different pattern 

with regard to their ticket duration. This is mainly due to the 2-Joumey ticket which was 

responsible for 26.8% of single journeys and only 2.6% for transfer journeys.

5.9 Time Analysis
This type of analysis aims to contribute to the understanding of the differences between transfer 

and single journeys. When attempting to optimise routes in such a manner that waiting times 

for transfer journey passengers are minimised one has to know the peaks and off/peaks of such 

journeys. Figure 5.5(a) displays the number of transfer journey boardings for each day of the 

week mapped to the hour of boarding. Figure 5.5(b) displays the number of single journeys of 

each day mapped to the hour o f boarding. Both figures aim to display the peak and off-peak 

periods. The study was carried out over a one week period in October 1999. The analysis is 

based on boarding records of the entire network of that particular week. The single journey
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chart does not include the individual journeys o f  the transfer journeys. There were 105,554 

transfer journeys and 471,211 single journeys recorded throughout the w eek in October.

A lthough the general progression o f boarding tim es creating the curves in F igure 5.5 are 

very sim ilar, the small changes in the num ber o f boardings are very significant. The m orning 

peak o f the transfer journeys is 7.00 to 8.00 w hereas the single journey  m orning peak is from 

8.00 to  9.00. However, F igure 5.5(b) clearly shows a high num ber o f boardings betw een 7.00 

and 8.00. The evening peak o f the transfer journeys is from 16.00 to 17.00 w hile the peak time 

o f  single journeys lies betw een 17.00 and 18.00. The data recorded and displayed in the two 

diagram s suggest that the peak tim es are one hour earlier for transfer journeys than they are for 

single journeys. This m ay be related to longer total journey  tim es o f transfer journeys.

— r \ j  - r  -'£; -•-M o n d ay
♦  Tuesday

S'. - ^ W e d n e s d a y
—  Thursday

Friday
-•-S a tu rd a y
- ^ S u n d a y  T

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

H our o f  B o a rd in g

19 20 21 22  23

Monuy 
Tuesday 
WedoAVM/ 
Thursday 

-^F n d a y  
Saturday 
Sunday

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20  21

H o u r  o f  B o a rd in g

(a) Transfer Journeys (b) Single Journeys

Figure 5.5: Patterns o f B oardings by H our (W eek 18/10/99 - 24/10/99)

5.10 Symmetry Analysis of Transfer Journeys 

5.10.1 Introduction and Definitions
The assum ption that public transport networks have a sym m etric behaviour is often used in 

m odels or algorithm s that focus on public transport issues. This assum ption is introduced to 

sim plify m odels for ea.se o f calculation. T he assum ption consists o f the idea that each journey 

in one direction also has a corresponding journey  in the opposite direction (return journey). The 

assum ption is m ostly used to ju stify  the analysis in the first place or ju st to sim plify the model or 

algorithm . That the assum ption is not exactly true is w idely accepted and has also been shown 

by Navick and Furth (2002). It is how ever still used and considered as a valuable assum ption 

for estim ating num bers o f alightings on routes or for estim ating passenger miles.
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It can be argued that for regular com m uting passengers those w ho carry out a transfer jo u r

ney in one direction will also transfer for the return journey. If this could be assum ed then 

the total num ber o f transfer journeys with one com bination o f routes (e.g. route com bination 

R 1 / R 2 )  will be sim ilar to the total num ber o f transfer journeys with the opposite com bination 

o f routes (e.g. route com bination R 2 lR \ ) .  The analysis also considers single journeys where 

the num ber o f passengers per route in one direction is com pared to the num ber o f passengers in 

the opposite direction ( R l i n b o u n d  v s .  R l o u t b o u n d ) ■ Various sparse m atrices are analysed and the 

level o f sym m etry is determ ined.

Perfect sym m etry is defined as the situation w here both route com bination pairs have exactly 

the same num ber o f transfers (e.g. R 1I R 2 recorded 1,200 transfer journeys and R 2 / R 1 recorded 

1,200 journeys too). R ealistically  this will only be the case for a few route com bination pairs 

from  an entire netw ork. T his raises the question to w hat degree one m ight expect the journeys 

in a transport netw ork to be sym m etric. This section attem pts to answ er this question. A 

gcneric equation is proposed that quantifies the ’Degree o f  Sym m etry ’ to a system , route or 

route segm ent level. A sim ilar set o f equations is introduced for single journeys.

We define a route pair (/, j )  to be sym m etric if

=  (5.10.1)

where

F  T ransfer route interchange m atrix,

F ^  T ranspose o f F,

i Route num ber o f first boarding,

j  Route num ber o f second boarding.

Fij represents the transfer journey  num bers for a particular route interchange com bination 

(e.g. Routes 10 and 39) w hile F ^  is the num ber o f transfer journeys that were recorded in the 

opposite direction o f the route interchange com bination (e.g. R outes 39 and 10).

The aim  is to provide a m easure o f sym m etry when analysing or com paring routes or route 

segm ents. U sing the sym m etry assum ption is one possibility to obtain O rigin/D estination infor

m ation o f public transport passengers. H owever som e routes do not have sym m etry w ith regard 

to journey  num bers as show n by this section and the assum ption o f sym m etry w ould therefore 

bias or even m isrepresent the results. The m easures developed in this section should provide an
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indication of the bias caused by the non-symmetric characteristic of travel on a public transport 

network.

As the future direction of this project is concerned with the extraction of Origin/Destination 

pairs the proposed method is one possible way to attempt this. Some research studies have 

used the assumption of network symmetry (Navick and Furth, 2002; Richardson, 2003). Both 

studies used the assumption of symmetry in their method to estimate performance measures 

based on electronic fare collection and automatic passenger counter (APC) data. Navick and 

Furth (2002) assumed that ’the boarding pattern fo r  a route in one direction is equivalent to the 

alighting pattern in the opposite direction’. This assumption was tested with APCs that counted 

boardings and alightings at each stop. A Kolmorgorov-Smimov test was applied to the dataset. 

The test statistic was created by comparing the cumulative distribution of eastbound boardings 

with westbound alightings, with the westbound alighting allocated to the eastbound stops. The 

statistic was calculated for ten different routes. The test indicated an absence of perfect sym

metry as 9 out of 10 routes did not provide statistical evidence to accept the hypotheses. The 

authors then simply compared the differences of boarding and alighting in percent. All but 2 

routes showed less than 15 % difference in boarding/alighting patterns. It is however notewor

thy that the tests were carried out on single routes and not route combinations.

Other research (Richardson, 2003) applies the assumption to estimate average distance trav

elled. Over a period of 52 days each passenger boarding any of the 38 routes was asked for 

his/her destination. The collected data were then compared to the estimates set by the assump

tion: passenger numbers in one direction of a particular route are equal to the boarding numbers 

in the opposite direction. Both studies concluded that the assumption of symmetric travel pat

terns on most routes can be applied although details of routes and data should be checked for 

each route.

Horowitz and Patel (1999) presented trip tables for small urban areas. A method for quick 

response travel forecasting included the fact that the potential for travel has symmetry. Al

though this paper works with areas rather than routes their point is still valid for this section. It 

suggests that the trip opportunities from one area i to area j  should be equal to the number of 

trip opportunities from area j  to area i. The trip opportunities in one direction are equal to the 

opportunities in the opposite direction in the urban bus public transport network presented in 

this paper.
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5.10.2 Initial Analysis of Symmetry Patterns
In preparation, prior to the developm ent o f  the degree o f  symmetry equation, it was necessary 

to test whether the transfer journey numbers for each route com bination pair (e.g ., 39 /10) were 

sim ilar to the corresponding numbers o f  the inverse direction o f  the same com bination pair 

(e.g ., 10/39). A  subset o f  these results is shown in Figure 5.6. This figure show s that there is an 

em erging pattern betw een tw o route com bination pairs by displaying and com paring the total 

number o f  transfers o f  each com bination pair. For exam ple, where routes i = 39 and j = 10 => 

- (̂39,10) =  4, 538 and -F(̂ q,39) ~  113. This m eans that 4 ,538  passengers transferred from route

39 to route 10 and 4 ,113  passengers transferred from  10 to 39. A lthough there is a difference 

o f  425 transfers (9.3% ) the tw o numbers are still relatively close. The closer the numbers are 

to each other the higher the degree o f  symmetry for that com bination pair. E.g. 10/39 - 39/10  

labels a pair o f  bars; the first one with 10/39 and the second bar with 39/10. The horizontal bar 

chart clearly indicates the tendency to sym m etric behaviour o f  the route interchanges displayed  

in the graph. To establish this fact more quantitatively an analysis was needed to determine the 

degree o f  sym m etry in a network including different parameters (e.g. transfer journey attributes 

such as date, tim e or specific routes).

R 3 0/ R 15 9 - R 1 5 9 / R 3 0  

R112/ R18-  R18/R112 

R 7 / R 4 8 - R 4 8 / R 7  

R 1 8 / R 7 - R 7 / R 1 8  

R205 /R4 9-  R49/R205 

R 32 / R2 4-  R24/R32 

R201 / R 48 -  R48/R201 
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R 205 /R14 -  R14/R205 

R 2 5 / R 7 - R 7 / R 2 5  
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R 2 4 / R 7 -  R7/R24
T -
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Number of Boardings

Figure 5.6: R elationship betw een Route Com bination Pairs

5.10.3 Development of the ’Degree of Symmetry’ Equation
The aim o f  this section is to see if  there is a degree o f  correlation betw een the total number o f  

transfers in one direction and the total number o f  transfers in the opposite direction {R1 IR2  and
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R 2 l R i ) .  Evaluating each route com bination pair individually showed that there is a relatively 

high degree o f sim ilarity in term s o f passenger volum e betw een m ost o f  the transfer route pairs. 

The next step was to show that this is true for all significant transfer route pairs o f the entire 

transport netw ork by calculating the ’Degree o f Sym m etry’ o f the entire transfer route matrix. 

A significant transfer route com bination pair is a pair w here one o f the total num bers o f transfer 

journeys lies above a predefined cut-off-point referred to as param eter ’a ’. The cut-off point ’a ’ 

was introduced to exclude com bination pairs with a relatively low num ber of total journeys and 

to reduce the bias this m ay cause. The cut-off point is a variable and can be determ ined by the 

user. A  sm all num ber o f transfer journey boarding records on a particular route com bination 

m ay not be significant with regard to the sym m etry o f the network but m ay bias the results 

considerably. For exam ple, the route com bination R \ ! R 2  recorded 10 transfer journeys while 

the com bination R 2 I R 1 only recorded 2. In this case, the two num bers 2 and 10 are only 

fractions o f  the num bers from other transfer journey boarding records. This is also known as 

the small sam ple effect. The degree o f sym m etry equation focused on not favouring routes 

that run m ore frequently which m ay attract a larger num ber o f passengers. The cut-off point 

o f  significance m ay change with the param eters the transfer matrix is based on. For example, 

should the cut-off point o f a matrix that consists o f one day ’s transfer journeys be chosen more 

carefully than for a m atrix that includes data o f several m onths due to the differences in journey 

num bers? As it has been introduced as a param eter o f the equation it can be changed at any 

stage throughout the analysis.

W hen looking at the sym m etry o f the entire transport netw ork with regard to transfer jo u r

neys the total num bers o f a transfer journey com bination pair are interchangeable without 

changing the degree o f sym m etry as there is no further directonal or tem poral inform ation at

tached. For exam ple the com bination ’39 /10’ with a total num ber o f 4,538 is interchangeable 

with the total num ber o f 4,113 which is assigned to the transfer route com bination ’ 10/39’ w ith

out interfering with the sym m etry o f the transfer route matrix. It was therefore not possible to 

apply a statistical technique such as a paired t-test or o ther m ethods to determ ine the degree of 

sym m etry o f the matrix. A one sam pled t-test on the m ean differences o f each route com bina

tion pair showed that Ho{iJ.Diff =  0) has to be rejected on statistical evidence. The following 

equation defines the degree o f sym m etry Sij  for one route interchange i/j o f m atrix F:

m j - F p
{Fij +

=  (5.10.2)
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For example, the absolute of the transfer numbers of the combination pair 39/10 minus the trans

fer numbers of the combination pair 10/39 divided by the transfer numbers of both combination 

pairs and subtracted from one defines the symmetry ^sgjo-

The largest possible value for S  can be 1 which therefore means there is perfect symmetry 

between the transfer journeys going in one direction and the transfer journeys in the opposite 

direction. As mentioned above, this may happen for some of the transfer route combination 

pairs but not for the entire transport network. The smallest number for S  can be 0 although this 

is not very likely. It can only occur when the absolute difference between the route combination 

in one direction (e.g. R 1IR2 ) and the route combination in the opposite direction (e.g. R 2 IR 1 ) 

is very large. A zero as a result of S  may indicate an error in the dataset or refers to routes that 

only serve one direction. The smaller the degree of symmetry S  the less symmetry is present 

among the transfer route combination pairs. It is worth mentioning that the equation produces 

a degree of symmetry of 0 if any of the two input values of transfer journeys (F^ and F^)  are 0 

independent of the non-zero term. It is therefore recommended to set the cut-off point cv > 0.

Equation 5.10.3 shows the calculation of the total symmetry of a number of routes or the 

entire network. The cut-off point a  has to be chosen in advance to define the significance 

level of particular route interchanges. The formula states that as long as one value of the two 

transfer journey numbers (F^ or F^)  is above the cut-off point a it has to be included as a route 

interchange. The equation states that the symmetry S  is the sum of all route combination pair 

symmetries divided by the total number of observations where Fij >  a  or FTij > a. has to be 

adhered.

2^1=1 Z^j= i+ i (F +p'h
5 = 1 --------------------------  ̂ F,j > a  V FTij > a  (5.10.3)

2

where

s Degree of Symmetry,

F Transfer route interchange matrix.

F^ Transpose matrix of F,

i Route number of first boarding.

J Route number of second boarding.

a cut-off point - Total number of transfers at route interchange,

n Number of routes,
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5.10.4 Results of Degree of Symmetry Equation for Transfer Journeys
Three main matrices were generated in order to test Equation 5.10.3. The first matrix showed 

the total number of transfer journeys for the morning peak period (7.00 - 9.00), the second 

matrix showed the total number of journeys for the evening peak period (16.00 - 18.00) and the 

last matrix showed the total number of all transfer journeys. All three matrices were based on 

a dataset consisting of transfer journey records over a four month period. Due to the size of the 

matrices it was not possible to display them in this thesis. A subset of the matrix is however 

presented in Table 5.5. It was expected to get a relatively high degree of symmetry for matrix 

3 as it showed all transfer journeys of the entire period of time. The proposed argument was 

that all transfer journeys in one direction will also occur in the opposite direction. The degree 

of symmetry of matrices 1 and 2 was expected to be very low because of the shift of morning 

and evening peak time journeys.

Table 5.7 shows the results of the degree of symmetry equation after it was applied to all 

three matrices. It further shows the disruptive effect of including small routes in the symmetry 

analysis (small sample effect).

Table 5.7; Results of Degree of Symmetry
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0 295,061 12,998 0.366 275,513 13,586 0.439 1,432,882 34,225 0.573
10 276,190 6,441 0.492 255,030 6,450 0.624 1,411,768 10,999 0.754
50 206,638 2,230 0.536 175,727 1,938 0.686 1,311,152 5,684 0.833
100 144,249 990 0.537 114,228 802 0.680 1,196,208 3,774 0.858
200 80,069 330 0.520 52,763 222 0.674 994,465 2,157 0.879
300 47,824 136 0.542 23,867 72 0.645 836,524 1,423 0.890
400 34,943 82 0.556 13,956 34 0.668 695,768 971 0.894
500 25,245 52 0.541 8,281 18 0.648 595,288 718 0.905
600 15,662 28 0.511 2,293 4 0.610 484,733 498 0.911
700 10,885 18 0.433 2,293 4 0.610 395,528 348 0.910
800 7,947 12 0.447 1,234 2 0.558 353,667 286 0.915
900 5,457 8 0.360 317,275 240 0.914

1,000 4,041 6 0.274 270,775 186 0.919
1,100 234,649 148 0.926
1,200 219,687 134 0.925
1,300 191,710 110 0.926
1,400 169,834 92 0.931
1,500 155,933 82 0.930
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The table shows three main columns; one for each matrix symmetry analysis. Each main 

column is subdivided into three further columns showing the number of transfer journeys, the 

number of significant route interchanges and the calculated degree of symmetry. The symmetry 

equation was applied with changing cut-off point a  as indicated in the left column of Table 5.7. 

Analysing the ’AH’ columns in Table 5.7 indicates a comparatively high symmetry when con

sidering all transfer journeys. The degree of symmetry extends from S  = 0.573 to 5  =  0.930 

for the cut-off points 0 and 1,500 respectively. The cut-off point 0 may not be representative 

as too many insignificant interchanges bias the result. The degree of symmetry S  with regard 

to the morning peak and evening peak transfer journeys is as expected very low. This suggests 

that there is no symmetry at all due to the shift in transfer journeys.

Figure 5.7 shows a chart that is based on Table 5.7. It illustrates the degree of symmetry for 

different cut-off points. The degree of symmetry among all transfer journeys slowly increases 

as the cut-off' point increases. This is mainly due to the exclusion of routes with less passenger 

boardings. It seems that the larger the numbers of transfers the more symmetric is the route. 

As expected, the symmetry S  o f morning peak (7:00 - 9:00) and evening peak (16:00 - 18:00) 

is very low and leads to the conclusion that there is no symmetry present. Due to the smaller 

numbers of transfer journeys in morning and evening peak times (compared to all day figures) 

the number of transfer journeys are below 1,100 which explains the missing values of S  after 

the cut-off point surpasses 1,000.

M orning Peak 
Evening Peak 
All T ransfer Jo u rn ey s

Cut-off Points

Figure 5.7: Degree of Symmetry Chart - Transfer Journeys
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5.10.5 Degree of Symmetry of Single Journeys
After analysing the symmetry of transfer journeys it was decided to analyse the symmetry of all 

single journeys within the network. This study also concentrated on the months April 99, May 

99, September 99 and October 99. A cross-tabulation table was generated showing the routes, 

the direction of travel (0 - outbound, 1 - inbound) and the relevant frequencies for each instance. 

The table was based on over 5 million single journeys that took place in the above mentioned 

period (see Table 5.5). The route and the direction parameter (0 or 1) were used as combination 

pair (e.g. Route x in direction 0 or 1 was considered to be the combination pair Rq and i?i). 

Equation 5.10.4 was used to calculate the degree of symmetry for each individual route ( S i ) .  

The equation uses the absolute difference between the single journeys in one direction (e.g., 

outbound - 0) minus the single journeys in the opposite direction (e.g., inbound - 1) and divides 

this by the sum of both single journey numbers. The calculated value is then subtracted from 1 

and results in the degree of symmetry for single journeys of a particular route.

Si Symmetry of route i

RiQ Total number of single boardings on route i in outbound direction (0)

Ri^ Total number of single boardings on route i in inbound direction (1)

Equation 5.10.5 calculates the degree of symmetry for the entire network or for a number 

of predefined routes. The calculation sums the obtained degree of symmetry of each route and 

divides this by the total number of observations where the cut-off point is adhered. This result 

is then subtracted from 1 which gives the total degree of symmetry.

c _ 1 _ I (-Rio -RjJ (5.10.4)

where

S r o t a l  —  1 —

Z ^ i = l \  (Rq+ R i )
R q > a or R i > a fo r  all i (5.10.5)

N

where

Srotal Symmetry of all routes considering both directions

i Route number

N  Total number of observations where R q > a or R i > a

The results after applying the equation to the single route/direction cross-tabulation table 

are shown in Table 5.8 and Figure 5.8. The analysis included data of the entire day, morning
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peak and evening peak over a four month period. The different time parameters produced a 

result that supports the assumption that there cannot be symmetry during peak time periods 

as evidenced by a small value for the degree of symmetry (5  < 0.7). The results for S  for 

all cut-off points (q) during the morning and evening peak periods were between 0.429 and 

0.600 which is equivalent to no symmetry. As observed throughout the symmetry analysis 

of transfer journeys the degree of symmetry increases as the cut-off point a increases. The 

single journey analysis almost produced a linear graph for the ’All Day’ parameter starting at 

S  =  0.839 (of =  0) and almost linearly progressed to a degree of symmetry of S =  0.916 (q = 

5,000). Again underlining the previous made assumption that larger volume routes have higher 

symmetry. This can partly be explained by the small sample effect that sometimes occurs for 

smaller volume routes.

Table 5.8: Results of Degree of Symmetry - Single Journeys
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0 1,191,405 160 0.480 961,623 159 0.527 5,053,299 161 0.839
10 1,191,405 160 0.456 961,623 159 0.527 5,053,299 161 0.839
50 1,191,297 157 0.441 961,409 152 0.529 5,053,248 160 0.839
100 1,190,790 151 0.438 960,959 148 0.530 5,053,098 159 0.839
200 1,189,909 147 0.435 961,623 144 0.532 5,052,537 157 0.840
300 1,188,682 143 0.432 958,898 140 0.542 5,051,118 153 0.846
400 1,187,856 141 0.431 954,077 129 0.558 5,049,640 150 0.852
500 1,185,314 137 0.429 951,724 125 0.567 5,048,155 148 0.854
600 1,184,490 136 0.434 949,606 122 0.571 5,048,155 148 0.854
700 1,169,114 133 0.430 944,764 116 0.582 5,047,133 147 0.855
800 1,180,229 132 0.439 938,638 110 0.587 5,042,554 143 0.861
900 1,173,591 127 0.441 936,128 108 0.585 5,039,811 141 0.863

1,000 1,167,629 122 0.448 929,335 103 0.587 5,038,218 140 0.864
1,100 1,165,550 121 0.449 926,553 101 0.589 5,033,017 137 0.866
1,200 1,162,625 119 0.453 924,068 99 0.598 5,031,725 136 0.870
1,300 1,157,738 116 0.450 917,075 95 0.599 5,031,725 136 0.870
1,400 1,152,653 113 0.448 915,453 94 0.602 5,029,671 135 0.871
1,500 1,147,368 110 0.455 906,478 90 0.602 5,024,682 133 0.872
2,000 1,118,958 98 0.449 879,731 80 0.605 5,006,042 126 0.886
2,500 1,106,156 93 0.449 861,873 75 0.600 4,989,727 122 0.886
5,000 968,970 64 0.449 737,633 52 0.600 4,843,455 97 0.916
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Figure 5.8 is the representation of the calculated degrees of symmetry (see Table 5.8). The 

chart shows the degree of symmetry on the vertical axis and the cut-off point on the horizontal 

axis.
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Figure 5.8: Degree of Symmetry Chart - Single Journeys

5.10.6 Statistical Summary of Results
The descriptive statistics provide a more detailed analysis of the degree of symmetry of transfer 

and single journeys (All Day). The lower and upper bound of the 95% confidence interval of 

transfer journeys is much smaller than that from the single journey analysis. Single journeys are 

therefore more symmetric than transfer journeys which should be incorporated when applying 

the degree of symmetry within other transport models.

Figure 5.9 shows the degree of symmetry plotted against the sum of the route interchange. 

The result of these plots is an emerging pattern outlining that the larger the count of each route 

combination pair the higher the symmetry seems to be. This is mainly connected to the small 

sample effect. The higher variability is due to high count of observations.
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Figure 5.9: Scatter Plot o f Sym m etry and R ecorded B oardings 

Single Journeys

The descriptive statistics shown in Table 5.9 provide a more detailed analysis o f the degree

o f sym m etry o f single journeys (All Day). The range o f lower and upper bound of the 95%

confidence interval is m uch sm aller than that from the transfer journey analysis. The m edian o f

0 .9300 indicates that ignoring outliers o f  the lower range o f the results w ould lead to a m uch

higher total degree o f sym m etry. O utliers could be seen as route com binations with a very

low degree o f symmetry. This low degree o f sym m etry may be caused by the nature o f the

route com bination. For exam ple, one o f the routes could only run in the m orning but not in

the evening. The skewness o f the sam ple is -1.904 with a standard error o f  0.191. This again

underlines that outliers in the low er range may bias the degree o f symmetry.

Table 5.9: Descriptive Statistics of the Degrees of Symmetry of Single 
Journeys

Mean .8382 Minimum .11
Median .9300 Maximum 1.00
Variance 3.927E-02 Skewness -1.904
Std. Deviation .1982

Figure 5.10(a) presents the data including som e o f the descriptive statistics in form  o f a 

histogram . T he skewed graph underlines what has been stated in the previous paragraph. The 

very low degrees o f sym m etry m ay be caused by routes that do not have an equilibrium  with 

regard to trip  opportunities in one direction and trip opportunities in the opposite direction.
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Figure 5.10: H istogram  o f D egree o f Sym m etry o f all Individual Routes

Transfer Journeys

The m edian o f 0.8 (see Table 5.10) is sm aller than the m edian o f single journeys (0.93) but still 

indicates that ignoring routes with a low degree o f sym m etry w ould lead to a higher overall 

degree o f sym m etry. This is also shown in the skew ness statistic. The total num ber o f obser

vation N (see Figure 5.10(b)) is m uch larger for transfer journeys than for single journeys as 

the focus was on route com binations, w hich results in sm aller num bers o f passengers for m ost 

observations.

Table 5.10: Descriptive Statistics o f the Degrees of Sym m etry o f Transfer 
Journeys

Mean .5727 Minimum .0
Median ,6792 Maximum 1.00
Variance .1345 Skewness -.555
Std. Deviation ,3668

Figure 5.10(b) presents a histogram  o f all degree o f sym m etry results. F igure 5.10(a) and 

Figure 5.10(b) clearly show the differences betw een single and transfer journeys.

5.11 Statistical Model to Analyse Symmetry
It was already identified that there the volum e o f passengers travelling in one direction tends to 

be sim ilar to the volum e o f passengers travelling the opposite direction. F igure 5.11 shows this 

in form  o f a scatterplot w hich displays the volum es o f passengers for each direction. O utliers 

can generally be explained by routes that only travel in one direction. W hat is left to show is
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whether this tendency to symmetry is statistical significant or not. This will be attempted in the 

following paragraphs.

An initial attempt tried to fit a loglinear model to the two-dimensional contingency table 

(as shown by Agresti (2002); W rigley (1985)). A goodness-to-fit test failed as the data is a 

very sparse matrix with many null values (over 45%). The following section focuses on an 

alternative model that investigates symmetry. As already shown, using absolute differences of 

transfer journey boardings would misinterpret the dataset. It is therefore not suitable to use 

the difference values directly as the information of how many boardings were recorded would 

be lost. Therefore the Equation 5.10.3 is used to calculate the weighted differences which 

were termed ’Degree of Sym metry’. For this test a cut-off point of 500 was chosen to gain 

statistical power. This simply means that all transfer journey combination pairs with less than 

500 boardings (per month) were omitted.

■o
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R oute I  Inbound
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(a) Single Journeys (b) Transfer Journeys

Figure 5.11: Scatterplot of Route Symmetry

Asymmetry of route combination i and j  is defined as = 1 ~  Sij.

The Degree of Symmetry S  was calculated using absolute values although it is assumed that 

the sign of the transfer route combination differences is random. Therefore the sign of each 

value of S  was changed randomly.

Figure 5.12 shows a histogram of this dataset.

The Jaque-Bera hypothesis test of normal distribution shows that H q as normal distribution 

can be accepted with p =  0.1506 (alpha = 0.01). (Note: Ho can not be rejected for all datasets 

for which the cut-off point is below 500.)
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Figure 5.12: Histogram of asymmetric values of s

The arithmetic mean and the sample standard deviation are 0.0077 and 0.1228 respectively. 

This shows that the mean value is close to zero which was as expected as the calculated values 

a were randomly distributed around zero.

The following normal distribution assumptions can be applied (Hazewinkel, 2007):

•  -l*sigm a ... l*sigm a = 68% of random values will be in the interval

•  -2*sigma ... 2*sigma = 95% of random values will be in the interval

•  -3*sigma ... 3*sigma = 99.7% of random values will be in the interval

Let us assume that symmetry is to be defined as S  > 0.9. Therefore if for 95% of the 

measurements the asymmetry value is below 20% then symmetry can be assumed.

Now it can be tested whether the data come from a normal distribution with variance 0.01 

( H q) against the alternative that the data come from a normal distribution with a different vari

ance {alpha =  0.001). The test indicates that H q has to be rejected with a p-value of l.477e- 

9. W hen the test is re-run with double variance {sigma  ss 0.14) H q cannot be rejected (p- 

value=0.9998).
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When accepting S = 0.86 as symmetric then it can be said that 68% of the route combina

tion pairs are symmetric. Also, 95% of all values of S  are greater than 0.72.

Furthermore the data was analysed using a paired t-test to show whether mean differ

ences = 0. This was done by extracting a route combination for which the daily boardings in 

one direction were compared with the boarding in the opposite direction. This was done for a 

period of 4 months. Two route combination pairs were selected with low symmetry and two 

with high symmetry. The low symmetry route combination pairs had t-values of -11.114 and 

10.369 leading to p-values of 0.00 and 0.00 respectively. The observations of the high symme

try route combination pairs resulted in t-values of -0.032 and -0.047 and a p-value of 0.97 and 

0.96 respectively. Although this does not provide proof that the method is correct, it shows that 

there is no evidence that it is incorrect.

5.11.1 Final Comments to the Degree of Symmetry

It is important not to see the degree of symmetry as a number that can be included into other 

equations or models. It should be treated as an indicator of the degree of symmetry and might 

be useful as a way of comparing the symmetry of two routes or networks. The research of 

the degree of symmetry was carried out for this project with regard to the generation of ori

gin destination (OD) pairs. One option when attempting to generate OD pairs from EFC data 

is to assume symmetry. However some routes do not have symmetry with regard to journey 

numbers as shown in this section and the assumption of symmetry would therefore bias or even 

misrepresent the results. The symmetry equations could be applied using different values for 

the cut-off point. The OD matrices are then based on routes or route combinations that have a 

degree of symmetry which is higher than the predefined value (e.g. S  > 0.85) ensuring that the 

assumption holds.

Therefore, the proposed set of equations provides a measure of the reliability of the assump

tion of network/route symmetry for transport analysis.

Passengers often have a route choice using substitutional (or common) routes. These route 

combinations could in theory also be considered as symmetric. However, substitutional routes 

were not considered for the study of symmetry. It is expected that the correct inclusion of 

substitutional routes would yield an increase in degree of symmetry. It is believed that the 

correct inclusion of substitutional routes at this level requires geographic coordinates.
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5.11.2 Summary of Network Symmetry

This section analysed whether there is a symmetric behaviour among passenger journeys at a 

route level. Almost 8 million records were analysed, and with the use of a set of equations, a 

definition for degree of symmetry was proposed. The following main conclusions were drawn:

• As shown in the section, electronic fare collection data is a suitable data source to analyse 

historical passenger journeys on route and system level;

•  A one sampled t-test on the mean differences of each route combination pair showed that 

HoifiDiff =  0) has to be rejected on statistical evidence. Initial analysis however indi

cates that there is a trend to symmetry between two routes. However, perfect symmetry 

only exists in a few cases;

• A cut-off point a  was introduced to determine and reduce the level of bias caused by 

insignificant route combinations. The value of a  has to be chosen carefully and with 

respect to the period of time that needs to be analysed;

• The set of equations can calculate the degree of symmetry for particular route combina

tions or for the entire matrix. The degree of symmetry S  reaches from 0 to 1 where 0 

defines the lowest value of symmetry and 1 defines the highest degree;

• The assumption that there cannot be symmetry throughout a peak time holds for all tests 

applied to the matrices. Therefore the assumption of symmetry cannot be used for any 

period less than one day;

• The degree of symmetry function of single journeys is almost constant, showing S  =  

0.839 for a  =  0 and S  =  0.916 for a = 5,000. As single journeys only consider one 

route and not a route combination (as used for transfer journeys) the degree of symmetry 

is more linear and more independent of a as the total number of journeys increases;

• The equations presented in this section can be used as a tool to determine the degree of 

symmetry S' on a route or system level. It may serve as an indicator of the reliability of 

the assumption that symmetry exists.

5.12 Summary

This section showed that EFC data can serve as a source and foundation for public transport 

analysis focusing on performance measures, passenger travel patterns and behaviour and sys

tem/operator optimisation. The implementation of a specific developed classification algorithm
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facilitated the transfer journey analysis. The algorithm classified individual boardings into sin

gle journey and transfer journey groups.

The research carried out with regard to the network symmetry identified a gap in the liter

ature. An equation was developed that defined the level of symmetry in a network or network 

segment. This level of symmetry is more an indicator than an exact percentage. This equation 

results in a number between 0 and 1 whereby 1 is the highest level of symmetry and 0 is the 

lowest level of symmetry. The experience gained so far lead to the conclusion that everything 

above 0.85 can be defined as partial symmetric. Anything below 0.85 is less or not symmet

ric. This analysis was carried out for transfer journeys where the 0.85 degree of symmetry is 

reached when the cut-off point is 100 or above. The degree of single journeys reaches from 

0.839 (no cut-off point) to 0.196 (cut-off point = 5000). The range of lower and upper bound 

of the 95% confidence interval for single journeys is much smaller than that from the transfer 

journey analysis. The median of 0.93(X) indicates that ignoring outliers of the lower range of 

the results would lead to a much higher degree of symmetry;

The following chapter focuses on on the core of this thesis which is the identification of 

passenger destinations at trip level. An algorithm is proposed that estimates destinations of 

public transport passengers using historical EFC data.



Chapter 6 

Design and Development of the 
Origin/Destination Algorithm

6.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to describe the methodologies and techniques that were applied to 

extract trip level OD information from an entry-validation EFC system using a novel algo

rithm; see Hofmann and O’Mahony (2005c,d)- The emphasis lies on ’trip-level’ OD pairs 

which means OD pairs that can be directly associated to an individual passenger. Although 

for this research project most demographic information of passengers is not available, in more 

recent datasets such information about the actual passenger is often attached to the transactional 

boarding record, e.g. using smart cards (see Bagchi and White (2005) and Trpanier and Agard 

(2007b)). The aim of this novel algorithm is therefore not to create an aggregate OD matrix for 

the network but OD information of individual boardings.

The previous chapters outlined the data structure and the extensions of the database with 

location parameters (coarse zone and area description, see Section 4.4) and the transfer journey 

identifier (see Section 4.5). Further, the need and importance of Origin/Destination (OD) infor

mation for public transport planning was outlined (see Section 2.9). Throughout the design and 

development of this algorithm the following parts needed to be addressed:

• Introduce the concept and all associated assumptions that will lead to the actual develop

ment of the OD extraction algorithm.

• Develop an algorithm that can determine substitute routes. This is done with a classifica

tion algorithm that identifies substitute routes of a network without knowing any details 

of the network itself;

• Develop the rules that form the rule base using expert domain knowledge,

107
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•  Develop the actual OD algorithm using Rule Based Reasoning in a multi-iterative ap

proach.

•  Validate the results using a different dataset and different approaches.

•  Identify the limitations and boundaries of the data and the OD algorithm.

Figure 6.1 graphically shows the structure of the entire algorithm whose aim it is to extract 

and facilitate the analysis of OD pairs. The ’Preparation Stage ’ and the ’Implementation and 

Validation Stage’ are described in greater detail throughout this chapter. It also mentions briefly 

the database update stage. The analysis stage is presented in Chapter 7.
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Figure 6.1: The Structure of the OD Extraction Algorithm

6.2 The Concept
OD information is important for various analyses and planning purposes. However, boarding 

records stored by an entry only validation EFC system do not reveal the location and time of 

alighting.

Assumption: The location of boarding in the evening can be considered the final destination 

in the morning (Furth, 2000; Richardson, 2003) and therefore facilitates the extraction of a valid 

OD pair.
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This assum ption uses the boarding record attributes Ticket ID  and Ticket Type ID  w hich  

create a unique identifier for each passenger over a certain period o f  time (depending on the 

ticket type). This information can be used to explore the path o f  the passenger and w ill serve 

as input data for the O D  extraction algorithm. A  travel record is defined as the entire set o f  

journeys o f  one individual passenger throughout the validity period o f  the ticket. The algorithm  

has to incorporate patterns and travel records that at first do not result in a valid O D  pair due 

to the com plexity o f  the travel record. After obtaining the estim ated O D  pairs o f  the network  

throughout a period o f  one month an analysis w ill fo llow  that incorporates the new findings. 

The analysis w ill aim to extract further information with regard to passenger travel behaviour, 

operational planning, strategic planning and policym aking.

The assum ptions used in this thesis are similar to the assum ptions used by Barry et al. 

(2002). They im plem ented a similar concept on the data collected  by the EFC system  o f  the 

N ew  York M etro (see Section  3.4). There are, however, m any structural differences in terms 

o f  available data and different levels o f  com plexity between M etro networks and bus networks. 

N evertheless, Barry et al. (2002) provided initial evidence that the assum ptions are representa

tive and mirror the results obtained by cordon counts. This was described in greater detail in 

Section  3.4. Validation o f the data with regard to this project w ill be discussed in Section 6.11.

6.2.1 The Main Assumption in Greater Detail

The main assum ption can be split into tw o statements:

1. The boarding o f  journey 1 in one direction can be assum ed to be the destination o f  journey  

2 in the opposite direction;

2. The boarding o f  journey 2 in one direction can be assum ed to be the destination o f  journey  

1 in the opposite direction.

If this is true and it is supported by the data recorded in a travel record then one O D  pair 

results from the tw o individual single journeys. Figure 6.2 show s a diagram that sim plifies the 

assum ption for single journeys. A q is the origin o f  journey 1, A /j is the destination o f  journey  

1, B o  is the origin o f  journey 2 and B ^  is the destination o f  journey 2. The assum ption states 

that A o  = B /3 and B o  = A^). S ince A o  and B o  are the tw o known locations and B o  = A /j 

and A o  = B^i all locations (A o , A ^ , B o  and B^i) are now known. Therefore one O D  pair can  

be extracted: A o /B o  and B q /A o . The new ly identified OD pairs not only consist o f  location
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parameters but also include all other information that was recorded at the time the passenger 

boarded such as date, time, route, stop, etc.

Transfer journeys on the other hand add to the complexity due to the two legs that were 

recorded. This means that four boardings were recorded to represent a return transfer journey. 

Figure 6.3 shows the stages of a one-transfer return journey consisting of 4 individual boardings 

(two for each journey -  decoded as A, B, C and D). A/j/Bo and C/j/Do are the transfer nodes 

where the passenger changed bus in order to reach a final destination. Although A d and Bq 

may have slightly different locations they do not influence the OD pair to be extracted. As stated 

in Section 4.5 it is assumed that the differences in location of Ad and Bq are within walking 

distance (same applies to Do and Cd).

The assumption that the boarding location of the second journey represents the location of 

alighting of the first journey can be applied to the transfer journey scenario in a similar fashion 

as it was applied to the single journey scenario. Aq,  Bq, Cq and Do are the known locations. 

The aim is to determine the locations of A/? and D^. B^ and Co  can also be determined and 

become important in the analysis stage when transfer nodes, waiting times and in-vehicle times 

can be calculated (see Section 7.5). The assumption states that D^ = A q , Cn =  Bo, B^ =  Co 

and A d  -  Do which results in the OD pairs Ao/Do, Bq/Cq,  Co/Bo and D q /A q - Subsequently 

the OD pairs of interest are Aq/Cq  and Cq/Aq-

Journey 1

Journey 2

Figure 6.2: Visualisation of the Assumption for Single Journeys

is assum ed 
to  b e  eq u a l

Journey 1 - Leg 1

is assum ed 
to b e  eq u a l

Journey 2 - Leg 2 Journey 2 - Leg 1

Journey 1 - Leg 2

Figure 6.3: Visualisation of the Assumption for Transfer Journeys
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It is important to stress that not all consecutive journeys are return journeys. Naturally 

not every second journey is a return journey of the first journey. Therefore the need exists 

to incorporate further decision parameters. Information about direction, date and route of the 

journey need to be included when deciding whether boarding records actually belong to an OD 

pair or not. It is further important to differentiate between single and transfer journeys as their 

data structure is different (2 boardings for single journeys and 4 boardings for transfer journeys).

6.2.2 Trip Chaining

As introduced in Section 3.4 several other efforts sought to extract OD information from EFC 

datasets. The characteristics of the infrastructure differ greatly between bus and metro networks. 

The metro network has stations from which a passenger can take several metro lines. Which 

line is actually boarded cannot be determined with certainty. Bus networks on the other hand 

are different as the ticket is generally validated on board the bus and the exact route number 

is stored along with other journey and passenger related information. A further missing data 

attribute in Metro networks is often the direction identifier. Whereas this is recorded by many 

bus network EFC systems, the direction cannot always be determined when analysing metro 

EFC data. Therefore without exit validation on metro networks the data recorded has signifi

cantly less semantics than the EFC data from a bus network. One of the main assumptions used 

by Barry et al. (2002), Zhao (2004), and Trepanier et al. (2007a) assumes that the passenger’s 

destination of the last trip of the day is the boarding location of the first journey. Trepanier et al. 

(2007a) incorporates the first journey of the same day and the first journey of the following 

day to infer the destination of the last journey. This assumption could not be confirmed and 

proved invalid for the Dublin Bus dataset. The analysis of the next paragraph provides evidence 

for this. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that this project sees trip chains as linking of activities 

through the day and not, like indicated in other projects, simply interchange points en route in 

a ’one-way’ trip. This is further defined in Bagchi and White (2005).

It could be assumed that at least in most cases if the first journey of the day has the direc

tional attribute of ‘inbound’ then the last journey of the day has to have the directional attribute 

‘outbound’ and vice versa (especially in a mostly radial network). Figure 6.4 shows three dif

ferent scenarios with the directional identifier of each journey. All three scenarios focus on 

three journeys per day. The scenario (a) and (c) show passenger paths that would be in favour 

of the assumption. Scenario (b) on the other hand shows a travel path that clearly indicates the 

problem with the assumption.
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o   inbound (1)-

o- ^  outbound (2)

§   inbound (3) •

to

(a) (b)

— in b o u n d (3 )» -  --------------------------- ^inbound{1)-------------------------»
^  —    ou tbound ( 2 ) ----------------------------------------

(c)

Figure 6.4: Directional Scenarios

Table 6.1 shows a cross-tabulation between the boardings per day per passenger and whether 

the directional attribute was the same or different for the first and the last journey of the day.

Table 6.1: Boardings and Directions per Day per Passenger

Boardings per Day Direction same Direction different Total True
1 N/A N/A 321,226 -

2 61,072 275,822 336,894 82%
3 54,059 74,981 129,040 58%
4 24,563 74,107 98,670 75%
5 11,811 19,668 31,479 62%
6 4,679 9,438 14,117 67%
7 1,975 3,429 5,404 63%
8 881 1,619 2,500 65%
9 370 667 1,037 64%
10 202 333 535 62%

>10 210 354 564 63%

Total 159,822 460,418 941,466

If the directional attribute of the first journey is different to the directional attribute o f the 

last journey then it could be assumed that the assumption of trip chaining might be applicable. 

If the directional attribute is the same for both journeys the assumption can not be verified. The 

percentage in the last column of the table represents the likelihood that the assumption is true 

(‘direction different’ over ‘Total’). One and two boardings per day are each responsible for 

one third of all boardings. Two boardings per day show that in 82% of all cases the directional 

attributes of the first journey is different for the first and last journey of the day. However, when 

analysing the category of three boardings per day this percentage plummets to 58%. This means 

that 42% of all passengers that carried out three boardings per day travel in the same direction 

for the first and last boarding of the day. The data in Table 6.1 show that the assumption is more 

likely to be correct for an even number of boardings per day. Overall, 25% of all passengers 

who carry out two or more boardings per day provide evidence against the assumption used

-in b o u n d (l)  -
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by Barry et al. (2002), Zhao (2004), Wilson et al. (2005), and Trepanier et al. (2007a). It can 

therefore be concluded that the trip chaining assumption of the last boarding (see Section 3.4) 

as it was used for the Chicago, New York city, and Gatineau dataset cannot be used for the EFC 

data of this project. Initially it was thought that this assumption may only work on metro/heavy 

rail data. However, a recent paper by Trepanier et al. (2007a) applied this assumption to a bus 

EFC dataset where it lead to a 20% share of all OD estimations. One explanation could be the 

type of the network as it serves a population of 240,000 over an area of 598 km^ compared to 

approximately 115 km? and I million passengers in Dublin.

In conclusion to this section it can be said that the passengers of the Dublin transport net

work often do not return to their original destination with the last journey recorded. Therefore 

it was not possible to use the same assumption of trip chaining as was used in other similar 

projects. It must therefore be concluded that this assumption depends on the structure and 

characteristics of the public transport network.

6.3 The Data Source
The data source used by the algorithm consists of the EFC data which were imported into a 

database (see Section 4.3). Figure 6.5 shows boarding records of two different passengers. In 

one case the ticket ID is 3276 and in the other it is 3727.

6165905 457 3726 23/10/1999 23 23:18 16A 0 1 City Centre North
6225607 457 3726 24/10/1999 70 13:51 83 5 Ra thininas
6250209 457 3726 25/10/1999 71 09:00 83 5 Rathmines — Single OD Pair
6243568 457 3726 25/10/1999 12 18:01 18 0 6 Ballyforaot — ^
6381345 457 3726 27/10/1999 25 19:33 15 0 1 City Centre South
6540717 457 3726 29/10/1999 25 21.33 15B 0 1 City Centre South
6591697 457 3726 30/10/1999 70 15:37 65 5 Rathmines
6638435 457 3726 31/10/1999 71 12:00 83 5 Rathmines
6632204 457 3726 31/10/1999 70 19 : 46 15A 5 Rathnines
4435503 457 3727 03/10/1999 25 20 42 15A 0 1 City Centre Sou th
4451397 457 3727 04/10/1999 62 07 45 150 12 Templeogue
4471547 457 3727 04/10/1999 74 09:20 19A 1 City Centre South
4513816 457 3727 04/10/1999 16 12:34 IIB 0 3 Oruncondra
4704939 457 3727 06/10/1999 25 20:30 15A 0 1 City Centre South
4753872 457 3727 0 07/10/1999 63 07 :24 ISO 12 Templeogua I
4783215 457 3727 0 07/10/1999 74 08 :10 19A 1 1 City Centre South- A Transfer OD
4835360 457 3727 0 07/10/1999 18 19:30 11 0 3 Druncondra
4799260 457 3727 0 07/10/1999 25 19:50 15B 0 1 Clty Centre South • /
4937959 457 3727 0 08/10/1999 63 07 :20 150 12 Templeogue
4948098 457 3727 0 08/10/1999 73 07:40 11 1 City Centre South
4887336 457 3727 08/10/1999 18 16:28 19B 0 0 Unlcnovm
5020306 457 3727 10/10/1999 25 20:38 15A 0 1 City Centre South

-----k— -4— — ♦------U - -k— 4 - 0 . -----*------

Figure 6.5: Data Input Format for the OD Algorithm 

The following data attributes are included in each file:
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Boarding ID is an internal number that serves the unique identification of each of the 46 million 

boardings stored in the database.

Ticket Type ID is a three digit code representing the type of ticket such as ‘M onthly A d u lt’.

Ticket ID is a unique number that is assigned to each ticket. Figure 6.5 shows boarding records 

of two different passengers. In one case the Ticket ID  is 3276 and in the other it is 3121.

Journey Type represents the identifier whether the boarding was part of a transfer journey or 

not. ’0 ’ represents a transfer journey and ’ 1 ’ represents a single journey. This identifier will be 

important throughout the OD extraction algorithm.

Date of Boarding specifies the date the boarding took place.

Stage of Boarding is a two-digit number that represents the bus stop on a particular route. 

Time of Boarding represents the actual time the passenger boarded the bus.

Route represents the number of the route.

Direction represents the direction of the route. ’0 ’ is outbound and ’ 1’ is inbound.

Coarse Zone represents aggregated traffic zones. The Greater Dublin Area (GDA) consists of 

21 different zones (see Appendix A and Appendix B).

Area Description represents 131 different areas consisting of the names o f city centre and 

urban area names.

Keeping the run-time of the algorithm in mind, the data had to be organised to conform to 

the requirements of the algorithm. Each iteration of the algorithm is only concerned with one 

particular passenger. It therefore seemed logical to extract the data by ticket type. The data of 

each ticket type (56 different ticket types exist) represented one file. Within each file the data 

were sorted in ascending order by Ticket ID, Date o f  Boarding and Time o f  Boarding. Each file 

therefore consisted of all boardings o f a particular ticket type in timely sequential order for each 

Ticket ID.

Figure 6.5 shows a highlighted single journey records that built a valid OD pair if, and only 

if routes ’83’ and ’18’ are substitutional. The highlighted transfer journey example shows four 

boarding records which form an OD pair. The passenger travels in the morning from Area I 

to Area 3 transferring in the City Centre South. In this instance the passenger used identical 

routes and the algorithm does not need to check for substitutional routes. The determination 

of substitutional routes is therefore important for the overall functionality of the OD extraction 

algorithm and is explained in Section 6.4.
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6.4 Substitutional Routes 
6.4.1 Introduction
Each alternative route a passenger can use to get to his/her final destination can be termed as 

substitutional route. It is vital for the successful implementation of the OD extraction algorithm 

that substitutional routes are incorporated as they are used for classifying journeys into differ

ent OD classes which will be introduced in Section 6.5. It is therefore important to understand 

which routes are substitutional so that the freedom of passengers’ route choice can be incor

porated. Figure 6.6 shows a few examples of substitutional routes. In order to reach Location 

B  from Location A  a passenger can use Route I or Route 3. Therefore these two routes are 

substitutional routes. A further characteristic of substitutional routes are that they do not neces

sarily have to run parallel. In Figure 6.6 Route 4 does not run parallel along Route 7. However 

due to their common point of intersection at Location A and C  these two routes become also 

substitutional routes for the purpose of this algorithm as in reality the passengers would have 

the route choice between the two routes.

Location B

Location A

.ocation C

Figure 6.6: Examples of Subroute Scenarios

There are two different ways of generating a list of substitutional routes;

•  Obtain the information from the network operator or extract them from route maps;

•  Create a heuristic algorithm which estimates substitutional routes based on already recorded 

EEC data from the network.

The first method seems not only work intensive but also favours human error throughout 

the definition of these substitutional routes. Many routes may be substitutional for a very short
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distance only and therefore could be overlooked. Especially w ithin the city centre area it was 

identified that each route has m ultiple other routes that could be taken to reach the passenger’s 

destination. The second disadvantage is that a m anually  com piled list is specific to the city for 

w hich it was created. To accum ulate a com plete list for any particular city will therefore take a 

considerable am ount o f  tim e, will increase project costs and im ply a high rate of error. Further 

this m ethod consists o f the substitutional routes the transport p lanner believes to be correct but 

does not necessarily  reflect the passenger behaviour.

The second approach on the o ther hand takes advantage o f the passenger boarding data that 

has already been accum ulated. This is based on the prem ise that substitutional route com bina

tions are used in greater frequency than non-substitutional route com binations. This assum ption 

holds w hen com paring results from  the algorithm  with a list o f m anually com piled substitutional 

routes. The follow ing sections describe the procedure and validation o f dynam ically  defining 

substitutional routes using a newly developed identification method.

6.4.2 The Execution
The follow ing steps were carried out to classify  w hether a route com bination is in fact a substi

tutional route com bination  or not.

I. The algorithm  is based on the prem ise that substitutional route com binations are used 

in greater frequency than non-substitutional route com binations. The substitutional route 

identification algorithm  (SRIA ) generates a frequency table containing a count o f all route 

com binations that were recorded from  single journeys that took place on the sam e day and 

in different directions carried out by the sam e passenger. The sam ple data shown in Ta

ble 6.2 displays only a sm all subset o f  the frequencies o f route com binations. It shows 

the route com bination consisting o f R oute 1 (R 1) and Route 2 (R2), the num ber o f  occur

rences and the calculated values for Solution 1 and Solution 2 o f  the route com binations 

w hich will be introduced in point 2 o f this section. The data used as learning input con 

sisted o f boarding records collected  throughout the m onth o f O ctober 1999. For exam ple, 

the SRIA  identified that 776 passengers carried out a potential return journey using the 

route com bination 66 and 66A. The frequency table contains 6,645 different route com bi

nation pairs w hich are used to  calculate the sum s o f all journeys from  each route. 353,654 

potential passenger route com bination pairs were identified;
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Table 6.2: Sample Data from the Substitutional Route List

Route 1 (Tffi) Route 2 (T/ij) Occurrences (T/jij ) Solution 1 S i(R y) Solution 2 SaCRij)
66 66A 776 5.43 20.83
66 66 3,182 15.77 50.00
66 39 67 0.22 0.49
66 66B 749 5.28 20.78
66 67A 1,300 7.84 29.65
66 38 17 0.09 0.31
66 15 17 0.09 0.34

66A 66A 543 8.74 50.00
etc...

Total o f  66 - 11,680 - -
Total o f  66A - 3,377 - -

2. Two param eters will be the decisive factors in identifying substitutional routes: the num 

ber o f occurrences o f the route com bination pair in the frequency table and a calculated 

w eight which is the result o f two different approaches. The num ber o f occurrences o f 

a particular route com bination pair is not a satisfactory decision factor for defining sub

stitutional routes because it would penalise small and less frequent routes as their total 

passenger num bers would be smaller. The aim was therefore to include a second decision 

param eter which contributes to successfully determ ine substitutional pairs focusing on 

the reduction o f prediction errors. This lead to the developm ent o f two different equa

tions which represent a weighted indicator that determ ines together with the num ber of 

occurrences whether the route com bination was in fact a substitutional route or not. Two 

different solutions were developed and tested:

First Solution

The aim  o f this approach is to weight the num ber o f occurrences by the total num ber of 

occurrences o f each o f the two routes. The first set o f values is calculated by dividing 

the total num ber o f occurrences o f one particular route com bination (e.g. R 1 and R2) 

by the total sum o f occurrences o f the first route and the total sum o f occurrences of 

the second route minus the num ber o f the particular route com bination (because it was 

counted twice). The result is then m ultiplied by 100 to make it more readable by moving 

the decim al place to the right (see Equation 6.4.1).

* 100 (6.4.1)
■‘■Ri +  J -Rj  -  R i j

where S i { R i j )  is the calculated w eight o f Solution 1 o f the route com bination R i j .  R i j  

is a route com bination with the param eters i  and j  which represent two particular routes. 

Tj i i  and T j i j  are the total num ber o f occurrences o f R,  and respectively. T m j  is the
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total number o f  occurrences o f  the particular route com bination pair. In Table 6 .2  the 

Solution 1 w eight o f  the com bination 66 /66A  is therefore

(6 .4 .2)

This w eighted value is calculated for all identified com bination pairs.

The theoretical range o f  values is 0  <  100. W hereas the low er range o f  this

scale occurs frequently the upper range is a more theoretical value and only occurs when  

Tffij, Tfii and T^j are o f  similar value.

Table 6.3 show s the results o f  a sensitivity analysis o f  the function when sm all (1), 

m edium  (50) and large (10 ,000) numbers are used for Tm j ,  T m  and Tnj.

Table 6.3: Sensitivity Analysis o f Solution 1

TR,, ETR, ETRj Si
1 1 1 100
1 50 10,000 0.009951
1 10,000 10,000 0.005

50 50 50 100
50 50 10,000 0.5

10,000 10,000 10,000 100

This table show s the behaviour o f  5 1  when the values for T R i j ,  S T R,  and E T R j  change. 

Equal value w ill produce perfect sym m etry whereas largely different values w ill produce 

a low  sym m etry value. It is noteworthy that the distribution o f  the calculated w eights 

is sim ilar to the distribution o f  the number o f  occurrences indicating that the sam ple is 

representative.

Second Solution

The second set o f  ratios is calculated by dividing the total number o f  occurrences o f  one 

particular route com bination (e.g. Rge and Ree^) by the total number o f  occurrences o f  

R66/66 plus the total number o f  occurrences o f  Ree/i/ee^- Ree/ee and Ree^i/ee^ are both 

the idea l  route com bination pairs as the return journey was not taken by a substitutional 

route.

S2{R^J) =  ^  * 100 (6 .4 .3)
-t H ii +  Rj j

where S2 {Ri j )  is the calculated w eight o f  Solution 2 o f  the route com bination Rij .  Tun 

and Tfijj  are the total number o f  occurrences o f  Rn  and R j j  respectively. T m j  is the total 

number o f  occurrences o f  the particular route com bination pair.

U sing the data from Table 6 .2  the w eight o f  the com bination 66 /6 6 A  is calculated as
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follows:

S 2 {Rm/mA)  =  3 J 2 I 5 4 3  *

This relative w eighted value is calculated for all identified com bination pairs. The range 

o f possible values is S 2 {Rij) >  0. A frequency analysis o f  the calculated w eights showed 

that 99.8% o f all calculated values are below or equal to  50. A value o f 50 is achieved 

when the weight is calculated for the same routes (i.e. S 2 {R 66A/66a))- A value above 100 

is calculated when the num ber o f occurrences o f a route com bination R ij  is larger than 

the com bined num ber o f occurrences o f T R u  and T ji j j . The largest calculated w eight for 

the dataset o f this project is 91.89. This was calculated as follows:

2 3 4 4
52(i? i6 /i64 ) =   ̂ 836 +  715 *

In this case Tm g/ie^ had a total num ber o f occurrences o f 2,344. The denom inator con

sisted o f Tfii6/i6 and Thi&a/i&a which had a total num ber o f occurrences o f 1,836 and 

715 respectively. This m eans that the substitutional route com bination R\q/\qa  is more 

frequently used than the optimal route com binations -Rie/ie or Ri&a/i&a- 

Table 6.4 shows a sensitivity analysis o f the function o f S 2 when small (1), m edium  (50) 

and large (10,000) num bers are used for Tjnj, Tan  and Tjijj.

Table 6.4: Sensitivity Analysis o f Solution 2

Tfiij Tfiii S2

1 1 1 50
1 1 50 1.961
1 50 10000 0.00995
1 10,000 10,000 0.005

50 1 1 2,500
50 1 50 98.04
50 50 10,000 0.498
50 10,000 10,000 0.25

10,000 1 1 500,000
10,000 1 50 19,608
10,000 50 10,000 99.50
10,000 10,000 10,000 50

3. A fter calculating each route com bination w eight for Solution 1 and Solution 2 it was nec

essary to determ ine what values o f these param eters classify the route com bination pair 

as substitutional routes. Two cut-off conditions were defined to identify the substitutional 

routes.

•  M inim um  num ber o f occurrences. This m eans that the num ber o f occurrences of 

a particular route com bination has to be greater than the flexible pre-defined value 

which will be determ ined in Section 6.4.4;
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•  The values o f  S i and S 2 calculated in step 3 have to be greater than a flexible pre

defined value w hich w ill also be determ ined in Section 6.4.4.

4. The final list is com piled  by ignoring route com binations that are not classified as substi

tutional routes.

6.4.3 Statistics of Number of Occurrences and Calculated Weights
This section provides details about the descriptive statistics o f  the ‘N um ber o f  O ccu rren ces’ 

attribute and o f  the values calculated with Solution I and Solution 2. It is noteworthy that there 

are no negative values and therefore the values are skew ed to the zero mark.

Statistics of the Number of Occurrences Attribute

Table 6.5 show s descriptive statistics o f  the ’Num ber o f  O ccurrences’ attribute. The distribution 

is extrem ely skew ed as many route com bination pairs do not occur frequently. The algorithm  is 

based on this pattern.

Table 6.5: Descriptive Statistics of the Number of Occurrences Attribute

N 6,645
Mean 53.22
Median 4.00
Mode 1
Std. Deviation 358.47
Variance 128,498.64
Skewness 20.072
Minimum 1
Maximum 14,185

25 2.00
Percentiles 50 4.00

75 15.00

Figure 6 .7  show s the relationship betw een the number o f  occurrence attributes and the ca l

culated w eights using the equations for solution 1 and solution 2. There is a strong correlation  

betw een these two attributes w hich was expected. The w eights on ly  serve as fine tuning o f  the 

algorithm so that less frequent routes are not penalised.
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Figure 6.7: Relationships between Num ber o f  Occurrences and Weights

Statistics of Weights Calculated with Solution 1

Table 6.6 shows the various descriptive statistics after the weights were calculated for the 6,645 

different route combination pairs using Solution 1. The range of Si(R ij) is between 0 and 100 

with an arithmetic mean of 0.6359. This indicates the skewed distribution of the dataset.

Table 6.6: D escriptive S tatistics o f Solution 1 

N Min Max Mean Std. Dev. Variance Median Kurtosis

6,645 0 100,00 0.6359 3.342 1.17 0.06 196.935

Statistics of Weights Calculated with Solution 2

Table 6.7 shows the various descriptive statistics after the weights were calculated for the 

6,645 different route combination pairs using Solution 2. The range of SsCR/j) is between 0 

and 91.89 with an arithmetic mean of 2.256. This also indicates the skewed distribution of the 

dataset. The standard deviation (SD) of Solution 2 is 8.591 and therefore larger than the SD of 

Solution 1 resulting in a greater spread of the calculated weights.

Table 6.7: D escriptive Stati.stics o f Solution 2

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation Variance Median Kurtosis

6,645 0.00 91.89 2.2563 8.5909 73.804 0.23 29.140

6.4.4 Finding the Optimal Cut-off Points
This section is concerned with finding the optimal cut-off points. The previous sections cal

culated the weights which now have to be evaluated. The cut-off points are responsible for
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defining whether a route combination pair can be defined as a set of substitutional routes or not. 

The analysis measured the impact of changing cut-off parameters on the total number of iden

tified substitutional routes, number of errors and impact of errors in percent. An analysis was 

conducted for both solutions with changing values for the two cut-off points. The aim was to 

find the cut-off points that would produce the most accurate prediction of substitutional routes. 

The following values were applied to

•  calculated weights: 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0 and 4.5;

•  minimum number of occurrences: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 100 and 150.

These changing parameters were applied to the dataset. One scenario required both cut-off 

parameters to be true (AND) whereas the other scenario only required one cut-off parameter 

to be true (OR) in order to classify the route combination pair as substitutional routes. Four 

different main scenarios exist:

Solution 1 - OR: This includes the calculation of the substitutional route ratios using Equation

6.4.1. Only one of the two cut-off parameters has to be satisfied.

Solution 1 - AND: This includes the calculation of the substitutional route ratios using Equation

6 .4 .1. Both of the two cut-off parameters have to be satisfied.

Solution 2 - OR: This includes the calculation of the substitutional route ratios using Equation

6.4.3. Only one of two the cut-off parameters has to be satisfied.

Solution 2 - AND: This includes the calculation of the substitutional route ratios using Equation

6.4.3. Both of the two cut-off parameters have to be satisfied.

In order to prove that the prediction of the algorithm was correct or incorrect a simple 

random sample was extracted from the entire population. The population size of all route com

binations was 6,645. The sample size was calculated using the formula introduced by (Dillman, 

2000) (also see 4.5.4).

The sample size for a sample with a 95% confidence interval and a sampling error of 5% is 

therefore
M (6 ,6 4 5 )(0 .5 ) ( l -0 .5 )

^ (6645 -  1)(0.05/1.96)2 +  (0.5)(1 -  0.5)

A thorough manual comparison with information provided by the urban bus operator showed

whether the route combination pair is in fact a substitutional pair or not. These substitutional

routes were then compared with the prediction made by the algorithm. The following three

parameters were calculated and analysed:

•  Number of Subroutes: This shows the number of identified substitutional routes for the 

entire population;
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• Number of Errors: This indicates how many errors were made by the prediction algorithm 

on the sample;

•  Relative percentage of Errors: This evaluation parameter shows the impact of the wrongly 

identified substitutional routes on the overall prediction procedure. It is based on the 

sample and calculated using Equation 6.4.7.

The No o f Subroutes shows how many substitutional route pairs were identified under chang

ing parameters. The Number o f Errors identifies how many errors the algorithm made when 

predicting substitutional routes. It compared the manual defined result of the 363 instances of 

the simple random sample with the predicted value of the algorithm. However, a wrong pre

diction has different impact as a less frequent route combination pair which was falsely defined 

as substitutional route has less impact than a more frequent route combination pair that was 

wrongly identified. False prediction can either be false negative or false positive. Failure to de

fine a frequently used route combination as substitutional route would have considerably more 

impact on the overall OD results than missing a route combination that has only been recorded 

a few times and vice versa.The analysis therefore calculated the impact of all errors with regard 

to the number of occurrences of passenger route combinations. This can be defined as

^^'^Errori l i  1
Error{u, u)  =  — —------ — * 100 (6.4.7)

T-Total

where 'TErrcrr{Rij) IS the number of occurrences where the route combination pair was either 

wrongly identified or failed to be identified. Trotai is the total number of all occurrences of the 

sample in this case 30,044. ‘w’ is the chosen cut-off point for the calculated weight and V ’ 

is the chosen cut-off point for the number of occurrences. Assuming that the chosen cut-off 

weight was to = 1.5, the number of occurrences had to be greater than = 50 and S  TError{mj) 

= 603 then the following equation can be applied:

Error{bO, 1.5) =  * 100 =  2.01% (6.4.8)

The result is the relative percentage of identified errors from the sample. This is seen as an 

indicator of the impact of the wrongly identified route combination pairs. The result obtained 

in Equation 6.4.8 indicates that 2.01% of all boarding records were wrongly identified.

The results tables of this analysis are shown in Appendix C. Solution 2 with the OR option 

is the most robust model as changing parameters (cut-off boardings and percentages) do not 

have a significant impact on the error ratio. In theory the best model with regard to the impact 

of errors is Solution 2 with the AND option as the calculated error value is only 1.75% for the 

cut-off points 50 for the number of occurrence and 1 for the calculated weight. This might be 

the ideal solution for this sample. However, considering the sampling method with a sample
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error of 5% and a confidence interval of 95% it was decided to choose a more robust model 

where changing parameters within a certain range do not have a large impact on the OD pair 

extraction.

From this point forward all examples and demonstrations will use the following scenario; 

Solution 2 where either of the two cut-off points has to be true (OR). The cut-off points include a 

minimum of 50 passenger boardings and a calculated cut-off weight of each route combination 

pair of SsCRjj) = 1.5 or larger (using Equation 6.4.3).

The analysis can not provide an optimal value for both of the cut-off parameters for all 

datasets. It solely serves for the purpose of this project. However, the methodology described 

above can be applied to identify the cut-off points for other datasets. The correct cut-off points 

depend on the data and the transport network. It was therefore necessary to explore some of the 

routes manually to define the values of the cut-off parameters. Optimistic definitions of values 

may include substitutional routes which are in fact not substitutional but also includes all ’real’ 

substitutional routes. A pessimistic approach may result in the exclusion of substitutional route 

because the cut-off points were too high.

This analysis was also carried out for the months April and September. The list of substi

tutional routes for each of these months was almost identical. The impact error analysis also 

proved that different months do not significantly change the list of substitutional routes. How

ever, the lists of substitutional routes could change more significantly over periods of time.

One option which was not pursued due to the relatively low estimation error would have 

been to include information on a passenger level such as route choice patterns of individual 

passenger records. More detailed spatial information such as geographic coordinates could also 

improve the algorithm. But, considering the low impact error of the algorithm it was decided 

not to pursue this problem of substitutional routes any further.

As this method analyses actual passenger behaviour rather than making inferences directly 

from network and timetable data, these inferences could include some habitual diversions. This 

would explain why less evening return journeys match the optimal criteria due to, e.g. late night 

shopping or entertainment. However, the cut-off point should separate the significant from the 

insignificant habitual diversions.

To decide in a formal statistical manner whether the difference is significant it is possible to 

calculate the probability distribution of the value S  given that the routes are not substitutional. 

This could be done by using a Monte Carlo simulation of differences under a model that would 

need to be defined. The second method would require to analyse the histogram of values of S  

of a sample of routes that are not substitutional. The cut-off point for determining that routes 

are substitutional would then be some high percentile of this histogram such as 95% or 99%tile.
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However, considering low impact errors and the relative low overall error rate after comparing 

the results with the simple random sample this was not further pursued.

6.4.5 Summary
The proposed algorithm to define substitutional routes is an efficient and fast way of creating 

a list o f substitutional routes as it is not network specific. It can therefore be applied to any 

transport network for which the required data are available. The flexibility in deciding the values 

of the two cut-off parameters turns the algorithm into a tool that can successfully identify the 

substitutional routes of a transport mode. Should the data be collected from different modes the 

algorithm needs to be changed so that one list of substitutional routes is created incorporating 

all modes. However the algorithm is most suitable for bus networks as these are generally more 

complex in comparison with light rail or heavy rail networks.

The real advantage of the algorithm is however the identification of substitutional routes 

based on the behaviour of the network’s passengers. Sometimes the passenger may accept a 

short walk to access a bus service which also serves his/her final destination. The transport 

planner may not be aware of these behavioural aspects which could be important to public 

transport passengers. Failing to identify a substitutional route could lead to unidentified OD 

pairs which in turn can bias the results obtained by the OD extraction algorithm. It is therefore 

important that all substitutional routes be identified. Consequently the strongest advantage of 

using this algorithm is that it incorporates the travel behaviour of passengers which is reflected 

by the stored boarding records of the EFC system.

6.5 Development of the Rule Base
6.5.1 Introduction
The rule base should consist of all physically and logically possible attribute combinations that 

could have been recorded for a passenger during the validity period of the ticket. The travel 

record for each customer reflects all journeys that were carried out by a particular passenger. 

These records have to be analysed by the OD extraction algorithm which then infers the OD 

pairs for all logical boarding combinations that occurred.

A technique called Decision Tables is used to identify each of the possible rules. A list of 

all structural patterns is identified which forms the foundation of the OD extraction algorithm.

6.5.2 Decision Tables
Decision tables are generally considered to be a set of variables or attributes which lead to an 

action, policy or alternative (Fernandez del Pozo et al., 2003). Decision makers mostly use
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decision tables to search for the best recommendation for a certain case or attribute (Fernan

dez del Pozo et al., 2003; Hewett and Leuchner, 2003). They are further used in knowledge- 

based decision support systems (DSS) as decision tables have the ability to represent complex 

logical relationships in an explicable and comprehensible manner (Cragun and Steudel, 1987; 

Slowinski, 1992; Kohavi and Sommerfield, 1998; Hewett and Leuchner, 2003). Decision ta

bles also facilitate to further process the data or information efficiently due to the fact that they 

can be used with other representation models such as tabular knowledge bases, some relational 

databases, rule sets or decision trees (Hewett and Leuchner, 2003). Decision tables are not only 

helpful when procedural knowledge needs to be represented but also for the implementation of 

knowledge bases (Santos-Gomez and Darnell, 1992).

For the purpose of this project, decision tables are mainly used as a programming method

ology to support the fast execution of the algorithm. They are also used as a technique to ensure 

completeness, consistency and correctness of all alternatives. Furthermore they eliminate re

dundancy of alternatives.

The decision tables are therefore useful in validating knowledge (Hewett and Leuchner, 

2003). The final decision tables of this project will then be translated into a set of rules which 

build the knowledge base for the OD extraction process.

6.5.3 Determining the Rule Attributes
The use of the recorded attributes introduced in the following paragraphs are fundamental to the 

successful inference of OD pairs as they form the rules the main algorithm will be based upon. 

When comparing single journeys, two boarding records are compared with each other (A and 

B). Transfer journeys consist of four individual boarding records (boarding records A  and B  for 

journey 1 and boarding records C  and B  for journey 2 - the return journey). When comparing 

transfer journeys the individual boarding records are paired into records A/D and B/C.

The following decision attributes were identified for building the rules and ultimately the rule 

base. All attributes are justified using existing literature or prior analysis as part of this research:

Date (d) ^  The value for this attribute can either be 1 (same day) or 2 (different day). This 

is similar to Barry et al. (2002) and Zhao (2004) although the cut off point for each day was 

4a.m. in their study whereas it is 12p.m. for this study as regular Dublin Bus services stop to 

operate at 12p.m.. Implementations of this algorithm for other networks need to consider this 

aspect and make appropriate changes with regard to the definition of a ’day ’. At a later stage this 

attribute will form a new rule (2nd iteration of the OD Algorithm) where it is in fact partially 

ignored arguing that identified repeated patterns of boardings and alightings can also be used to 

infer OD pairs (see Section 6.7). Trepanier et al. (2007a) also analysed and compared d +1  and 

d — 1 with the premise that the passenger’s boarding location in the morning is the location of
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alighting of the last journey of the previous day. The model presented as part of this research 

addresses this possibility during the second iteration of the OD algorithm in a slightly different 

approach (see Section 6.7). However, it was already shown that not all journeys start in the 

morning where they have ended in the evening.

Route (ws) => Single journeys: Three values can be assigned to this decision attribute: 1 (both 

boardings took place on the same route), 2 (both boardings took place on a substitutional route) 

and 3 (the boardings took place on two different non-substitutional routes). For the projects 

described in Barry et al. (2002) and Zhao (2004) the route was not recorded by the EFC system. 

It was the algorithm that inferred the route based on the trip chain data and the station the 

boarding record was created. The algorithm was therefore not able to clearly identify the route 

when substitutional routes for the route segment existed. Trepanier et al. (2007a) uses the 

route to infer the destination of a journey. However, trip chaining is used which means that 

substitutional routes do not need to be considered. The algorithm proposed in this research can 

on the other hand correctly identify each route as this is part of the passenger boarding record. 

This is of particular importance when for example passenger load levels need to be extracted 

and analysed.

Route A/D or Route B/C (w t i , w t 2) ^  Transfer journeys: Three values can be assigned to this 

decision attribute: 1 (both boardings took place on the same route), 2 (both boardings took place 

on a substitutional route) and 3 (the boardings took place on two different non-substitutional 

routes). As all similar projects used the assumption of trip chaining, transfer routes did not need 

to be identified separately. It was shown that trip chaining can not be applied to Dublin’s EFC 

data which forced the separate consideration of transfer journeys. Trepanier et al. (2007a) use 

similar assumptions as are used in the transfer journey section of this thesis. These assumptions 

include that the alighting stop from the first route and the boarding stop o f the second route are in 

close vicinity. A tolerance value o f 2km was set by Trepanier etal. (2007a) to determine transfer 

journeys. Transfer journeys were therefore identified as part of the OD inference process and 

not separately as it was done for this project.

Direction (cs) => Single journeys: Two values can be assigned to this decision attribute: 1 (the 

two boarding records have different directions) and 2 (both boardings have the same direction). 

Barry et al. (2002) and Zhao (2004) do not have a recorded value for the directional attribute. 

This again can only be inferred when analysing the trip chain. The Dublin Bus EFC system 

recorded a directional identifier for each passenger boarding record. This is one of the most 

important attributes as the proposed model does not use the trip chaining approach. OD infor- 

madon can only be determined when a corresponding ’return journey’ has been found. This 

’return journey’ has to travel into the opposite direction. Trepanier et al. (2007a) use the direc

tion attribute to calculate the possible remaining alighting stops but do not check it against the
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direction of the following boarding.

Direction A/D or Direction B/C ( c n ,  0 ^ 2 ) ^  Transfer journeys: Two values can be assigned 

to this decision attribute: 1 (the two boarding records have different directions) and 2 (both 

boardings have the same direction). The direction attribute is checked for all four boarding 

records to see whether the passenger actually travelled into the opposite direction during the 

return journey.

Journey ^  This attribute focuses on the type of journey. Two values can be assigned to 

this decision attribute: 1 (single journey) and 2 (transfer journey with one transfer). Barry et al. 

(2002), Zhao (2004), and Trepanier et al. (2007a) do not have to differentiate between single 

and transfer journeys (at least not directly). Due to the main trip chaining assumption there 

is no need to identify the journey type before commencing with the analysis. This attribute is 

of importance as two different procedures exist: one for single journeys and one for transfer 

journeys. However, the iterative classification algorithm (see Section 4.5.2) set this attribute 

previously.

Repeated ( / )  ^  This attribute focuses on whether the two journeys were repeated with identical 

parameters such as route (or substitutional routes), stage and direction which is important with 

regard to the likelihood that the extracted destination is in fact correct. Three values can be 

assigned to this attribute; 1 (the OD pair was repeated on the same day), 2 (the OD pair was 

repeated within the validity period of the ticket) and 3 (the OD pair was not repeated). Barry 

et al. (2002), Trepanier et al. (2007a) and Zhao (2004) do not analyse this. The reasoning behind 

this attribute is that inferred OD pairs that occurred frequently throughout the validity period of 

the passenger’s ticket are more likely to be correctly inferred as non-reoccurring OD pairs. This 

is a derivable attribute which is generated after the potential OD pair has been identified.

Order (o) => This attribute focuses on the order of the boarding records as they are compared. 

1 (the boarding records are in consecutive order which means that they were recorded immedi

ately after each other) and 2 (the boarding records were not in consecutive order). Due to the 

trip chaining assumption Barry et al. (2002), Trepanier et al. (2007a) and Zhao (2004) do not 

need to include this parameter into their algorithm. This attribute shows if passengers travelled 

between their ’m ain’ return journeys (e.g. during lunch).

After defining all available data attributes it is possible to compile the rule base which takes 

place initially by using decision tables. For the purpose of the presentation of decision tables and 

due to the structural difference between single (2 boardings) and transfer journeys (4 boardings) 

it was decided to split the decision table into two separate tables. One for single journeys and 

one for transfer journeys.

Single Journeys
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Table 6.8 summarizes a list of all possible conditions and their values. Journey type v has to be 

single.

Table 6.8: Conditions and Possible Values for Single Journeys

Condition Possible values of the conditions
Day d (Same Day = 1, Following Day = 2)

Route w s (Same Route = 1, Substitute Route = 2, Different Route = 3)
Direction cs (Different direction = I, Same Direction - 2 )
Repeated / (Same Day -  1, Period o f  Ticket Duration = 2, Not Repeated = JJ

Order 0 (Consecutive = 1, Non-consecutive = 2)

The number of theoretical possible classes is the product of all alternatives of each condi

tional attribute (i.e. Day, Route, Direction, Repeated and Order). There are 2*3*2*3*2 = 72 

possible combinations. All illogical combinations which do not lead to an OD pair have to be 

omitted as the only interest is to obtain valid OD pairs.

The following elimination rules apply for single joumeys leaving a total of 12 remaining 

combinations:

1. IF Direction = {Same Direction} THEN Joumey 7̂  {Retum Journey} => 36 eliminations;

2. IF Day = {Following Day} THEN Joumey /  {Retum Journey} 18 eliminations;

3. IF Route = {Different Route} THEN Joumey ^  {Retum Joumey} => 6 eliminations.

To (1): If the two boarding records have the same value for the direction attribute it cannot 

be a retum joumey and therefore no valid OD pair can be obtained.

To (2): If the two boarding records took place on a different day then it cannot result in an 

OD pair.

To (3): If the two boarding records have a different value of the route attribute and were not 

identified as substitutional routes then no OD pair can be obtained.

Table 6.9 shows the 12 remaining combinations after eliminating the mutually exclusive 

and illogical combinations, the elimination of redundant conditions and the definition of the 

different classes for each combination.
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Table 6.9; Final Rule Base for Single Journeys

Rule Day (Is Route ws Direction eg Repeated f s Order 0 5 Class yi
rsi Same Day Same route Different Same day Consecutive SI
rs2 Same Day Same route Different Same day Non-consecutive S2
rs3 Same Day Same route Different Period of ticket Consecutive S3
rs4 Same Day Same route Different Period of ticket Non-consecutive S4
rs5 Same Day Same route Different Not repeated Consecutive S5
rs6 Same Day Same route Different Not repeated Non-consecutive S6

rsT Same Day Sub route Different Same day Consecutive S7
rs8 Same Day Sub route Different Same day Non-consecutive S8

rs9 Same Day Sub route Different Period of ticket Consecutive S9
rsio Same Day Sub route Different Period of ticket Non-consecutive S I O
r s n Same Day Sub route Different Not repeated Consecutive S l l
rsi2 Same Day Sub route Different Not repeated Non-consecutive S12

Transfer Journeys

Table 6.10 shows a list of all conditions and their values. The number of theoretical possible 

classes is the product of all alternatives of each conditional attribute. There are 2*3*3*2*2*3*2 

= 432 possible combinations. All illogical combinations which do not lead to an OD pair can 

be omitted.

Table 6.10: Conditions and Possible Values for Transfer Journeys

Condition Possible values of the conditions
Day - d (Same Day = I, Following Day = 2)

Route of A/D - w t \ (Same Route = /, Substitute Route = 2, Different Route = 3)
Route of B/C - w t2 (Same Route = I, Substitute Route = 2, Different Route = 3)

Direction of A/D - ct\ (Different Direction = 1, Same Direction = 2)
Direction of B/C - c t 2 (Different Direction = 1, Same Direction = 2)

Repeated - / (Same Day = 1, Period o f Ticket Duration = 2, Not Repeated = 3)
Order - 0 (Consecutive = 1, Non-consecutive = 2)

The following elimination rules apply for transfer journeys leaving a total of 24 possible 

remaining combinations;

1. IF Dir (A/D) = [Same Dir.) THEN Journey ^  {Return Journey} => 216 eliminations;

2. IF Dir (B/C) = {Same Dir.} THEN Journey /  {Return Journey} =» 108 eliminations;

3. IF Day = [Different Day} THEN Journey ^  {Return Journey} => 54 eliminations;

4. IF Route (A/D) = {Diff. Route} THEN Journey 7  ̂ {Return Journey} => 18 eliminations;

5. IF Route (B/C) = {Diff. Route} THEN Journey 7  ̂ {Return Journey} 12 eliminations.

To (1): If the values of the direction attribute of transfer boarding records A and D are the 

same no OD pair can be obtained for this transfer journey.
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To (2): If the values o f the direction attribute o f transfer boarding records B and C are the 

same no OD pair can be obtained for this transfer journey.

To (3): If the two boarding records took place on a different day then no OD pair can be 

obtained for this transfer journey.

To (4): If the values o f the route attribute o f  journey records A and D  are different then no 

OD pair can be obtained.

To (5): If the values o f the route attribute o f journey records B and C are different then no 

OD pair can be obtained.

Table 6.11 summarizes the 24 remaining combinations for transfer journeys after eliminat

ing the mutual exclusive and illogical combinations, the elimination o f redundant conditions 

and the definition o f the different classes for each combination.

6.5.4 Identified Rules
After eliminating all redundancies, contradictions and mutual exclusive alternatives one class 

was assigned to each o f the attribute combinations. The type o f class depends on the com po

sition o f the values o f each attribute. Each class leads to an action and consequently defines 

the strength o f the OD pair extracted by the OD extraction algorithm. Single journey classes 

consist o f classes ys i  to y s n  and transfer journey classes consist o f classes y n  to yT2 4 -

The rule base R  consists o f  rules r̂ . Each classification rule can be expressed as

r* : {Condit iori i)  — >

The left hand side o f the rule is known as precondition or rule antecedent which contains a 

conjunction o f attribute tests such as

Condi tiorii  = ((>li op Vi) A (A 2 op V2 ) A ... {Ak op Vk)),

where (Aj  op Vi) is an attribute-value pair and op defines the logical operator. The rule 

consequent represents the right hand side o f the rule which contains the inferred class y*. For 

example,

(.ds = ’sam e’ / \ w s  = ’sam e’ A cs = ’diff.’ A f s  = ’sam e’ A og = ’consecutive’) — > ysi-

Tables 6.9 and 6.11 show all rules r and their corresponding classes y. Throughout the OD 

algorithm all 32 identified rules are checked for each potential OD pair records.
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Table 6.11: Final Rule Base for Transfer Journeys

Rule Day dr w t2 ct’I cx‘2 Repeated / Order o Class yi
rri Same Same Same Different Different Same Day Consecutive T1
rx2 Same Same Same Different Different Same Day Non-consecutive T2
rT3 Same Same Same Different Different Period of ticket Consecutive T3
r n Same Same Same Different Different Period o f ticket Non-consecutive T4
rrs Same Same Same Different Different Not repeated Consecutive T5
t t g Same Same Same Different Different Not repeated Non-consecutive T6
1"T7 Same Sub Same Different Different Same Day Consecutive T7
r r s Same Sub Same Different Different Same Day Non-consecutive T8
TT 9 Same Sub Same Different Different Period of ticket Consecutive T9

f T l O Same Sub Same Different Different Period o f ticket Non-consecutive TIO
Tt i i Same Sub Same Different Different Not repeated Consecutive T il
rri2 Same Sub Same Different Different Not repeated Non-consecutive T12
r T i 3 Same Same Sub Different Different Same Day Consecutive T13
rri4 Same Same Sub Different Different Same Day Non-consecutive T14
r r i 5 Same Same Sub Different Different Period of ticket Consecutive T15
fT16 Same Same Sub Different Different Period of ticket Non-consecutive T16
t t u Same Same Sub Different Different N ot repeated Consecutive T17
rris Same Same Sub Different D ifferent Not repeated Non-consecutive T18
?"T19 Same Sub Sub Different D ifferent Same Day Consecutive T19
TT20 Same Sub Sub Different D ifferent Same Day Non-consecutive T20
T T 2 \ Same Sub Sub Different D ifferent Period o f ticket Consecutive T21
Vt 22 Same Sub Sub Different Different Period o f ticket Non-consecutive T22
r T 2 3 Same Sub Sub Different Different Not repeated Consecutive T23
TT 24 Same Sub Sub Different Different Not repeated Non-consecutive T24

The information to which class a passenger boarding pair belongs will be carried forward 

and also added to the existing database. It will be valuable during the analysis of the results. 

The classes introduced above only focus on an individual OD pair. However, it would also be 

useful to analyse all OD pairs per individual passenger. This second stage of the OD extraction 

algorithm will be demonstrated in Section 6.7.

6.6 The Initial OD Algorithm
This section outlines how the algorithm functions. Appendix C shows all procedural diagrams 

of the algorithm in greater detail.

We define

B = {y},  (6 .6 . 1)

to be the set of all boarding records with defining boarding records for passenger j .  We 

further define to be:

^  =  {blJ, (6 .6 .2)

where is the ith boarding record with day d, route w, direction c and journey type v.
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All boarding records B  are ordered in ascending order of passenger j ,  date d  and time t. 

There is no relationship between individual passengers when inferring OD pairs and therefore 

the algorithm only considers the boarding records of each individual passenger . S  and T  

stand for single journey and transfer journey respectively. The variables / ,  o, r  and y  are 

defined in Table 6.11. The following pseudo code of the algorithm outlines its structure.

For each file b in B  
For each passenger j  in file b

For each boarding record i in b̂

IF b’''{v) -  Single Journey Then

k  = i + I

For each boarding where k > i and = Single Journey

Compare Date bPg (d) and b’g (d)

Compare Routes b^'-(w) and b ’̂̂ {w)

Compare Direction ^*(c) and b^'^(c)

Compare Repeat V^{f )  and b^’̂ i f)  in b>

Compare Order and

Check rules r in Rule Base R s  
IF rule found THEN 

Output OD pair and class ys  
break 

END 
END

Elseif b^^{v) -  Transfer Journey Then

k = i + 1
IF = Transfer Journey Then

I = k + l
For each boarding V''

IF b>''{v) -  Transfer Journey Then 

m  = I + 1 
IF b^^{v) = Transfer Journey Then

Compare Date b^^{d) and b^^{d)

Compare Routes and W ^{w)

Compare Direction h!^{c) and 6 ^ (c )

Compare Date W^{d) and Wj,{d)

Compare Routes bi^{w) and 

Compare Direction U^{c) and ^ ( c )

Compare Repeat , b^ri f)  and 6 ^ ( /)  in b̂

Compare Order bi^{o), hi^{o) , hi^{o) and bij^{o)
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Check rules r  in Rule Base R t  

IF rule found THEN 

Output OD pair and class yr  

break 
END 

END 
END 

END 
END 

END
END

END
END

END

O f particular importance is the fact that only one rule at most can match the result of the 

comparison as the rules are mutually exclusive. Therefore only one rule can be triggered to 

identify and classify the OD pair. It is therefore not a fuzzy algorithm.

The initial algorithm does not incorporate already identified OD pairs and therefore focuses 

on two (single journeys) or four (transfer journeys) passenger boarding records only. This 

is a limitation in itself as surely the overall recorded passenger behaviour over the validity 

period of the ticket contains further information that could lead to a higher and more accurate 

identification of OD pairs. A second stage algorithm was therefore developed to take advantage 

of recurring patterns of passengers’ boarding records. This addition to the first iteration of the 

OD extraction algorithm is explained in the following section.

6.7 Extended OD Extraction Algorithm 
6.7.1 Introduction
Knowing the information detailed in the previous section and having the boarding patterns 

of all passengers facilitates an analysis with regard to the performance of the OD extraction 

algorithm. As the aim was to extract the initial OD set with the least amount of assumptions 

the algorithm may extract more OD pairs when introducing new assumptions. This section will 

analyse entire individual passengers’ boardings and OD record data (from the first iteration) in 

order to determine areas of improvements. It could be argued that there is travel information 

and knowledge in the entire boarding records of each passenger which will be further explored 

in this section.
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This extension of the first iteration of the OD extraction algorithm uses a merged dataset 

consisting of boarding records that led to OD pairs and boarding records that did not lead to OD 

pairs. The aim is to determine why the algorithm could not infer more OD pairs and ultimately 

what assumptions could be employed to achieve a greater OD extraction ratio.

Throughout October 1999 323,652 different passenger tickets were identified. These tickets 

recorded almost 2.3 million unlinked trips. The journey pattern of 109,846 tickets identified an 

odd number of boarding records. Considering that the algorithm requires at least two boarding 

records (even number) to form an OD pair this immediately results in 109,846 trips that cannot 

be assigned a final destination unless new rules can be formed. The following sections discuss 

potential rules to improve the OD extraction ratio.

6.7.2 One Boarding Record per Ticket
The boarding records showed that 58,572 individual tickets recorded only one journey which 

makes it impossible to assign a final destination to the record. 21,175 of these tickets are 1- 

Joumey tickets. No reasonable assumption would allow one to infer the passenger’s destination 

at trip level.

There is anecdotal evidence in London that working OAPs who got a travel pass, which is 

only valid after the morning peak, use a single ticket to get to work during the morning peak 

period. For the return journey the travel pass is used.

Therefore it is only possible to improve the algorithm for tickets that recorded more than 

one boarding record throughout the validity period of the ticket. Networks that allow the re

charging of cards (such as smart cards) will often eliminate tickets with such a low utilisation 

rate and therefore improve the potential OD extraction ratio. Rechargeable smartcards such 

as the PAYG Oyster cards have the effect that these once off boardings on a ticket are greatly 

reduced.

6.7.3 Two Boarding Records per Ticket
162,087 individual tickets recorded only two unlinked trips which makes it difficult to assign a 

single OD pair as there is no re-occurring pattern. 57,081 OD pairs were recorded on tickets that 

consisted of two unlinked trips. Transfer journey (linked trip) records could not be used to define 

an OD pair as 4 boardings are necessary. The question arises as to which further assumption 

would improve the OD extraction ratio. When analysing the two boarding records detailed in 

Table 6.12 and Table 6.13 it becomes apparent that the algorithm would have assigned an OD
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pair if, and only if, both boardings took place on the same day. The two single journeys were 

carried out on the same route and in different directions. The boarding location is also different. 

Therefore if the date had been the same the algorithm would have inferred an OD pair. A 

possible assumption could therefore be that in the case of two identical passenger boardings the 

date can be ignored for the second iteration of the OD extraction algorithm.

Table 6.12: Ticket with only Two Boarding Records - Example 1

ID Ticket Type Ticket ID Journey TVpe Date Stage Time Route Direction
5255468 310 84 1 13/10/99 75 9:24 90 1
5729410 310 84 1 18/10/99 25 18:55 90 0

Table 6.13: Ticket with only Two Boarding Records - Example 2

ID Ticket Type Ticket ID Journey Type Date Stage Time Route Direction
4342062 310 8093 1 01/10/99 92 19:09 102 0
4454787 310 8093 1 04/10/99 00 9:00 102 1

When implementing this algorithm two more classes were added to the single categories. 

Class ysi3 represents all cases where the new assumption was implemented and the route ID 

was the same. Class ysu  represents all cases where the route number was not the same for the 

two boardings but the routes were substitutional.

This second iteration of the main algorithm with the new assumption resulted in the follow

ing aggregated numbers of OD pairs:

•  Class ysi3 resulted in an additional 4,551 cases. This is equivalent to approximately 

0.61% of all single journeys that were assigned a destination following the above stated 

assumption;

•  Class ysu  resulted in an additional 4,150 cases. This is equivalent to approximately 

0.57% of all single journeys that were assigned a destination.

The new assumption could successfully be applied for 8,701 of these tickets. Furthermore, 

95% of identified OD pairs (classes ys\a and ysu)  were journeys recorded with a two journey 

ticket. The new assumption states that the date of the boardings can be neglected when only 

two boardings were recorded on any particular ticket. This could theoretically be extended to 

tickets with more than two boardings. It is however believed that there is not enough evidence 

when analysing various passenger travel records to enforce this assumption. It will therefore 

not be applied to tickets that recorded more than two boardings throughout their life span.
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Table 6.14: Weekly Ticket with several Boarding Records

1 4473196 410 172937 04/10/99 63 6:53 15B 1
2 4463509 410 172937 04/10/99 12 19:59 29A 1
3 3 4555819 410 172937 05/10/99 63 12:22 15B 1
4 3 4603352 410 172937 05/10/99 25 22:55 15B 0
5 4684476 410 172937 06/10/99 26 17:21 15 0
6 5 4830990 410 172937 07/10/99 64 12:51 15 1
7 5 4805009 410 172937 07/10/99 25 23:22 15 0
8 4913715 410 172937 08/10/99 63 16:58 15B 1
9 3 4979149 410 172937 09/10/99 63 8:02 15B 1
10 3 4974921 410 172937 09/10/99 25 20:44 15B 0

6.7.4 Three or more Boarding Records per Ticket
It becomes more interesting when considering tickets that consist of more than 2 validations 

throughout their life span. An emerging pattern can often be identified for those tickets that have 

several identified OD pairs. The following discussion will outline what further assumptions 

could improve the OD extraction algorithm.

Analysing the records of a weekly adult ticket in Table 6.14 highlights the problems that 

exist when not using further assumptions. In this case the destination could only be identified 

for the record pairs 3 and 4, 6 and 7, and 9 and 10. A destination for each of the remaining 

records was not possible to determine as no boarding record of the return journey exists.

Record 1 of Table 6.14 for example is exactly the same as record 3 apart from the date the 

boarding was recorded. The same applies to records 5/7 and 8/9. It could be assumed that 

in these cases the passenger carried out the exact same journey without, for whatever reason, 

boarding a bus for the return journey. Following this assumption it would be possible to infer 

more passenger destinations. It is however unclear how to proceed when the destination of these 

similar boarding records were inferred differently. In the case of the passenger data of Table 6.14 

it is not a problem as the records 3 and 9 were inferred with the same destination. Additionally, 

records 4 and 10 have identical boarding locations. If, however, the boarding locations of the 

second boarding of an OD pair vary then the assumption weakens. The algorithm may allow 

a certain amount of leeway with regard to the boarding location. For example it could be 

argued that differences such as two to three bus stages in either direction are acceptable. In 

summary the following assumption may improve the OD pair extraction ratio: All records that 

were not identified as part of an OD pair and therefore have no inferred destination and which
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are identical (apart from the date of recording) with boarding records of which the location of 

alighting is known may be assigned with the same destination as of the already inferred OD pair. 

When multiple possibilities with varying destinations exist the boarding time may be considered 

to decide the most similar pair.

Applying this assumption to the records presented in Table 6.14 would have the following 

impact:

•  Boarding record 1 is identical to records 3 and 9. Both of these records have the same 

location of alighting which is bus stage 25 on route 15B. This is therefore also the inferred 

location of record 1;

•  Boarding record 2 is not identical to any of the remaining records and can therefore not 

be assigned a destination;

• Boarding record 5 is identical to record 7. The original OD extraction algorithm assigned 

the location of alighting as bus stage 64 on route 15. This is therefore also the inferred 

location of record 5;

•  Boarding record 8 is identical to records 3 and 9. Both of these records have the same 

location of alighting which is bus stage 25 on route 15B. This is therefore also the inferred 

location of record 8.

Using the new assumption it would be possible to assign three new locations of alightings 

to the presented records 1, 5 and 8. (see Table 6.14). When implementing this new assumption 

two more classes were added to the single categories. Class ysis represents all cases where 

the new assumption was implemented and the route ID was the same. Class ysie represents 

all cases where the route number was not the same for the two boardings but the routes were 

substitutional.

The extended algorithm assigned a destination to 138,519 records. It is important to note 

that in these two cases the destination was inferred without having recorded a return journey and 

therefore it cannot be considered as an OD pair but simply as a record of which the destination 

is known. This new assumption inferred the destination of 9.2% of all single journeys. 51,219 

single journey destinations were assigned to class ysi5 where the two routes had to be the same. 

The remainder of 87,300 were assigned to class ysie where the route ID’s of the single journey 

records were substitutional.

An analysis with the aim to identify a pattern when exactly passengers do not travel back to 

their origin was carried out on two class groups (classes 1-14 and 15-16). The analysis showed 

that mostly the days in mid week (Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday) were the days when 

passengers tended to make more return journeys which was as expected. The number of return 

journeys was 5 times lower on Saturday and Sunday than it was during days midweek.
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The second analysis based on the results obtained by implementing the new assumption fo

cused on the actual time when passengers boarded the bus. This analysis compared the boarding 

time o f the cases 15-16 with the boarding time of all single journeys. The aim was to identify a 

change in passenger behaviour. However, no emerging patterns could be identified.

6.7.5 Summary of Algorithm Improvements
Two new assumptions have been added to improve the algorithm. The first assumption states 

that when a ticket only consists of two boarding records recorded then the date can be ignored 

for the second iteration of the OD extraction algorithm. The second assumption states that all 

records that were not identified as part of an OD pair and therefore have no inferred destination 

and which are identical (apart from the date of recording) with boarding records of which the 

location of alighting is known may be assigned with the same destination as of the already 

inferred OD pair. The two new assumptions have contributed considerably to the overall ratio 

of identified OD pairs. Although the two new additions are not as strong as the main assumption 

evidence suggests that they are correct. Unfortunately it is not possible to verify them in their 

entirety.

This extended algorithm works in particular well for weekly and monthly tickets where an 

improvement of OD estimation of up to 37% could be achieved. There is considerable less 

improvement for limited journey tickets.

In summary it can be concluded that the two new assumptions improved the main algorithm 

and also showed that assumptions do not necessarily have to be based on the main dataset but 

can be based on result sets too.

6.8 Algorithm Innovations
This section focuses on the differences of the proposed algorithm in comparison to existing 

algorithms.

One of the main innovations is that the main assumption is not based entirely on trip chain

ing but on the actual entire boarding record o f the return journey. Trip chaining would result in 

many errors as shown in Section 6.2.2 for Dublin’s bus network. None of the existing algorithm 

actually did any analysis on the trip chaining assumption directly. It becomes clear when com

paring existing literature that there are fundamental differences in metro and bus networks when 

inferring OD pairs at trip level. The complexity of bus networks (more stops/stages) and the 

offered number routes mainly contribute to this difference. Furthermore the proposed algorithm 

directly incorporates route and direction attribute values which is only done to some extent by 

Trepanier et al. (2007a). All but the proposed algorithm infer the location entirely based the
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following journey disregarding any details of that journey other than the date. This is done by 

assuming that (1) public transport passengers do not use private transportation (car, motorbike, 

bicycle, etc.) between trip segments, (2) no passenger walks a long distance in order to board at 

a different station to the one he/she alighted and (3) the last trip of the day ends where the first 

trip of the day was recorded (Wilson et al., 2005). The Dublin Bus EFC data indicate and pro

vide evidence that these assumptions cannot be applied in their entirety to all boarding records. 

More reasoning needs to be applied to make each decision of the OD pair based on the attribute 

values of the journeys belonging to this OD pair. This is done by identifying and implementing 

the rule base.

Routes, direction and journey type (single or transfer) do not come into consideration for 

all metro based approaches. This is a clear advantage of bus EFC systems as these attributes 

are mostly recorded and can therefore be incorporated in the method of inferring destinations 

at trip level. As mentioned throughout this chapter all rules of the first iteration of the OD 

extraction algorithm incorporate route, direction and journey type. Therefore the more attributes 

are integrated when inferring destinations the more informed can the decision of destination can 

be made.

The proposed algorithm uses a second iteration to further infer OD pairs by analysing the 

inferred OD pairs (first iteration) with non-inferred boarding records. This is done by comparing 

the attribute values of non identified OD pairs with similar attribute combinations of inferred 

OD pairs. Only Trepanier et al. (2007a) does this to some extent.

All OD pairs are attributed to one of 36 classes (first iteration) and an additional 4 classes 

(second iteration) which all in turn can be used to analyse the strength of the inferred OD pair. 

Furthermore, the approach of rule based reasoning is advantageous when new rules need to be 

implemented as these can easily be added to the rule base without, in general, changing the 

inference engine.

Substitutional routes were solely considered by the proposed algorithm and were automati

cally identified and also used when inferring OD pairs. This is not applicable to existing other 

OD extraction algorithms as the trip chaining assumption is applied. The substitutional identi

fication algorithm is novel and unique in its reasoning.

The proposed algorithm is the only one that makes a difference between single and trans

fer journeys. Transfer journeys have different characteristics and therefore need to be treated 

separately. This is done by determining different rules as outlined throughout this chapter.

The algorithm assigns a different class to inferred OD pairs when they occur repeatedly. 

This added information attribute contributes to the representativeness of OD pairs as OD pairs 

that occurred more frequenUy throughout the validity period of the analysed ticket are clearly
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Stronger. This can further be used when analysing the validity of the OD extraction algorithm.

Essentially when not using the trip chaining assumption the necessary algorithm to infer OD 

pairs becomes more complicated as simply not every second journey’s boarding location was the 

location of alighting o f the previous journey. One of the biggest problems is to actually validate 

the inferred results of the algorithm. Barry et al. (2002) validated the results using aggregated 

cordon count data which makes it difficult to exactly verify their proposed algorithm. Trepanier 

et al. (2(K)7a) do not mention any validation method for their results. The proposed algorithm 

was validated using several different approaches which all can be found in Section 6.11. This 

includes the first validation of OD estimation using historical EFC data on trip level. This was 

achieved by collecting data specifically for the validation of this algorithm.

6.9 Algorithm Output
Depending on the type of analysis different formats of output files can be chosen. However, the 

most versatile option is to store the OD pairs in the database. All records that are stored in the 

database can be outputted in various formats according to the requirements of the analysis. The 

following information attributes are stored:

6.9.1 Single Journeys

•  Unique OD record ID;

•  Class number associated with the OD 

pair;

•  Ticket type;

•  Ticket ID (Identifies individual passen

ger) ;

•  Journey type (Single or T ransfer);

•  Date of the two boardings ;

•  Boarding record ID of first boarding ;

•  Bus stop ID of first boarding ;

•  Time of boarding of first boarding ;

•  Route ID of first boarding ;

•  Direction of first boarding ;

•  Coarse zone of first boarding ;

•  Area description o f first boarding ;

•  Boarding record ID of second boarding ;

•  Bus stop ID of second boarding ;

•  Time of boarding of second boarding ;

•  Route ID of second boarding ;

•  Direction of second boarding ;

•  Coarse zone of second boarding ;

•  Area description of second boarding ;

•  Number of repeated similar OD records 

found.
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6.9.2 Transfer Journeys
The 4 boarding records needed to form a return transfer journey are encoded with A & B for 

the transfer in one direction and C & D for the transfer journey in the opposite direction.

•  Unique OD record ID ;

•  Class number associated with the OD 

p a ir ;

•  Ticket type ;

•  Ticket ID (Identifies individual passen

ger) ;

•  Journey type (Single of T ransfer);

•  Date of the boarding records ;

•  Boarding record ID of boarding A, B, C, 

and D;

• Bus stop ID of boarding A, B, C, and D;

• Time of boarding of boarding A, B, C, 

and D;

•  Route ID of boarding A, B, C, and D;

•  Direction of boarding A, B, C, and D;

•  Coarse zone of boarding A, B, C, and D;

•  Area description of boarding A, B, C, 

and D;

•  Number of repeated similar OD records 

found.

Having these data elements available it is now possible to commence further analysis as 

each record defines an OD pair. The analysis of the generated OD pairs will be presented in 

Chapter 7.

6.10 Testing of the Code and Performance of the Algorithm
This section briefly describes the testing methodology that was applied to test whether the code 

is working as it was intended. This simply included a number of tests that determine whether 

all OD pairs are identified using the code of the OD extraction algorithm.

Initially a synthetic dataset was created of which the OD pairs were known in advance 

simply by manually applying the assumption that the destination of the return journey was the 

destination of the first journey. The synthetic dataset consisted of 500 boarding records that 

represented all possible cases (possible and impossible). The following scenarios were tested:

•  At least one of each of the 12 + 4 single journey classes;

•  At least one of each of the 24 transfer journey classes;

• Several single journeys that consisted of the same return journey so the ‘Repeat’ attribute 

could be tested;

• Several transfer journeys that consisted o f the same return journey so the ‘Repeat’ at

tribute could be tested;

• Consecutive and non-consecutive boarding records that led to an OD pair;

• Boarding records that used substitutional routes to build an OD pair;
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•  Boarding records that were not part of an OD pair;

•  At least one of all non-valid class types that were initially eliminated.

The results obtained of the algorithm were then manually compared with the previously 

known outcome. It was possible to conclude that the algorithm is working in accordance with 

the implemented rules and the main assumptions.

The processing time of the current algorithm mainly dependents on the total number of pas

senger records and the total boardings recorded of each passenger ticket. The more boardings 

belong to a ticket the longer the algorithm takes to process the data. The process speed can be 

increased by using multiple PCs, each using a different data set (Single program multiple data 

paradigm).

The above statements are based for execution of the method on the same PC.

6.11 Validation of the Results
The dataset has no exit validation Information of any of the records and it was therefore difficult 

to validate the OD pairs at trip level in order to know whether they in fact occurred or not. 

This section reports on the attempts to validate the algorithm using different reasoning and data 

sources. This includes the employment survey the DTO carried out in 2001, followed by a 

simple random sample. Then the analysis of repeated OD pairs will be further investigated to 

see whether any patterns emerge that could be used to strengthen the validity of the OD results. 

Finally, a small travel diary study was implemented to collect some data which were then used 

to validate the OD extraction algorithm.

6.11.1 Survey Results
The DTO survey recorded a total of 64,456 valid responses of which 10,990 were public trans

port users who provided details about their travel pattern. A total of 83% made a return journey 

also using a bus as their public transport mode. The remainder use cars, walk or use other forms 

o f transport. A large amount of passengers (96%) of these 83% made no detour throughout their 

morning journey. This slightly decreases for the evening journey where 82% made no detour. 

Furthermore, 91.2% of bus passengers travelled with Dublin Bus.

The first validation using the survey data focuses on the time difference of the two journeys 

(morning and evening) under the premise that these should be similar on an aggregate level. 

Figure 6.8 shows two histograms representing the results obtained from both analyses. Con

sidering that the DTO survey was aimed at employees only the peak section from 400 to 900 

minutes time difference should be analysed in greater detail. This would represent part-time and
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full-time employee journeys. Within this interval the extracted journey times and their relative 

frequencies are very similar.
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Figure 6.8: Time Difference of Journeys

The mean and standard deviation resulting of the OD algorithm sample are 435 and 220 

respectively (N=537,705. The survey data resulted in a mean of 534 with a standard deviation 

of 145 (N= 10,990). Figure 6.8a clearly shows the much higher frequencies of journey lengths 

in the lower region. A followup analysis ignored journey lengths below 400 and above 900 for 

both samples (N=288,081 for the OD algorithm and N=9,759 for the DTO survey sample). This 

lead to a mean of 585 with a standard deviation o f 102 for the OD algorithm sample and a mean 

of 573 with a standard deviation of 73 for the survey sample. Although a weak indication but it 

could be argued that the similar means of both samples provide evidence that the two samples 

originate from a similar distribution.

A stronger statistical analysis followed using OD matrices from both data sources. This 

second validation method compares relative frequencies of OD pairs obtained from the algo

rithm and the survey database. If the relative frequencies of OD pairs from both datasets are 

similar then it could be argued that the OD algorithm works correctly with regard to obtaining 

the correct OD locations.

Two OD matrices were compiled; one from each dataset. The sample sizes of OD algorithm 

and survey data are different which lead to the use of relative frequencies instead of number 

of journeys by OD pair. Figure 6.9 shows two 3-dimensional bar charts displaying the relative
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OD frequencies of the OD algorithm and survey data. The most noticeable difference are the 

journeys originating from the city centre (Zone 1). The increased number of such journeys in 

the data set coming from the OD algorithm could be explained by the different focus the data 

were collected for. The survey clearly targeted employees who travel to and from work whereas 

the OD algorithm dataset also incorporates social journeys as well as non-work journeys.

(a) O D Algorithm  Data (b) Survey Data

Figure 6.9: 3-D Bar Charts of OD Pairs

Initial statistical test showed a correlation of OD pairs of the two datasets when comparing 

the relative frequencies. This can be seen when plotting the relative frequencies onto a scatter 

graph with a linear line fitted (slope = 0.937)(see Figure 6.10a). Furthermore a 95% confidence 

interval was fitted onto the graph. The linear correlation of the data has an adjusted B? of 0.756 

with a standard error of 0.005. Figure 6 .10a clearly shows a pattern of increasing variances at the 

lower region o f the graph. A weighted least squares analysis where the weights used were the 

inverse variances did not remove this pattern. When removing all less significant OD pair results 

by applying a cut-off value of 0.002 to all relative frequencies the pattern could be removed 

which is shown in Figure 6.10b. This scatter plot also shows the 95% confidence interval as 

well as a linear fitted line with slope = 0.933. The adjusted R'^ =  0.703 with a standard error 

of 0.006. Figure 6.10c shows the scatter graph where log{rel .freq.)  — log{l  — rel . f req .)  was 

applied to each relative frequency.
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Figure 6.10: Correlation Analysis of OD Matrices

The model and the data show that the survey data has a more complete OD matrix than the 

OD algorithm. The survey data OD matrix has only 80 OD combinations where no passen

ger travelled to and from compared to 153 in the OD algorithm matrix (out of a total of 324 

combinations). This may indicate that the OD algorithm does not identify more complex jour

neys where passengers have to board more than two buses to get to their final destination. It 

could also indicate small errors with regard to the manual assignment of stage locations. With 

geographic coordinates this would be eliminated entirely.

In summary it could be concludcd that there is visual and statistical evidence that the two 

OD matrices are similar.

6.11.2 Validation Using a Simple Random Sample
A weaker form of validation is a simple random sample of passengers to analyse their recorded 

travel data. The aim of this study was to analyse randomly selected travel records of a number
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of passengers to see whether the OD pairs could be correct and whether any other reasoning can 

be applied to provide evidence that the OD algorithm extracted the correct OD information or, 

on the other hand, why it did not identify the OD pair.

This validation method analysed 883 passenger records belonging to 100 randomly selected 

tickets. This random subset was then checked for false positives and negatives. A total of 190 

OD pairs could be extracted of which 28 were transfer journeys. The algorithm failed to assign 

a destination to the remaining 435 boarding records. The following could be extracted:

• 4 single OD pairs may have been wrongly identified due to wrong substitutional route 

assignment;

•  2 transfer OD pairs were wrongly assigned a destination due to lack of substitutional route 

knowledge;

• 3 single OD pairs were missed to be identified due to wrong assignment of a transfer 

journey;

• 2 transfer pairs were missed to be identified due to wrong assignment of a transfer jour

ney;

• 85 boarding records were the only journey carried out on the day and were not similar to 

any of the identified OD pairs;

• 41 boarding records were the only record assigned to the ticket;

•  124 boarding records could not be assigned a destination as the directional attribute indi

cated that the only two journeys made that day were taken into the same direction.

• 6 OD pairs could have been assigned if combinations of single and transfer journeys were 

considered by the algorithm;

• 124 transfer journey records did not have a matching return transfer journey;

• It was not possible to classify the remaining unassigned 43 records.

The following performance measures can be calculated:

number o f  OD iden tif ied
recall = -^ ---------------  (6.11.1)

number o j true OD pm rs in  dataset

and
, , number o f  true OD identi fied

precision = ------ ;---------------   ;-— - (6.11.2)
number o f  OD pairs iden tif ied

The higher the values for recall and precision the better the performance of the algorithm. Con

sidering a split between transfer and single journey then approximately 357 OD pairs are con

tained in the sample. Therefore recall =  =  0.52 and precision  =  yfg =  0.968 As the aim

of the algorithm was to achieve a high precision rate by note introducing too many assumptions 

this result is very good. Furthermore, the algorithm successfully extracts simple trip chains
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but has problems with complex trip chains where the passenger carries out a multi-purpose trip 

chain.

Although this method was a somewhat weaker form of validation it still highlights the weak

nesses and strengths of the algorithm. In particular, the algorithm fails when passengers made 

a single journey to reach their destination in one direction and then replace this single journey 

by a transfer journey to make the return to their origin.

6.11.3 Repeated OD Pairs
Repeated OD pairs indicate a strong representativeness as the return journey is obviously part 

of a passenger’s routine. It could be argued that the more often a journey is repeated the higher 

the probability is that the inferred OD destination is in fact correct. The algorithm counted how 

often each OD pair was repeated and included the variable as part of the output information. Ta

ble 6.15 shows the cross-tabulation of the various cases and the number of recorded repeats for 

single journeys. The values of Table 6.15 are represented in aggregated format (in increments 

of 5).

It could be argued that more repeatedly identified OD pairs show that the OD extraction 

algorithm functions well. For example was it possible to determine, when analysing weekly 

adult and student tickets, that the algorithm identified 15% of OD pairs as repeated OD pairs.

Table 6.15: Summarised Table of Repeated OD Pairs for Single Journeys

Repeated OD Pairs
0 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 >36 Total

1 16,997 6,194 2,063 1,316 699 496 261 154 28,180
2 1,144 386 144 92 56 33 23 32 1,910
3 67,226 1,4317 5,909 2,432 912 499 116 38 91,449
4 5,988 1,440 555 261 107 52 31 14 8,448

R 5 64,118 64,118
U
Q 6 3,015 3,015
O 7 2,401 664 164 89 37 16 7 10 3,388

8 202 57 13 9 3 1 1 0 286
9 52,395 7,070 2,204 461 137 49 11 5 62,332
10 6,537 881 281 75 28 9 8 5 7,824
11 66,739 66,739
12 6,779 6,779

140,651 152,890 31,009 11,333 4,735 1,979 1,155 458 258 344,468

Furthermore there is a pattern with regard to the number of repeats per week day. It could 

be argued that passenger’s carry out repeated journeys during the week but break out of this 

routine at weekends. A total of almost 50% of journey OD pairs were not repeated at Saturday 

and Sunday compared to 36% on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.
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6.11.4 Travel Diary Study
The lack of a results set to the main recorded EFC dataset is certainly one of the main prohibitors 

with regard to proving the validity of the algorithm and its inferred results. It was therefore 

decided to collect some public transport data in a small scale travel diary study where 40 people 

(4 adults and 36 students) agreed to participate. The aim was to get approximately 384 records 

as this is the required sample size for a study with a 5% sampling error and a 95% confidence 

interval.

The importance of this study was communicated and daily reminder emails were sent to 

all participants. Furthermore a brief outline how to record the data and to what detail was 

provided. The participants recorded their travel data daily via a purposely developed web site 

where each o f the participants had a unique user account. The web site was designed with the 

minimisation of entry errors in mind. This included a check that the date entered was within 

the 7 day test period but not in the future, the route was an existing route and the time was 

in a valid format. Additionally they were given a log book to record each journey detail as it 

occurred. After logging on to the web site account the user could enter date, time, route, origin, 

and destination. The system also recorded the entry date and the order of entry automatically 

without the knowledge of the participants. The direction as well as boarding stage was added 

manually (using a map) to each of the recorded journeys after the survey finished. Already 

entered journeys were visible to the participant. A pilot study was used to test the web site.

The aim of this study was to obtain a dataset which is as realistic as possible and of which the 

destination of each record is known. It was then possible to run the algorithm on the small set 

of recorded data and in turn produce OD pairs which could then be compared to the destination 

provided by the participants.

A total of 327 records were created by 27 participants. After checking the data records 

individually and adding bus stage encoding the location of the origin and destination in terms 

of area description and coarse zone was determined. Following this data preparation stage the 

transfer journey algorithm was applied followed by the OD extraction algorithm. The following 

results were obtained:

The algorithm inferred a destination to 172 records with a total of 12 transfer journeys and 

62 single journey OD pairs. The wrong stage was inferred to 8 single journey OD pairs. The 

error was small and only inferred 1-3 stages (100-400 meters) away from the actual destination. 

This was mainly due to walking parts of the distance either because no service was available at 

the time or due to a different initial purpose such as a short visit at a convenience store. This 

did not occur to any of the transfer OD pairs. Furthermore, a wrong destination was assigned 

to 4 single journeys. Once the assumption that leads to class yie caused this inference error and 

three times a wrong substitutional route combination lead to the misinterpretation. One of the
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transfer OD pairs was incorrectly inferred due to an incorrect substitutional route. This could 

have been avoided using geographic coordinates while inferring substitutional routes. None of 

the single OD pairs were entirely wrong identified. Five participants only recorded one journey 

over the entire test period and no further estimation of the destination was possible. A total of 

58 journeys were made in one direction only. Out of these 58 journeys, 48 were made in the 

evening going to a suburban centre or the city centre. As no return journey was recorded it 

was not possible to find a simple trip chain to infer the destination. A total of 75 records could 

not be inferred with a destination as no return journey matched with the same or substitutional 

route. The remaining 17 boarding records seemed to have been part of a complex trip chain 

where 3 boarding records were carried out. As earlier identified, these complex trip chains are 

impossible to be identified using the proposed algorithm. The algorithm by, for example, Barry 

et al. (2002) or Zhao et al. (2007) would infer these much better. One conclusion, which will 

be followed up later on, could well be that a combination of the proposed algorithm with one of 

the earlier introduced methods may extract a better OD estimation result.

Equations 6.11.1 and 6.11.2 are used to calculate the performance measures recall and pre

cision. The measure for recall =  =  0.53 with a precision  =  =  0.93. This precison

value is correct when small error such as wrong identification by a couple of stages is ignored. 

Otherwise precision  =  fH =  0.84. These results are similar to the simple random sample 

validation above. The precision value is high which was as expected due to the initial direction 

to concentrate on the identification of simple trip chains. It would be interesting to see how the 

algorithm performs with less dated EFC data. White (2008) states that 80% of trips consist of 

simple trip chains. It is therefore expected that when the utilisation of magnetic/smart cards is 

higher that the recall value is also higher.

6.11.5 Validation Based on the OD Results
It could be argued that the results themselves could prove the validity of the algorithm by 

analysing some performance measures or key aspects. The following are two such analyses 

where once the time difference in hours between the first journey and the second (return) jour

ney is calculated. This is followed by a brief section that explores the distribution of boarding 

times of first and second journeys.

Figure 6.11 also shows the distribution of time differences between two boardings. The 

results are broken down by the categories child, student and adult. The vertical axis shows 

the percentage of each category. The most obvious finding from this analysis is that the time 

difference between both boarding records carried out by children is between 7 and 9 hours the 

highest. Students have an almost even distribution between 3 and 10 hours whereas adults have 

a small peak at hour 3 and hour 10.
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Figure 6.11: Time Difference between OD Pair Boarding Records by User Category
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Figure 6.12: Boarding Time Distribution o f First and Second Boarding Time Records

Figure 6.12 shows the distribution o f boarding times for both first and second boarding 

time o f each OD pair. Therefore the total frequency o f each line is the same. There is a steep 

continuous increase o f boardings between 6.30 a.m. and 8.10 a.m.. The distribution o f the 

second boarding times is not as defined and stretches from 2.30 p.m. to 6.30 p.m..

Section 6.12 focuses on the lim itations and boundaries o f the algorithm and its assumptions 

in greater detail. Furthermore, it outlines several scenarios where the algorithm would fail to 

function correctly.
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6.12 Limitations and Boundaries of Data and the Algorithm
A nalysis that is based on assum ptions always has lim itations and boundaries. This section deals 

with identifying these lim itations and boundaries. T his is m ainly done focusing on the data that 

the algorithm  is based on and then the algorithm  itself. It is com m only known that the results 

can only be as good as the data. Therefore even a perfect algorithm  using no assum ptions cannot 

provide true results if the data used by the algorithm  are not correct. In addition it is im portant 

that the necessary data attributes are available.

6.12.1 Main Assumption
The main assum ption o f the algorithm  was thoroughly described and analysed throughout this 

chapter. As m entioned before the aim  o f this project was to create OD pairs that did in fact 

occur. Trip chaining was therefore not applied although it w ould have provided a m uch higher 

OD identification rate. But, the results set w ould not be as representative (see Section 6.2). Each 

added assum ption will take away from  this representativeness o f  the OD inform ation. Even with 

the m ain assum ption used in this project there are several scenarios when the algorithm  actually 

produces the w rong result. For exam ple, it cannot be identified w hether a passenger w alked 

half way tow ards his final destination before boarding a bus and then boarded a bus to h is/her 

final destination in the evening. In this case h is/her final destination w ould be inferred as the 

boarding location o f the m orning. N aturally this scenario could also entail a short w alk in 

the evening before boarding the bus which in turn w ould bias the algorithm ’s estim ation o f  the 

destination o f the journey  in the m orning. It therefore has to be acknow ledged that the prediction 

o f the destination and therefore all follow ing derived attributes such as in-vehicle time, w aiting 

tim e or arrival time m ay not be entirely correct. A nother exam ple where the algorithm  w ould 

fail to infer the OD pair is when the passenger m ade a transfer journey  to get to his/her final 

destination but, for w hatever reasons, m ade the return journey  w ithout transferring. Therefore 

any com bination o f transfer and single journeys w ill not lead to an OD  pair extraction.

6.12.2 Assumption -  Subroutes
The next lim itation is the assum ption im plied w ith regard to the substitutional route identifica

tion. There is a sm all error when classifying alternative routes as m entioned in Section 6.5. This 

sm all error m ay be carried forw ard into the O D  analysis. It w ould be easy to create a scenario  

that disproves the assum ption especially as individual passenger inform ation is not incorporated 

into each OD estim ation using geographic coordinates.

This assum ption m ay have a negative im pact on defining the passenger’s destination when 

the tw o routes w ere in fact not substitutional or w hen the algorithm  failed to define tw o routes 

as substitutional.
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6.12.3 Transfer Journeys
The need to know which boardings were part of a transfer journey was outhned throughout the 

chapter. As the procedure for identifying OD pairs is different for single and transfer journeys 

the correct classification of the two journey types has a direct impact on the OD inference. 

Therefore, wrongly identified (either false positive or false negative) passenger boarding records 

will fail to produce a correct result with regard to the OD inference.

6.12.4 Data Source -  Lack of Data
The data provided from Dublin Bus is a comprehensive dataset with a minimum of record

ing errors caused by the reading device. However some missing data blocks were identified 

throughout the development of the OD estimation algorithm and the analysis stage. The first

problem with the data is that geographic coordinates are not recorded. This means that the time

and location of boarding depends on whether the bus driver keyed in the correct bus stage or 

not (see Section 4.6.1). This is not as much of a problem for the actual estimation of the OD 

information but more for the following analysis stage. There is no need for a bus driver to 

update his/her location on the system if no passenger boards the vehicle. However, this lack 

o f information can cause a problem throughout the calculation of derived attributes such as in- 

vehicle time or passenger arrival time. Geographic coordinates that are stored along with time 

stamps could solve this problem without any interaction of the bus driver. AVL in combination 

with Real Time Passenger Information (RTPI) is implemented on many networks. However, 

the coordinates of the vehicle are generally only stored temporarily. It is therefore advised to 

store records when a bus passes a bus stop. A continuous recording of such information could 

further be used to exactly present the flow and path of the bus including dwell time at the bus 

stop, speed and passenger miles for a network, route or route segment.

The second missing dataset was the representation of the entire network and its routes and 

bus stops with geographic coordinates. This limited the algorithm to aggregated spatial identi

fiers. Derivable data attributes such as distance of bus stops when transferring onto another bus 

service were not possible to calculate due to the lack of geographic coordinates.

6.12.5 Small Sample
Only 14% of Dublin Bus’ boarding records were created using a magnetic strip card. The re

mainder were cash paying customers. This may cause a sampling problem when aggregated 

performance measures need to be produced. Furthermore it could lead to problems when find

ings from magnetic strip card data are considered for implementation on a network wide level. 

It is not analysed and with the given dataset it cannot be analysed whether findings from the 

magnetic strip card data is representative for all passengers. Surveys for example indicate that
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cash paying passengers make less transfer journeys than magnetic strip card holders. Further

more it is believed that the general travel behaviour of magnetic strip card holders is different 

to cash paying customers.

However, integrated ticketing mainly using smart cards has progressed significantly over the 

last couple of years and in some bus networks (e.g. London) cash payments are responsible for 

less than 5% of all transactions (TFL, 2007). Rahbee (2003) states that 91% of all rail trips are 

non-cash transactions.

6.12.6 Unknown Routes and Ticket l^pes
The database contains routes and ticket types which are not defined. This leads to problems in 

the analysis stage when results need to be interpreted correctly which becomes more difficult 

when part of the information is not known. However this is solely a problem that occurred 

because Dublin Bus did not actively participate in this project.

6.13 Summary
This chapter outlined the methodology that was used to extract OD pairs from EFC datasets. 

Initially the concept and the assumptions which the OD extraction algorithm is based upon were 

stated. The main assumption is that the boarding location for a journey in one direction is the 

location of alighting in the opposite direction of the journey. A number of attributes such as 

date, route (sub route) and direction are used to infer the OD information.

Substitutional routes were defined and their importance with regard to the OD extraction 

algorithm was outlined (see Section 6.5). An algorithm for dynamically identifying substitu

tional routes was developed. Two solutions were proposed and tested with the results focusing 

on the ’error of impact’. A sample was used to test the two approaches. Two cut-off parameters 

were introduced; ’number of occurrences’ and ’calculated weight’. A detailed study introduced 

a method to calibrate these cut-off points in such a manner that the errors of impact are min

imised. The cut-off points for this project were >  50 passenger combination pairs for each route 

combination pair and a calculated weight of 2.0 or larger. Solution 2 (OR) was identified as the 

most suited algorithm to calculate the weights.

Travel classes which were introduced in Section 6.5 are all logically possible attribute com 

binations. Decision Tables were used to identify the set of combinations that later built the rule 

base. A different class type was assigned to each travel scenario which will later identify the 

type of OD pair. 12 different combinations were identified for single journeys and 24 different 

types were identified for transfer journeys (see Table 6.9 and Table 6.11).
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The algorithm structure is outlined in Sections 6.6 and 6.7. This part of the chapter uses the 

previously defined techniques and algorithm together to build the OD extraction algorithm. The 

individual processes were described in detail.

This was followed by the validation of the algorithm using various methods all producing 

promising results. The limitations and boundaries of all assumptions were explored to see what 

impact they may have on the project results.

In order to further improve the OD ratio the following information may be necessary:

•  Geographic coordinates would certainly contribute to the application of new assumptions. 

It is therefore important to incorporate such information for further stages of the develop

ment;

•  If smart cards are employed, data attributes such as the passenger’s address and other 

demographic information could be used to improve or add new assumptions that will lead 

to the improvement of the algorithm. It could be imagined that assumptions also change 

depending on ticket type and age group of the passengers. The assumption which was 

introduced in Section 6.7.3 focused on a special scenario where only 2 boardings were 

carried out per ticket. This could be extended to base further assumptions on the actual 

patterns of the customers. For example, students have different travel patterns than school 

children and working adults. More information on inferring passenger behaviour using 

historical smartcard data was shown by Morency et al. (2006) and Trepanier et al. (2007a) 

and Trpanier and Agard (2007b).

The following chapter focuses on the analysis of the results as well as the estimation of 

various performance measures.



Chapter 7

OD Results and Their Application to 
Determine In-Vehicle Time

7.1 Introduction
The previous chapters described the methodology to extend the database with information that 

was previously unknown. This included spatial information (i.e. location of each bus stop), a 

transfer journey identifier and destination information of over 1 million individual passenger 

journeys.

This chapter focuses on these results which are further detailed and explored. In particular 

the newly created OD information will be used to demonstrate possible usage to support trans

port planners throughout the decision making process. This will be done by proposing a method 

to determine in-vehicle time and its variability using the newly inferred destination attribute as 

well as an analysis on total travel time and waiting time of transfer journeys.

As mentioned in previous sections the EFC data of Dublin Bus have a rather low content 

of magnetic card users and therefore some of the applications of the data may not be as repre

sentative as those of transport networks with a higher percentage of magnetic card utilisation. 

Therefore, the proposed method to extract in-vehicle time serves to demonstrate an example of 

the capabilities of the dataset. The actual calculated performance measures can not be applied 

to the Dublin Bus network due to the reason mentioned above and due to the dated dataset.

7.2 Summarised Results of the OD Extraction Algorithm
This section will provide general figures about the outcome of the OD extraction algorithm 

mainly with regard of its performance. There were 2,274,096 magnetic card boardings recorded 

in October 1999, of which 1,498,685 were single journeys and 775,411 were transfer journeys

156
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(linked trips). While there are numerous different ticket types available not all of them favour 

the OD extraction. For example, tickets which are only valid for one journey cannot be used 

for OD extraction as data of a return journey are missing. These tickets were removed for the 

purpose of the following analyses.

7.2.1 Results by Ticket Type
Table 7.1 shows a summary of the results received from the OD extraction algorithm grouped by 

Ticket Type ID, which together with the Ticket Name identify the analysed ticket. Total Journeys, 

Single Journeys and Transfer Journeys show the total number of boardings that were recorded 

in the month of October 1999 grouped by each ticket type. The columns Total Inferred Destina

tions, Inferred Single Destinations and Inferred Transfer Destinations show the total numbers 

of destinations that were identified by the algorithm. Percentage Single shows the ratio of iden

tified single destinations and total number of single journeys. Inferred Single Destinations was 

derived by multiplying the identified OD pairs from class 1 to 14 by two and adding the number 

of identified destinations of classes 15 and 16. Percentage Transfer shows the ratio of identified 

Inferred Transfer Destinations and total number of transfer journey records. Inferred Transfer 

Destinations was derived by multiplying all identified transfer journey OD pairs by four as it 

represents a return journey which consists of four boarding records. The column percentage 

total indicates the total inferred destinations over the total possible destinations.

The table is in descending order of Percentage Total omitting any tickets that have less than 

1,100 records or are single use tickets.

As mentioned above, some ticket types suit the OD extraction more than others. More pas

senger boardings per ticket generally result in a better result with regard to the estimation of OD 

information. The nature of the algorithm is that the more routine travel patterns a passenger has 

the more likely a destination can be applied to the boarding record. The following conclusions 

can be drawn from the summarised result shown in Table 7.1:

•  Foreign student tickets show a high total percentage of OD estimation. The highest per

centage with 78% means that out of 10 journeys 7.8 could be inferred with a destination. 

The algorithm is programmed in such a way that the greater the routine behaviour of a 

passenger the better the achieved OD results will be. It could therefore be assumed that 

foreign students have on average a higher routine behaviour than the remaining passen

gers. This could be caused by their smaller social network. On average, 1, 2, 3, and 4
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week Foreign Student tickets achieve an OD estimation rate of 71 % based on over 70,000 

individual boarding records;

Table 7.1: Summary Figures o f OD Extraction Results
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495 Foreign Student-3week 7636 6806 830 5979 5891 88 87% 11% 78%
490 Foreign Student-4week 52505 42803 9702 37119 35387 1732 83% 18% 71%
494 Foreign Student-2week 9992 8116 1876 6692 6548 144 81% 8% 67%
49.1 Foreign Student-1 week 2001 1682 319 1317 1249 68 74% 21% 66%
310 10-JoumeyFeeder -adult 5176 5140 36 3102 3102 0 60% 0% 60%
491 Unknown 2869 1960 909 1565 1365 200 70% 22% 55%
690 Weekly Student Travelwide 55503 35316 20187 30033 24101 5932 68% 29% 54%
710 Monthly Adult Travelwide 8747 5266 3481 4695 3975 720 75% 21% 54%
43.' Monthly Adult SH* Bus/Rail 32847 23264 9583 16606 14890 1716 64% 18% 51%
457 Monthly Student SH* Bus/Rail 218262 153266 64996 111969 100377 11592 65% 18% 51%
680 Unknown 54495 36531 17964 27830 23722 4108 65% 23% 51%
691 Weekly Student Cityzone 484123 302590 181533 247331 199023 48308 66% 27% 51%
730 Annual Adult Travelwide 10159 6028 4131 5174 4430 744 73% 18% 51%
670 Weekly Adult Bus 18676 10990 7686 9257 7285 1972 66% 26% 50%
705 Monthly Adult (AerLingus) 45790 25946 19844 22918 18434 4484 71% 23% 50%
760 Annual StaffBus 12875 9685 3190 6340 5856 484 60% 15% 49%
479 Annual CIE OAP* Bus/Rail 3568 2614 954 1676 1520 156 58% 16% 47%
458 Annual Bus/Rail 3824 2757 1067 1765 1633 132 59% 12% 46%
4J0 Weekly Adult SH* Bus/Rail 43203 31621 11582 18895 17623 1272 56% 11% 44%
671 Weekly Adult Cityzone 471577 240519 231058 202337 142865 59472 59% 26% 43%
430 Weekly Adult MH Bus/Rail 2216 1361 855 892 700 192 51% 22% 40%
652 Schoolchild 2-Joumey 113440 108586 4854 45738 45694 44 42% 1% 40%
6frS Ram bler (3 Day Bus only) 272158 140815 131343 109877 76201 33676 54% 26% 40%
432 Weekly Adult GH* Bus/Rail 2605 1669 936 970 862 108 52% 12% 37%
643 Adult 2-Joumey(23 Stages) 29093 28611 482 10728 10724 4 37% 1% 37%

“ 6?3 Scholar 2-Joumey 19762 18993 769 7405 7405 0 39% 0% 37%
6fr0 Adult One Day Travelwide 32602 14720 17882 12097 6837 5260 46% 29% 37%
(^2 Family One Day Travelwide 8096 4017 4079 3030 1898 1132 47% 28% 37%
3c6 Adult Bus/Rail SH* -Day 3076 2338 738 1103 1011 92 43% 12% 36%
3(-7 Family Bus/Rail SH* -Day 1944 1329 615 707 607 100 46% 16% 36%
4.n Weekly Adult LH* Bus/Rail 1300 692 608 467 343 124 50% 20% 36%
642 Adult 2-Joumey(12 Stages) 34719 34078 641 12570 12566 4 37% 1% 36%
641 Adult 2-Joumey(7 Stages) 93210 89840 3370 32525 32525 0 36% 0% 35%
640 Adult 2-Joumey(3 Stages) 78710 71361 7349 24569 24565 4 34% 0% 31%
644 Adult 2-Joum ey(23+ Stages) 5121 5053 68 1602 1602 0 32% 0% 31%

2241880 1476363 765517 1026880 842816 184064 57% 24% 46%

* OAP -  Old A ge Pensioner; SH -  Short Hop; MH -  Medium Hop; LH -  Long Hop; GH -  Giant Hop

• Generally, monthly tickets result in a higher total percentage of OD estimation than 

weekly tickets. Monthly tickets often recorded more passenger boardings than weekly 

tickets and therefore provide the algorithm more data to extract routine behaviour;

•  2-Journey tickets have a relative low percentage of transfer journeys. The average total 

percentage of OD estimation is approximately 36% which is considerably lower than the 

total average of 46%. Rechargeable smart cards are nowadays very common and might 

prevent the frequent occurrence of only two journeys on an individual ticket. 2-Joumey
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tickets were used to make over 16% of the network’s magnetic card boardings;

•  Due to small errors in the EFC data, unique IDs were duplicated and therefore result in 

some OD pairs. Although this is an error it does not cause any problems with regard to 

the OD estimation. The algorithm proved to be working as in this case only 18 errors 

occurred which is less than 0.00005% and therefore neglectable;

•  The OD extraction percentage is higher for single journeys than it is for transfer journeys. 

This is due to the increased complexity of transfer journeys as four boarding records 

have to be compared and matched. Including all ticket types the average OD extraction 

percentage of single journeys is 57% compared to 24% of transfer journeys. This consid

erable difference could also be caused by scenarios where the passenger makes a transfer 

journey to the desired location and then decides to return via a through bus peak-time only 

service. The algorithm currently does not facilitate the OD extraction of such scenarios;

•  Some ticket types are unknown. It could be assumed that if the number of transfer jour

neys of the unknown tickets is very low then they are more than likely 2-Joumey tickets. 

Tickets with higher transfer journeys are likely to be weekly or monthly tickets;

•  It is noteworthy to add that these figures are average figures of several thousand different 

passengers. Many passenger tickets have an OD extraction percentage of over 959?. and 

in some cases even all journeys of a passenger were assigned a destination. Furthermore 

not all recorded boardings have a return journey due to car pooling or other modes of 

transport that offer an alternative to the bus services. For these journeys it is not possible 

to assign a destination without violating existing or adding more assumptions.

A total o f 46% of all records were assigned with a destination. There are several reasons for 

this not being higher. The following is a list of these:

•  The main concern lies with the dated data set. Since 1999 the usage o f magnetic strip 

cards has increased considerably in most networks. Therefore, the project data set used 

for this study contains an unusually high percentage of transfer journeys (over 34%) 

which in turn are much more difficult to assign a destination as single journeys. Fur

thermore, in 1999 the pricing structure of weekly and monthly tickets of magnetic strip 

cards was such that it only favoured passengers who made more than 10 weekly single 

journeys. Again, this caused the number of passengers that carried out single routine 

journeys to and from work to pay cash. Introductions such as the pay as you go (PAYG) 

Oyster card in London could reduce this effect and therefore allow for an improved OD
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estimation ratio. Most frequently used weekly and monthly tickets achieve a higher iden

tification of destinations than other tickets. This is reflected in the summary table above 

where it can be seen that the main weekly and monthly tickets achieved a estimation rate 

o f around 65% for single journeys and over 50% for all journeys.

•  The number of tickets was greatly reduced in recent years which will further contribute 

to a higher destination estimation ratio.

•  This study only focused on data of one month. However, there are tickets that span over 

two months which results in some records of passengers that were recorded in either 

September or November being disregarded. This mainly matters for the classes 13, 14, 

15 and 16 as these analyse past boarding behaviour which is not available in its entirety 

due to the neglect of the neighbouring months.

This is also addressed in Section 7.3 when the results are compared to other algorithms. 

7.2.2 Results by OD Classes
The algorithm was designed in such a way that each OD pair was assigned to an OD class. There 

were 16 classes for single journey OD pairs and 24 classes for transfer OD pairs. This section 

shows how the inferred OD pairs were spread over the various classes and what this means with 

regard to their representativeness. Summary figures will also be included. The various classes 

were introduced and discussed in Section 6.5.

Single Journeys

All identified OD pairs were assigned to the 16 classes (S I-S I6) which is shown in Table 7.2. 

The last two columns indicate how many OD pairs were assigned to each class and the percent

age o f this figure with respect to the total number of inferred single journey OD pairs. 92% of 

all single journey OD pairs classes were recorded in consecutive timely sequential order. 71% 

of all identified single journey OD pairs were repeated either on the same day or throughout the 

period of ticket validity.

Classes where the return journey records were in consecutive order and were also repeated 

are the best indicators for a strong OD pair. It simply means that the passenger undertook 

the same return journey frequently and did not travel anywhere else in between the two OD 

boardings. Table 7.3 shows the strong and weak OD classes. The table provides a summary of 

identified ODs of which some were categorised into four different groups. The first two rows 

show the strongest two OD categories where the passenger used the same or a substitutional
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route, made the journey repeatedly and did not travel between the two OD boardings. The 

records that could be assigned to this category were responsible for 54% of all identified OD 

pairs ignoring classes 13-16 as the repeated and/or order attribute are not checked for these 

classes). The bottom two rows o f Table 7.3 show the two weakest categories. In these cases the 

passenger’s journeys were not repeated and were not in consecutive order which indicates that 

another recording took place between the two OD boardings leaving room for the algorithm to 

‘misinterpret’ the records.

Table 7.2: Single Journey OD Results Grouped by Classes

Class Day Route Direction Repeated Order OD Pairs Percent
SI Same Same Different Same Consecutive 28,180 5.7%
S2 Same Same Different Same Non-consecutive 1,910 0.4%
S3 Same Same Different Period of ticket Consecutive 91,449 18.6%
S4 Same Same Different Period of ticket Non-consecutive 8,448 1.7%
S5 Same Same Different Not repeated Consecutive 64,118 13.0%
S6 Same Same Different Not repeated Non-consecutive 3,015 0.6%
S7 Same Sub Different Same Consecutive 3,388 0.7%
S8 Same Sub Different Same Non-consecutive 286 0.1%
S9 Same Sub Different Period of ticket Consecutive 62,332 12.7%
SIO Same Sub Different Period of ticket Non-consecutive 7,824 1.6%
S l l Same Sub Different Not repeated Consecutive 66,739 13.6%
S12 Same Sub Different Not repeated Non-consecutive 6,779 2.0%
S13 Diff Same Different NA NA 4,551 1.4%
S14 Diff Sub Different NA NA 4,150 0.9%
S15 Diff Same Different Repeated NA 51,219 10.4%
S16 Diff Sub Different Repeated NA 87,300 17.8%

Total 491,688 100.0%

Table 7.3: Strong and Weak OD Classes for Single Journeys

Route Repeated Order Identified ODs Percentage of ali ODs
Same Yes Consecutive 119,629 35%
Sub Yes Consecutive 65,720 19%

Same No Non-consecutive 3,015 1%
Sub No Non-consecutive 6,779 2%

The algorithm therefore works very well with the identification of OD pairs consisting of 

single journeys. Over 54% o f all inferred OD pairs are considered to be representative due to 

their consecutive order and their repetitive nature. It could also be argued that classes 15 and 

16 are strong as the OD information that falls into these classes was only possible because very 

similar OD pairs were already identified. However, this was not quantitatively included in this 

analysis.
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Transfer Journeys

Table 7.4 shows the results of inferred transfer OD pairs grouped by all 24 classes. The last 

two columns show how many OD pairs were assigned to each class and the percentage of this 

figure with respect to the total number of inferred transfer journey OD pairs. A total of 86% 

of all transfer journey OD pairs were recorded in consecutive timely sequential order and 47% 

were repeated either on the same day or throughout the ticket validity period. The considerably 

lower percentage of the transfer journey OD pairs which were repeated is probably caused by 

the added complexity of transfer journey records. Furthermore it could be argued that many 

transfer journeys are not part of passengers’ daily routine and are ‘once-off’ journeys that were 

simply not repeated. This could include journeys such as non-work trips, for example, out

patient hospital visits or visiting friends or family.

Table 7.4: Transfer Journey OD Results Grouped by Classes
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T1 Same SaiTie Same Different Different Same Day Consecutive 813 1.8%
T2 Same Same Same Different Different Same Day Non-consecutive 65 0.1%
T3 Same Same Same Different Different Period o f ticket Consecutive 5,024 10.9%
T4 Same Same Same Different Different Period o f  ticket Non-consecutive 343 0.7%
TS Same Same Same Different Different Not repeated Consecutive 4,680 10.2%
T6 Same Same Same Different Different Not repeated Non-consecutive 308 0.7%
T7 Same Sub Same Different Different Same Day Consecutive 558 1.2%
T8 Same Sub Same Different Different Same Day Non-consecutive 71 0.2%
T9 Same Sub Same Different Different Period o f  ticket Consecutive 2,864 6.2%

TIO Same Sub Same Different Different Period o f ticket Non-consecutive 269 0.6%
T i l Same Sub Same Different Different Not repeated Consecutive 5,355 11.6%
T12 Same Sub Same Different Different Not repeated Non-consecutive 657 1.4%
T13 Same Same Sub Different Different Same Day Consecutive 664 1.4%
T14 Same Same Sub Different Different Same Day Non-consecutive 156 0.3%
T IS Same Same Sub Different Different Period o f ticket Consecutive 4,845 10.5%
T16 Same Same Sub Different Different Period o f ticket Non-consecutive 783 1.7%
T17 Same Same Sub Different Different Not repeated Consecutive 4,379 9.5%
T18 Same Same Sub Different Different N ot repeated Non-consecutive 782 1.7%
T19 Same Sub Sub Different Different Same Day Consecutive 626 1.4%
T20 Same Sub Sub Different Different Same Day Non-consecutive 259 0.6%
T21 Same Sub Sub Different Different Period o f ticket Consecutive 3,145 6.8%
T22 Same Sub Sub Different Different Period o f ticket Non-consecutive 920 2.0%
T23 Same Sub Sub Different Different Not repeated Consecutive 6,416 13.9%
T24 Same Sub Sub Different Different Not repeated Non-consecutive 2,035 4.4%

Total 46,017 100.0%

As demonstrated above, the various OD classes represent different levels of representative

ness of each OD pair. Table 7.5 shows the strong and weak OD classes for transfer journeys. 

The table provides a summary of identified ODs which were categorised in six different groups. 

The first three rows of Table 7.5 represent the category of strong OD pairs whereas the remain

ing three rows correspond to categories of weaker OD classes. The route column identifies
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whether the identified OD pair consisted of boarding records with the same route, 1 substitu

tional route or entirely of substitutional routes. The strongest three categories represent 40% 

of all identified OD pairs. The weakest categories are with 8% considerably lower. However, 

within the transfer journey OD pairs only 47% were repeated. This shows that a large propor

tion of inferred transfer journey OD pairs belong to the classes that are neither strong nor weak 

but are more of average representativeness.

Table 7.5: Strong and Weak OD Cases for Transfer Journeys

Route Repeated Order Identified ODs Percentage of all ODs
Same Yes Consecutive 5,837 13%
1 Sub Yes Consecutive 8,931 19%
2 Sub Yes Consecutive 3,771 8%
Same No Non-consecutive 308 1%
1 Sub No Non-consecutive 1,449 3%
2 Sub No Non-consecutive 2,035 4%

7.2.3 Summary
This section provided general results and statistics of the OD extraction process. The results 

achieved are based on reasonably strong assumptions which was one of the aims of this project. 

Therefore additional assumptions that might have resulted in more OD pairs but at the same 

time would probably have added bias to the overall results set were not implemented. A section 

on how the algorithm might be improved can be found in Section 6.7. The following section 

compares the results to similar algorithms.

7.3 Comparison of the Results to other Algorithms
This section will compare the results of the proposed algorithm to other similar approaches. 

Three other algorithms will be compared: Barry et al. (2002), Zhao et al. (2007), and Trepanier 

et al. (2007a). The first two focus on the estimation of destinations for passengers from a Metro 

network. The last approach focuses on a bus network.

Barry et al. (2002) achieved a total of 83% which is not further broken down. However, 

the method of chaining all records together has been applied which was proven throughout this 

thesis not be possible for the Dublin Bus data. This is only validated at aggregate level when 

OD results are compared to total cordon counts. Nevertheless, this is the highest OD estimation 

ratio of all projects. Zhao et al. (2007) identified a total of 50.01% without the assumption that 

the last journey in the evening has the destination of the first journey in the morning. Including 

this assumption adds another 21.1% to the result. However, the authors also link all rail trips 

as trip chains which are then used to determine the destination. Strong assumptions are used to 

justify this method.
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The only other method, other than the proposed algorithm, that is based on bus EFC data 

has been introduced by Trepanier et al. (2007a). Although the characteristics of the network 

are considerably different to Dublin Bus’ network it offers the best comparison. The proposed 

method achieved a 46% identification method which is the same as the proposed algorithm 

estimated. The study is based on smart card data and therefore does not need to consider ticket 

type when interpreting results. Trepanier et al. (2007a) also applied the assumption that the 

destination of the last journey of the day is the boarding location of the first journey of the day. 

This resulted to an additional 20% which is similar to the result obtained by Zhao et al. (2007) 

(21 . 1%).

One reoccurring question arises: Is the assumption of the last journey - first journey accept

able. Barry et al. (2002) states that this assumption is valid for 90% of all subway users. This 

study showed in Section 6.2.2 that the assumption can not be applied in a universal manner. 

There would be the possibility to make further assumptions when geographic coordinates are 

included in the dataset.

One clear advantage of the proposed method is the selection of assumptions. A destination 

is only assigned when a return journey is found. Other approaches assigned a destination based 

on the following journey regardless of its parameters. The proposed method is therefore very 

good when simple trip chains are being recorded.

In summary it can be said that the proposed algorithm estimated a similar amount of destina

tions as the method developed by Trepanier et al. (2007a). There are still two key questions that 

could not be answered. The first one is how and when it is justifiable to apply the last journey 

assumption. The second question is with regard to the uncontrolled usage of trip chains to infer 

destinations. This certainly seems to work for rail networks but as stated above, causes large 

errors for urban bus networks. One further step to extent this research area would be to apply a 

combination of algorithms. This could be done by applying other algorithms after the proposed 

algorithm identified all possible destinations with the aim to address the boarding records that 

do not have an inferred destination. Lack of necessary data (such as geographic coordinates) 

and information about algorithms did not allow for this option to be implemented.

7.4 Implementation of the OD Algorithm
For this algorithm to be implemented the following steps need to be addressed:

•  EFC data need to be in a relational database having a similar structure as outlined in 

Chapter 4;

•  Transfer journeys need to be identified;
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•  Substitutional routes need to be identified (either manual or using an algorithm such as 

outlined in Section 6.4);

•  The rule base needs to be checked;

•  Both iterations of the OD algorithm need to be executed;

•  The results should be checked using some form of simple random sample.

Any regular PC with appropriate storage space and memory can process 1 million records 

in approximately 6 hours. Faster computers or additional nodes can increase the process speed.

7.5 Waiting Time and In-Vehicle Time Analysis 
7.5.1 Introduction
Knowing waiting times and total travel times of passengers are important information param

eters for effective transport planning. Many current research efforts rely on such information 

which is often estimated based on survey results. The goal is to minimise the in-vehicle and 

waiting time of passengers on a network wide level. According to Zhou and Zhong (2005) 

there are four alternative-specific elements that influence the inner-city route-choice of public 

transport passengers; travel cost, frequency, in-vehicle time and out-of-vehicle time which is 

in this case the waiting time. The in-vehicle time is the time the passenger is travelling on the 

public transport vehicle whereas the out-of-vehicle time is the time the passenger has to wait to 

board a public transport vehicle. Nielsen (2000) also argues that waiting times are an important 

parameter for public transport assignment with regard to some passengers that attempt to min

imise the number of transfers whereas others want to minimise travel time. One further problem 

is that waiting times have often different distributions for different sub-modes or network seg

ments. Generally in-vehicle times and waiting times have to be estimated on a network wide 

level. In practice in-vehicle times and waiting times depend on the network segment, bus route, 

or sometimes even the route segment. In addition both of these parameters change throughout 

the different time periods of a day such as morning peak, evening peak and off-peak.

Having information of the destination at trip level as outlined in previous chapters facilitates 

now to obtain some of the above mentioned parameters (for each passenger) on a network-wide 

level. For example, the in-vehicle time can be obtained by subtracting the arrival time of the OD 

pair from the actual boarding time. A similar concept can be used to extract the in-vehicle times 

and waiting times of transfer journeys. However, the data that are available for this project only 

allow to infer the waiting time of a passenger with regard to transfer journeys (out-of-vehicle 

time between the two individual boardings). The following section will expand on in-vehicle 

and waiting time extraction.
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7.5.2 Extending the Database with Arrival Times of Passenger
The OD extraction algorithm provided various information attributes of the two and four board

ing records of single and transfer journeys respectively (see Section 6.9). Knowing the inferred 

destination of a passenger also allows to calculate the time of alighting of each passenger. Fig

ure 7.1 shows an example of two bus journeys in direction 0 and 1 on route x. The numbers 

along the arrows are the unique bus stop IDs. It further shows two passenger journeys; Jour

ney 1 and Journey 2. The known information is the boarding location and time of journey 1 

at bus stop 2. Further are known the boarding location and time of journey 2 at bus stop 24. 

The assumption that the boarding of the second journey is the location of alighting of the first 

journey infers that the passenger alighted at bus stop 7 of journey 1 and bus stop 29 of journey 

2. This has already been presented in Chapter 6 and the database stores this new data attribute 

inferred by the OD extraction algorithm. As no geographic coordinates are known the database 

used the opposite bus stop. Having the information parameter of the location of alighting and 

also the unique number of the bus journey it is then possible to extract the exact time when the 

bus stopped at bus stop 7 and 29 respectively. This is mainly possible because the EFC system 

records a time based on stages meaning the boarding time of a passenger is attached to the stage 

record that also stores the stage number. Knowing the time when the bus was at a particular 

stage facilitates the extraction of the arrival time of each record for which a destination was 

inferred.

I
•Journey 1

S ta rt R o u te  x 
D irection: 0

S ta rt R o u te  x 
D irection; 1

^ ---------------- Jo u rn e y  2 -------------------•

ff

Figure 7.1: Extracting Arrival Times

This procedure extended the database with arrival times of each journey where it was possi

ble to extract the opposite stage. As mentioned in Section 5.4 some stages of various routes are 

unknown and it is therefore impossible to extract the opposite stage and consequently the jour

ney length cannot be calculated. The second problem was that, due to the lack of geographic 

coordinates, the opposite bus stop was only possible to extract accurately when journey 1 and 

journey 2 were carried out using the same route. This problem is eliminated when geographic 

coordinates are available and bound to the dataset as it will then be possible to extract opposite
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bus stops for the entire network regardless which route combination the passenger has chosen.

In summary, the following data attributes have been calculated and added to the existing 

database: Arrival time of Journey 1; Arrival time of Journey 2; Arrival time of Journey 3 

(transfer journeys only); Arrival time of Journey 4 (transfer journeys only).

7.5.3 In-Vehicle Time for Single Journeys on a Network Level
As mentioned above the in-vehicle time is an important parameter for various analyses and is 

also part of performance indicators according to the Transit Capacity and Quality o f Service 

Manual (TCQSM ) (TCQSM, 1999). It can be calculated on a route segment, route and system 

scope and is of interest to the public, decision-makers, public transport managers and transport 

planners (TCQSM, 1999). The TCQSM refers to the travel time as a measure that is generally 

an average duration of a passenger journey from origin to destination. It can be used as a perfor

mance indicator using the average travel time or its standard deviation (variability). Reducing 

the standard deviation may result in an increase in service satisfaction from a passenger point 

of view but not necessarily results in a reduction of the travel time itself.

In-vehicle times for single journeys can simply be derived from subtracting the original 

boarding time from the inferred arrival time. Therefore

Ts (od )̂ =  — B T îoDi ) (7.5.1)

where IVTs(od^ )  is the in-vehicle time of a single journey S  derived from a particular 

OD pair X .  B T f ^ o D a : )  and A T ( q d ^) are the passenger boarding/alighting times at the origin and 

destination respectively. For calculating the average the following formula applies:

AlVTsfOD,)  = ---------------- ^ ^ ^  f o r  all OD^  (7.5.2)
n

where A I V T s (oD:,) is the average in-vehicle time o f all OD^; that are in the route segment, 

route or network depending on the relevant scope.

Figure 7.2 shows the in-vehicle time of all passengers on a network level in the form of 

a histogram. The mean of the in-vehicle time is 29.5 minutes with a standard error of the 

mean of 0.034, which is, due to the large sample size, very low by default. The standard 

deviation is 17.75 minutes which in this case outlines the variability of in-vehicle time. As 

all routes are incorporated this measure becomes meaningless as some routes are longer than 

others. The standard deviation becomes more significant when same type of journeys will be 

analysed as it can then be used as the measure of variability of in-vehicle times. The histogram 

consists of 272,383 single passenger in-vehicle times. As mentioned previously, it was not 

possible to calculate the arrival time of all OD pairs as sometimes the opposite bus stop could
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not be identified. The 25%, 50% and 75% percentiles of all journeys are 17, 26 and 39 minutes 

respectively. This means that only 25% of all journeys take between 39 and 120 minutes. A 

similar skewed pattern of trip length distribution could be found in London (TFL, 2000). As we 

are measuring times rather than lengths, travel times at peak times will be at a lower speed and 

hence a greater in-vehicle time can be expected.
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Figure 7.2: Histogram of In-vehicle Time of Single Journeys on a Network Level

On such an aggregate level this performance measure could be used to compare average 

in-vehicle time over a certain period of time such as October 2004 with October 2005. It would 

also be useful to compare the performance indicator after significant changes were implemented 

throughout the network (e.g Quality Bus Corridors) to evaluate the impact of the adjustments 

on average in-vehicle time.

Figure 7.3(a) shows the distribution of boarding times of all single journey boarding times 

of which the in-vehicle time can be extracted whereas Figure 7.3(b) shows the distribution 

of all recorded single journeys from October 1999. It can be observed that both graphs are 

almost identical hence proving that the characteristics of the identified OD pairs with regard 

to boarding times correspond with the overall characteristics of the entire dataset. There were 

1,498,685 single journeys recorded in October. The only slight differences are the slopes during 

the evening peak times which are faintly steeper in Figure 7.3(b). The coarseness of the graphs 

differs due to the separate levels o f sample sizes.
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Figure 7.3: Boarding Time Distributions

Figure 7.4 shows the histograms of in-vehicle times for a certain period of the day. These 

include Morning peak time (7.30 -  8:30), Evening peak time (16:30 -  17:30), Morning off-peak 

time (10:00 -  11:00), and Afternoon off-peak time (14:00 -  15:00). Each histogram has an 

accompanying table containing basic statistics such as the number of instances, mean, standard 

deviation and percentiles (25, 50 and 75).

The morning peak and evening period are almost identical apart from the slightly higher 

mean value for the evening peak period and a higher number of instances in the morning period. 

It could be argued that the lower number of occurrences in the evening peak is due to the wider 

peaking phase of evening journeys as shown in Figure 7.3. The differences in the mean and 

standard deviation are negligible. The arithmetic mean is for both periods about 34 minutes. 

25% of all journeys do not take longer than 20 minutes and 50% of all single journeys take 31 

minutes. However 25% of all passenger journeys have an in-vehicle time of over 45 minutes. 

The morning off-peak period has the lowest mean of in-vehicle time with a value just below 

24 minutes per single journey. 25% of all journeys take 14 minutes or less and only 25% take 

longer than 32 minutes. It also has the lowest number of instances. The afternoon off-peak 

period which is from 14:00 to 15:00 also shows a considerably lower number than the analysis 

of peak periods. The mean is 26.5 minutes and the percentiles are 15, 24 and 35 minutes for 

the 25, 50 and 75 percentile respectively. This means that 25% of all journeys take less than 15 

minutes and 25% take longer than 35 minutes.
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7.5.4 In-vehicle Time Variability on a Network Level

The in-vehicle time variability is an important measure when assessing customer satisfaction. 

In this example it states the positive difference in minutes between in-vehicle times of the single 

boardings of a return journey. It therefore compares the in-vehicle time a passenger experienced 

in one direction with the in-vehicle time of the journey in the opposite direction. Only those 

journeys were considered that had a return journey on the same day. Figure 7.5 shows the in- 

vehicle time variability of single journeys in the form of a histogram. An analysis similar to 

this can only be done when times of both passenger journeys are known which is difficult to 

achieve using surveys. The OD estimation algorithm therefore produces a new data set with 

new possible analyses.

Basic statistics are displayed beside the graph. The OD dataset consisted of 53,751 records 

for which both in-vehicle times were known. The mean of the positive in-vehicle differences 

is roughly 9 minutes with a standard deviation of 10.29. The 25*^, 50*  ̂ and 15^^ quartiles are
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Figure 7.5: In-vehicle Time Variability o f Single Journeys

2, 6 and 12 minutes respectively. This means that 25% of all passengers’ journeys had an in- 

vehicle time variability of two minutes or less. 50% had a variability of 6 minutes. 25% of all 

passenger journeys had an in-vehicle variability of 12 minutes or more. The higher values of the 

chart could be errors in the dataset as the in-vehicle times were calculated without knowing the 

exact geographic coordinates. All networks where the geographic coordinates of each bus stop 

are known will eliminate this error. However, the error even without geographic coordinates 

seems to be negligible.

7.5.5 Travel Time for Transfer Journeys
Before analysing the in-vehicle time of transfer journeys the peak and off-peak times have to be 

identified. The line graph displayed in Figure 7.6 shows the boarding times of passengers at the 

journey’s origin. Comparing this graph to Figure 7.3(b) it can be seen that the peak periods are 

not exactly the same. It could be assumed that transfer journeys take longer than single journeys 

and therefore transfer passengers have to commence their journey at an earlier time than single 

journey passengers. The second argument is that because of the extended journey length the 

passengers choose a bus service at an earlier time to escape the general peak time. Therefore 

the peak times for this analysis are chosen as follows:

•  Morning peak time (7.00 -  8:00) - Figure 7.7a;

•  Evening peak time (16:30 -  17:30) - Figure 7.7b;

•  Morning off-peak time (1 0 :0 0 -  11:00) - Figure 7.7c;

•  Afternoon off-peak time (14:00 -  15:00) - Figure 7.7d.

N 53,751
Mean 9.1165

Std. Deviation 10.29
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Figure 7.6: Boarding Times of Transfer Passengers

As expected, the travel time of transferjourneys is considerably longer than for single jour

neys. The travel time that is calculated for this analysis consists of the sum of the length o f 

journey 1, waiting time at transfer node and length of journey 2. This performance measure can 

only be calculated for OD pairs of which both arrival times were known.

Figure 7.7a shows a histogram of the total journey length on a network wide level during the 

morning peak period. All required arrival times were available for 7,656 transferjourneys. The 

arithmetic mean was just above 63 minutes with a standard deviation of 22.4 minutes. Again, 

because the analysis focuses on the entire network the standard deviation cannot be used as 

performance indicator. The analysis further shows that 25% of all transfer journeys take 47 

minutes or less and 25% take 79 minutes or more. The median lies at 62 minutes. The main 

part of 50% of all transferjourneys take between 47 and 79 minutes.

Figure 7.7b shows a histogram of the total journey length on a network wide level for the 

evening peak period. All required arrival times were available for 4,398 transferjourneys. This 

number is lower than the equivalent of the morning peak because the evening peak period is 

longer and more spread out. The arithmetic mean is 68 minutes and therefore approximately 5 

minutes longer than during the morning peak hour. The standard deviation is also slightly higher 

with a value of 23.6 minutes. The analysis further showed that 25% of all transferjourneys take 

51 minutes or less and 25% take 85 minutes or more. The median lies at 67 minutes which 

again is 5 minutes more than during the morning peak period. The main part of 50% of all 

transferjourneys take between 51 and 85 minutes.

Figure 7.7c shows a histogram of the total journey length on a network wide level during the 

morning off-peak period. All required arrival times were available for 1,744 transferjourneys. 

The arithmetic mean is almost 59 minutes. The standard deviation is 22.7 minutes. The analysis
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further showed that 25% o f all transfer journeys take 43 minutes or less and 25% take 74 minutes 

or more. The main part o f 50% o f all transfer journeys take between 43 and 74 minutes.
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Figure 7.7: Journey Length o f Transfer Journeys

Figure 7.7d shows a histogram o f the total journey length on a network wide level during the 

afternoon off-peak period. A ll required arrival times were available for 2,324 transfer journeys. 

The arithmetic mean is approximately 65.5 minutes and therefore considerably higher than the 

calculated mean during the morning off-peak period. The analysis further showed that 25% o f 

all transfer journeys take 48 minutes or less and 25% take 83 minutes or more. The main part o f 

50% o f all transfer journeys take between 48 and 83 minutes. One main reason for the length o f 

journeys during the evening off-peak period is the extended waiting time. Services do not run 

as frequent which increases the waiting time and therefore also the total journey time.

Waiting time is a further important performance measure and is in practice relatively d ifficu lt 

to determine (at least on a large scale). Surveys are often biased due to misinterpretation o f 

the actual waiting time by the participants. Knowing the arrival times o f all transfer journey
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boardings it is possible to calculate the waiting lime as well as its variability. We define

W T t [od )̂ = BTT(ODr3) ~  ^ T t {0D:t2) (7.5.3)

where W T t (oD:,) is the waiting time of a particular OD pair x  of transfer journey T. B T  

and A T  are the boarding and alighting times respectively where x3 is the third boarding record 

and x2 is the second boarding record of the four record transfer OD pair.

Figure 7.8 shows two histograms that visualise these performance measures on a network 

level. The waiting time has a mean of almost 17 minutes based on a sample of 30,000 transfer 

journey boardings. The waiting time variability was only calculated for those transfer journeys 

of which both waiting times (morning and evening) were known. The difference of these was 

termed waiting time variability. The required information was available for 6,300 transfer jour

ney pairs. The mean of this variability is almost 19 minutes with a standard deviation of almost 

20 minutes. These graphs highlight some margin of error as a waiting time by our predefined 

constraint cannot be longer than 90 minutes. This error is caused by either wrongly assigned 

destinations or by incorrect time stamps of the EFC data.
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Figure 7.8: Transfer Journeys Waiting Time and its Variability

This analysis was carried out on a network wide level. Depending on the purpose of a travel 

time analysis it might be necessary to focus on route level. In that case the performance measure 

of the travel time variability (standard deviation of travel time) can also be used to analyse 

changes on a specific route over time. As the EFC data area available on a continuous basis it is 

possible to calculate the above mentioned performance measure more frequently allowing the 

operator to make appropriate changes to optimise its services. Furthermore it would be possible 

for regulatory bodies to monitor the performance of operators.
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7.6 Summary
This chapter focused on the results of the algorithm with regard to the estimation ratio and the 

OD pair assignment to each class. This was followed by a demonstration as to how in-vehicle 

time of single journeys, variability of in-vehicle time of single journeys, total transfer journey 

travel time and transfer journey waiting time can be calculated by extracting the estimated 

arrival times of passenger journeys. This approach showed how decision support for transport 

planners and decision makers can be improved using the proposed method. The following main 

conclusions can be drawn:

•  The OD results were grouped by ticket type and then analysed as to how many desti

nations could be inferred by the algorithm. An average of 46% of all boardings (57% 

single journeys and 24% transfer journeys) were assigned a destination. Some ticket 

types however reached a OD inference ration of as high as 78% (Foreign student tickets). 

Rechargeable smart cards will reduce the number of tickets that consist of small boarding 

numbers. For some tickets the algorithm assigned all boarding records a destination;

•  Out of all single journey OD pairs 92% were recorded in consecutive timely sequential 

order. Furthermore, 59% of all identified single journey OD pairs were repeated either on 

the same day or throughout the period of ticket validity. Out of all transfer journey OD 

pairs 86% were recorded in consecutive timely sequential order. Furthermore 47% of all 

transfer journey OD pairs were repeated either on the same day or throughout the period 

of ticket;

•  The various classes of OD pairs was analysed with regard to strong and weak OD pairs. 

Single journey OD pairs were classed as 54% strong and 3% weak. For transfer journeys 

40% of identified OD pairs v/ere assigned to strong classes whereas 8% were assigned to 

weak classes;

•  The results were compared to other algorithms. It seems that rail/metro network EFC 

data suit the trip level OD extraction more than for bus EFC data. Equivalent results were 

obtained between the proposed method and the method by Trepanier et al. (2007a). The 

universal validation of individual assumptions is still lacking.

•  Knowing the destination of passengers it is further possible to extract the estimated time 

of alighting. This further facilitates an analysis with regard to in-vehicle time, in-vehicle 

time variability total travel time, waiting time at transfer nodes and waiting time variabil

ity. The analysis showed that the network wide average in-vehicle time is almost 30 min

utes (n =  272,383). The average in-vehicle times of single journeys in the morning peak 

period and evening peak period were 33.9 and 34.4 minutes respectively. The in-vehicle 

time during the off peak periods were with 23.9 minutes per journey considerably shorter 

(morning off-peak). The variability of in-vehicle time when comparing the two records
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of each OD pair was 9.1 minutes. The in-vehicle time analysis of transfer journeys had 

different results. The mean of total journey time (both legs and waiting time at transfer 

node) was 63 and 68 minutes for morning peak and evening peak periods respectively. A 

similar difference was found when analysing the morning and afternoon off-peak periods. 

The average waiting time at transfer nodes is 17 minutes with an average variability of 

almost 20 minutes;

The following chapter will summarise the conclusions and main findings of this thesis. It 

will also outline some future research suggestions.



Chapter 8 

Discussion & Conclusions

This chapter summarises the research that was carried out throughout this project, discusses the 

main results and addresses the objectives that were stated in the introduction. The main findings 

and their implications are then discussed. Various suggestions for future research precede the 

final remarks of this thesis.

In general, this thesis proposed a new method to estimate destinations of public transport 

passengers using historical EFC data of an urban bus operator. Existing literature and methods 

for rail networks identified the need for methods to be able to infer destinations of bus passen

gers. The proposed algorithm offers a solution to infer the alightings of passengers based on a 

set of rules. These rules were then applied to the EFC data set with the focus to determine the 

stage of alighting. A series of steps needed to be developed prior the execution of the main OD 

algorithm. These included the correct data migration of the semi-structured, semi-encrypted 

EFC data, the identification of single and transfer journeys, the identification of substitutional 

routes and the definition of the rule base which was then used to infer the destinations. It was 

attempted to include as many methods to validate these methods as possible. A travel diary that 

recorded information that was similar to the recordings of the EFC system was carried out. The 

investigation in terms of correctness of the OD extraction algorithm was promising. The study 

showed a high precision rate with a moderate value for the recall which is similar to the actual 

results. The applications of the results to the public transport sector are multiple. For demon

stration purposes it was shown that knowing the destinations it was further possible to calculate 

the time of alighting of each passenger journey. This was then used to calculate performance 

measures such as in-vehicle time, in-vehicle time variability, total transfer journey time, waiting 

time and waiting time variability.

The following section will focus on the main contributions of this thesis.
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8.1 Summary of Research and Main Contributions
The main aim of this thesis was to develop a method that estimates passenger destinations at 

trip level using historical EFC data that were recorded on an entry only validation urban bus 

network. The following section will summarise the steps that were developed to achieve this 

aim and will further outline the specific contributions to the body of knowledge.

8.1.1 Data Migration Framework
A total of 45 million boarding records were available for the project which were migrated 

into a relational database using a newly developed 4-Phase data migration framework. Such 

a framework is important to ensure that experience is documented and projects are reliable and 

can be replicated. It should assist researchers and practitioners during the import process of 

the data by providing a project management aid. The domain specific model is, although being 

presented with Oracle tool sets, actually non-proprietary. A more detailed description of this 

aspect of the research project can be found in Hofmann et al. (2003).

8.1.2 Transfer Journey Classification
A newly developed algorithm classifies journeys from historical EFC data into two different 

categories: linked trips and unlinked trips. This was achieved by applying a set of assumptions 

to the boarding records. The algorithm was tested over a four month period . A new assumption 

was added to differentiate the model from previous research such as Bagchi and White (2003) 

and Okamura et al. (2003). This assumption stated that a transfer journey classification can only 

be made if the second boarding is being made on a different route. The argument behind this is 

that if the same route is taken twice then it was probably a return journey and not necessarily a 

transfer journey. This is of particular importance when the cut-off point is larger meaning that 

passengers potentially could make a journey without a single main purpose. This additional 

assumption improved the transfer journey classification algorithm considerably by increasing 

its precision value. A simple random sample and a survey was used to show the correctness of 

this algorithm. Furthermore, a Monte Carlo simulation assessed the robustness of the algorithm 

when random errors were introduced. The simulation showed that a random added error mostly 

has linear impact on the error of classifying transfer journeys. Similar project that aimed to de

termine passenger destinations based on historical EFC data mostly neglected the are of transfer 

journeys. Partially because the method of chaining most journeys together made the knowledge 

of linked and unlinked trips unimportant. However, we believe that this is not entirely true. 

Transfer journeys should be treated differently regardless which approach is used simply due
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to their difference of characteristics compared to single journeys. It is therefore important for 

this and other studies to be able to identify all true transfer journeys that were made on the 

network. The proposed algorithm has a small and acceptable error rate which demonstrates its 

clear ability to classify linked and unlinked trips.

8.1.3 Analysis of Data Quality with Regard to Bus Driver Behaviour
Many EFC systems still rely on the bus driver to select the correct bus stage which is then part 

o f the stored boarding record. Little research has been found with regard to the correctness and 

impact of this issue. Three different methods were used to show that (1) the bus driver generally 

recorded the correct stage and (2) the quality of the data set is good. The first approach analysed 

the frequency of recorded bus stops. The second approach analysed boarding distributions on 

the premise that more people board at busy bus stops. The last approach focused on the arrival 

time of the vehicle at the bus stop on the premise that the arrival times on bus stops should not 

be the same for a number of bus stops.

8.1.4 Transfer Journey Analysis
A comprehensive analysis mainly with regard to travel behaviour of transfer passengers was 

carried out. This contributed considerably to the general understanding of the characteristics 

of transfer journeys in the Dublin Bus transportation network. Varying travel times, ticket 

utilisation, and ticket category analysis were investigated.

8.1.5 Network Symmetry
A new measure to calculate route/network symmetry was proposed. The measure of ’Degree of 

Symmetry’ could potentially be used to justify the use of symmetry assumptions. The method 

was applied to single and transfer journeys with the aim to test the network for the degree of 

symmetry. The model can be used to compare routes or networks with regard to degree of 

symmetry. Potentially this could also be used to estimate OD matrices. However, this would 

only be possible at an aggregate level and was therefore not further pursued as part of this thesis.

8.1.6 Identification of Substitutional Routes
A novel method to identify substitutional routes (common routes) which are alternative routes a 

passenger can use to get to his/her final destination was proposed. An innovative algorithm was 

developed that works on the premise that passengers use the combination of substitutional routes 

more frequently than non-substitutional routes. The results of the algorithm were tested using
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a simple random sample and a manual identification of substitutional routes. This method of 

identifying alternative routes was chosen because it clearly represents what passengers consider 

to be substitutional routes as the results are based on actual boarding records. Simple random 

samples validated the method and an acceptable error of 2% was detected.

8.1.7 OD Extraction of Journey Pairs
Most of the above stages were necessary to facilitate the design and development of the OD 

extraction algorithm that estimates the destination o f urban public transport passengers. The 

main assumption stated that, in simplified terms, the location of the boarding in the evening 

can be considered the final destination in the morning and vice versa. This statement is further 

enhanced by considering a multiple array of attributes when inferring a passenger destination at 

trip level.

The main algorithm used a rule based approach called Rule Based Reasoning (RBR) that 

uses a reasoning process to connect data to conclusions. It is the formal implementation of the 

thinking process when the aim is to extract patterns similar to the ones that are emerging from 

passenger boarding records. Production rules or simply rules are the most common method 

to represent knowledge. RBR allows domain knowledge to be transferred into rules which are 

then applied to the dataset. These rules were identified using decision tables that consisted of all 

theoretical combinations of the values of the recorded attributes. Illogical combinations were 

then eliminated. The final set consisted of 12 rules for single journeys and 24 rules for transfer 

journeys. Section 6.8 lists the detailed innovations o f this model. The proposed method follows 

a pessimistic approach. This means that the approach aimed to get a high precision value which 

lead to a lower total destination identification value (recall).

8.1.8 OD Extraction of Entire Passenger Boarding Records
As the first iteration only analysed boarding pairs a second iteration of the algorithm was pro

posed. Throughout this second iteration the algorithm and its rule base was extended to facilitate 

the analysis of all recorded boardings of any given passenger in a parallel manner with the aim 

to extract common travel behaviour that was stored over the entire ticket validity period. This 

method further improved the extraction ratio of passenger destinations by adding four more 

rules. This novel approach means that the more boarding records are recorded by a passenger 

the higher is the identification rate of destinations. This is of particular importance as many 

networks now operate with re-chargeable cards that assign boarding records to a passenger for
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many months or even years. However, in practice full records are often only stored for several 

weeks. This may change over time as storage cost of data constandy decreases and applications 

o f EFC data increase.

8.1.9 Validation of the OD Results
The dataset has no exit validation information for any of the records and it was therefore difficult 

to validate the estimated OD extraction results. The validation was therefore split into several 

different approaches each using a slightly different view point. The main validation method 

consisted of data obtained from a small travel diary study that was solely implemented to collect 

data for this validation process. The second method was to validate the results by comparing 

various measures and matrices in aggregate form to the results that were based on a large DTO 

employment survey. Two approaches analysed the actual results to see whether the aggregate 

statistics are in line with common sense and domain expertise. All validation methods indicated 

that the results are acceptable and that the error rates are low. Furthermore, one section focused 

on the limitations and boundaries of both algorithm and data.

8.1.10 Calculation of In-vehicle Time, Total Transfer Journey Time and 
Waiting Time at Transfer Nodes

One of many applications that result from trip level OD data is the calculation of performance 

measures at different levels (e.g. route, route segment or network level). This thesis showed 

this by using the inferred destinations to further extract the arrival time of passengers. Knowing 

times of boarding and alighting at trip level then facilitates the calculation of in-vehicle time, 

in-vehicle time variability, total transfer journey time and waiting time at transfer nodes. The 

outcome of this novel approach can be used as performance or monitoring measures by urban 

bus operators or regulators. It further shows the potential possibilities and its applications of the 

extended data base.

8.1.11 Summary
In conclusion to this section it can be stated that the set aims and objectives were mainly 

achieved. Although the ratio of inferred destinations is low, the precision and accuracy val

ues are high which was one of the main goals. Furthermore, the results are similar to the most 

recent study by Trepanier et al. (2007a) which was also the first publication that presented a 

method to infer destinations of bus passengers at trip level based on historical EFC data. How

ever, we believe that Trepanier et al. (2007a) used a more optimistic approach when inferring
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destinations. Due to the nature of their algorithm transfer journeys and substitutional routes 

were not considered.

The validation of the results were promising in particular the travel diary study which was 

used to simulated real EFC data and tested the OD extraction algorithm. Interesting should be 

the implementation of the algorithm on newer data as the use of magnetic strip cards increased 

considerably since 1999 and should therefore also provide a better result.

8.2 Can EFC Data Improve Information Need of Operators?
Section 2.9 reported about a study that focused on the information needs of PTEs, county coun

cils and bus operators (Bagchi, 2003a). Nine statements were presented and the participants 

had to rank each of them. After having extended and analysed the EFC data set, the following 

paragraphs will focus on each of the statements in order to evaluate whether EFC data could be 

used to provide the various entities with the required information.

Statement 1: Having a continuous record o f journeys undertaken by individuals using our 

serx’ice and being able to link the records to those individuals. This is possible using EFC data 

within reason. In the case where a fare card medium is assigned to a name it is possible to 

follow the travel path of the passenger. This is increasingly the case for smart cards or annual 

tickets. When using EFC data generated by magnetic strip cards then the length of continuous 

records of individual passengers depends on the validity period of the ticket in use.

Statement 2: Identifying more o f our customers by name and address not just the travel card 

holders. This is not possible as passengers that do not hold a travel card are not traceable within 

the system.

Statement 3: Recording the origin and destination o f all journeys (boarding and alighting 

points to/from vehicle) undertaken on our buses. As this thesis and other projects showed, it is 

possible to extract OD pairs of journeys. The inferred OD pairs provide a dataset that could be 

used to determine many performance measures or trends as this thesis has shown by introducing 

several examples.

Statement 4: Having the same journey information available for a larger and more represen

tative proportion o f our customers than is possible to obtain through existing surveys. Again, 

this is possible. What has not yet been analysed is the difference between a sample consisting 

of magnetic strip card boardings and the population of all public transport users of a specific 

network.
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Statement 5: Having a continuous record o f journeys undertaken by identified customers using 

our services so that we can see how people vary their travel behaviour day to day, week to week, 

etc.. This could be realised by providing a certain amount of passengers with a travel card, 

linking each unique ticket number to the personal details of a passenger. The data recorded of 

the participating customers could then be extracted and analysed.

Statement 6: Being able to identify the pattern o f interchange with other buses as part o f  a 

customer’s journey from one activity to another (e.g. home to work). This is only possible when 

period or multi-journey tickets are used. Chapter 5 focused on the analysis of route interchange. 

This is probably one of the most advanced analysis areas within this thesis. However, the 

activity can only be estimated on the basis of the recorded boarding records such as location 

and destination as well as time and date of the boardings.

Statement 7: Monitor and measure demand at different time periods and at different places 

(e.g. interchanges). This is possible without any great difficulty as long as the data is stored in 

an accessible format such as a database. Chapter 5 and 7 discussed this matter in some detail.

Statement 8: Measure more accurately than presently possible how many new customers have 

started using our sendees over a period o f time. This is not possible in its entirety. In the case 

where smart cards are used, new subscriptions could be analysed. However, new customers that 

pay by cash can not directly be identified.

Statement 9: Measure more accurately than presently possible how many customers have 

stopped using our services over a period o f time. This is similar to statement 8. Smart cards that 

are not used anymore could be analysed. However, this would not result in a definite number of 

passengers that stopped using the service.

In summary it could be concluded that EFC data can provide information that is explicitly 

required by County Councils, PTEs and bus operators. In particular, after being able to estimate 

destinations for a considerable portion of the boarding records.

8.3 Main Findings and Future Implications
This section focuses on the main findings of the research presented in this thesis. More detailed 

findings can also be found at the end of each chapter.

The transfer journey algorithm identified approximately 36% of all unlinked boarding records 

as linked trips. This additional data attribute is an essential part of information for various op

erational and passenger behaviour analyses. It was further identified that the 90 minute cut-off
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point was the correct choice although this could be reduced to 75 minutes resulting in the loss 

of only 10% of originally declared transfer journeys.

The data quality section of the paper was considered important because the quality of the 

results generated can only be as good as the quality of the data themselves. Although the 

analysis concluded that the recorded data is accurate (within a margin of error) it was also 

discovered that the dataset is not as complete as it could have been. This is mainly with regard 

to stages where no passengers boarded which occurs particularly towards the final stages of 

each route. In summary, although there is frequent human interaction, the system where the 

bus driver has to indicate the location of the stop does work and the recorded data seem to be 

accurate. With the growing integration of more complex technology, most systems will not have 

to face this problem for much longer.

The lack of geographic coordinates caused limitations in many aspects throughout the re

search and development of the proposed methods. Having locations of each bus stage/stop 

would therefore certainly be of advantage in particular with regard to the validation of OD 

pairs, substitutional routes and transfer journeys.

The transfer journey analysis produced summary figures that clearly helped to more fully 

understand passenger’s transfer behaviour. In particular it highlighted the differences between 

single journeys and transfer journeys in terms of boarding time, ticket utilisation and usage. The 

analysis, for example, showed that almost 10% of transfer passengers transfer within 10 minutes 

after boarding the first bus and 50% of all transfer customers transfer within 34 minutes.

Most transfers originate from the city centre coarse zone 1 (20.80%). Over 60% transfer 

in the city centre. Smaller clusters have also been discovered which may indicate the need for 

orbital routes to reduce or eliminate the need of transfer journeys.

The research carried out with regard to the network symmetry identified a gap in the liter

ature. An equation was developed that defined the level of symmetry in a network or network 

segment.

The ticket type analysis lead to the result that over 53% of all transfer journeys are validated 

using a Weekly Adult City zone or Weekly Student City zone ticket. The same tickets are 

only responsible for 32% of single journey validation. The third most used ticket for transfer 

journeys was the 3 Day - Adult ticket which was responsible for almost 17% of transfer journey 

validations compared to almost 9% for single journey validations. The four most common 

tickets to validate transfer journeys were responsible for 76% of all validations.
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The time analysis where transfer journeys were compared with single journey boarding 

times shows that the morning peak of transfer journeys is clearly from 7.00 to 8.00 whereas 

the single journey morning peak is from 8.00 to 9.00. The evening peak of transfer journeys is 

from 16.00 to 17.00 while the peak time of single journeys lies between 17.00 and 18.00. This 

has been established through the initial peak time analysis as well. Overall the run of the two 

curves is very similar

The following main conclusions can be drawn with regard to the improvement of the algo

rithm and the results themselves:

Foreign student tickets show a very high total percentage of OD estimation. The highest 

percentage with 78% means that out of 10 journeys 7.8 could be inferred with a destination. 

The algorithm is designed in such a way that the greater the routine behaviour of a passenger 

the better will be the OD results achieved. It could therefore be assumed that foreign students 

have on average a higher routine behaviour than the remaining passengers. This could be caused 

by their smaller social network. On average almost 7.1 out of 10 journeys can be inferred using 

all foreign student tickets

2-Journey tickets have a relatively low percentage of transfer journeys. The average total 

percentage of OD estimation is 36% which is considerably lower than the total average of 46%.

The tickets with a percentage of OD estimation of less than 1% are tickets that in theory 

should not result in any OD pairs. However due to small errors in the EFC data, unique IDs 

were duplicated and therefore result in some OD pairs. Although this is an error, it does not 

cause any problems with regard to the OD estimation. The algorithm proved to be working as 

in this case only 18 errors occurred which is less than 0.00005% and therefore acceptable.

The OD extraction percentage is higher for single journeys than it is for transfer journeys. 

This is due to the increased complexity of transfer journeys as four boarding records have to 

be compared and matched. Including all ticket types the average OD extraction percentage of 

single journeys is 57% compared to 24% of transfer journeys.

It is noteworthy to add that these figures are average figures of several thousands of different 

passengers. Many passenger tickets have an OD extraction percentage of over 95%. Further

more not all recorded boardings have a return journey due to car pooling or other modes of 

transport that offer an alternative to the bus services. For these journeys it is not possible to 

assign a destination without violating existing or adding more assumptions.

Out of all single journey OD pairs 92% were recorded in consecutive timely sequential
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order. Furthermore, 59% of all identified single journey OD pairs were repeated either on the 

same day or throughout the period of ticket validity. Over 54% of all inferred single journey 

OD pairs are considered to be representative due to their consecutive order and their repetitive 

nature.

Out of all transfer journey OD pairs, 86% were recorded in consecutive timely sequential 

order. Furthermore 47% of all transfer journey OD pairs were repeated either on the same day 

or throughout the period of ticket.

The strongest three categories represent 40% of all identified OD pairs. The weakest cat

egories are considerably lower with 8%. However, within the transfer journey OD pairs only 

47% were repeated. This shows that a large proportion of inferred transfer journey OD pairs 

belong to the cases that are neither strong nor weak but are more of average representativeness.

Two new assumptions have contributed considerably to the overall ratio of identified OD 

pairs and increased the total amount of passenger journeys that could be assigned a destination 

from 873,004 to 1,026,880. This is equivalent to an identification rate of all boardings of almost 

46%. Considering only single journeys then the average identification reaches 57%. In general, 

the longer the ticket validity period is the higher the percentage of improvement. This is mainly 

caused by the new assumption introduced in Section 6.7.4.

As expected, the main destination is the city centre. As most of the inferred destinations 

were assigned to single journeys, this makes sense considering the radial nature of the urban 

bus network. The other pattern that occurs is the increased frequency of journeys where origin 

and destination were within the same zone. Furthermore two clusters were identified. One spans 

coordinates of the zones 11 to 14 (origin) and 5 to 7 (destination). The second cluster includes 

the zones 5 to 7 (origin) and 11 to 14 (destination). The zones of these clusters include busy 

suburban centres that offer work, shopping and leisure activities and are therefore frequently 

visited by Dublin Bus passengers

Knowing the destination of passengers it is further possible to extract the estimated time of 

alighting. This further facilitates an analysis with regard to in-vehicle time, total travel time, 

waiting time at transfer nodes and in-vehicle time variability. The analysis showed that the net

work wide average in-vehicle time is almost 30 minutes (n =  272,383). The average in-vehicle 

times of single journeys in the morning peak period and evening peak period were 33.9 and 

34.4 minutes respectively. The percentiles were approximately the same. The in-vehicle time 

during the off peak periods were with 23.9 minutes per journey considerably shorter (morning
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off-peak). The variability of in-vehicle time when comparing the two records of each OD pair 

was 9.1 minutes. The in-vehicle time analysis of transfer journeys had different results. The 

mean of total journey time (both legs and waiting time at transfer node) was 63 and 68 minutes 

for morning peak and evening peak periods respectively. A similar difference was found when 

analysing the morning and afternoon off-peak periods.

8.4 Suggestions for Further Research
The main research effort described throughout this thesis only addressed the OD estimation for 

a single operator based on single mode data. Most cities have multi-modal and multi-operator 

networks. Furthermore not all required data attributes were available. Consequently the data 

needs for advanced analyses need to be addressed in much greater detail. This section elaborates 

briefly on these important issues.

8.4.1 What Data are Really Needed?
As already mentioned throughout this thesis: the analysis results can only be as good as the 

data that are used to obtain them. Furthermore data attributes have to be available in order 

to incorporate them directly or indirectly into any analysis. For example, this project could 

not avail of exact spatial parameters such as geographic coordinates of all bus stages. If EFC 

data are used in commercial projects to improve operational or strategic planning and decision 

making a more detailed segregation of areas of the public transport network will be critical.

Furthermore this project’s data source only consisted of data records that were recorded with 

magnetic strip cards. The data recorded by cash paying public transport passengers were not 

available. An interesting question that may be addressed in future research projects is how much 

the cash records differ from magnetic strip card (or smart card) recordings. If the difference is 

negligible then all results obtained from the results based on magnetic strip card data can be 

applied to the entire population. Efforts such as the introduction of off-bus ticketing to cover 

less frequent users (e.g. Oyster PAYG) might result in such data becoming more representative 

of the bus user market as a whole.

Another issue that needs to be addressed in relation to the data needs are standards that have 

to be implemented by all public transport operators regardless of transport mode of the entire 

network. If the aim is to develop more complex algorithms that incorporate several operators 

and modes then the data attributes have to be standardised so that they can be merged into one 

big database. This is especially necessary in the following cases:
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•  Other stakeholders such as public transport regulators or departments of transport show 

interest in analysing the data;

•  One operator is in charge of more than one mode.

It is important to realise that future automatic data collection systems which support public 

transport operations can be designed so that required data are available. For example, AVL 

systems can be incorporated into EFC systems and therefore generate exact spatial and temporal 

data of the journey of buses.

8.4.2 Development of a Multi-modal/Multi-operator Algorithm
The OD estimation algorithm which was proposed in this thesis was only based on data from 

one operator and one mode (urban bus operator). Although Dublin Bus was more or less the 

main urban bus operator for the GDA and the bus transport mode is the main public transport 

mode this does not apply to many cities. Multi-modal and multi-operator environments are the 

norm in most large cities that have an innovative public transport network. The project which 

was researched by MIT in Boston using Chicago data used urban rail data and urban bus data 

to estimate OD pairs on a passenger level. However, the proportion of the urban bus data was 

solely used to infer the previous heavy rail station where the passenger alighted. In reality 

public transport passengers that live in a city with a multi-modal network will often use two 

or more modes to travel between destinations. It is therefore important that OD estimation of 

public transport passengers has to involve all major modes of transport. The following issues 

may cause problems which have to be solved before OD pairs from a multi-modal and multi

operator network can be estimated;

•  Data of the various operators and modes need to be compatible. This means that the 

format of the recorded data needs to be similar so that they can be imported into a common 

database which then serves as the common source of data for future analyses;

•  The values of the data attributes used by the various automatic data collection systems 

need to be standardised for all modes and operators. For example it is necessary that bus 

stops have a unique ID which needs to be used by all operators that serve the stop. Also 

directional identifiers (inbound-outbound) need to be standardised so that smooth data 

import with no errors is possible;

•  A problem that is of a less technical nature is data sensitivity from an operator point of 

view. There have to be incentives to individual operators as well as the entire public
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transport operators of a network. Public transport regulators are an upcoming trend to 

ensure that all operators and all modes work together in an efficient and effective manner. 

A survey of operators’ opinions and expectations might be a solution to form a better 

picture.

8.5 Final Remarks
There is no doubt that the public transport sector will follow the trend that many other industry 

and service sectors have successfully pursued for several years. Data recording systems such as 

EFC systems will in future be designed with the data needs in mind and not solely to serve the 

public transport operations directly. In an age where public transport in urban areas is one of the 

comer stones of and contributors to socio-economic developments, the potential for improve

ments cannot be disregarded. Large data sources certainly have the ability to improve public 

transport networks by facilitating the transport planner with more information about passenger 

behaviour and travel patterns as well as operational performance of the public transport fleet.
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Appendix A
Coarse Zone Description

Coarse Zone Coarse Zone Description
1 City Centre (within Canal Ring)
2 Dublin Port Area
3 North East City (Clontarf, Raheny, Ayrfield)
4 North West City (Cabra, Finglas, Ballymun)
5 South East City (Rathmines)
6 South West City (Kilmainham, Walkingstown, Kimmage)
7 Fingal West (Blanchardstown / Castleknock)
8 Fingal East (Portmamock, Malahide, Donabate, Swords, Airport)
9 Fingal North West (Naul, Ballyboghill, Oldtown)
10 Fingal North East (Rush, Lusk, Skerries, Balbriggan)
11 South Dublin - Lucan, Clondalkin
12 South Dublin - Tallaght
13 South Dublin - Saggart, Rathcoole, Bohemabrena
14 Dun Laogharie / Rathdown - North
15 Dun Laoghaire / Rathdown - South
16 Meath
17 Kildare
18 West Wicklow
19 East Wicklow
20 Louth
21 Externals
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Appendix C 

Substitutional Routes

The following tables Table 2 to Table 5 show the results of the four different analysis scenarios. 

It shows the cut-off points of Number o f  Boardings on the main horizontal header and the cut

off values of the calculated weights (using Equations 6.4.1 and 6.4.3) on the vertical header. 

Within each of these cut-off values there are three further categories:

•  No of Subroutes;

•  Number of Errors;

•  Relative percentage of Errors.

Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the cut-off boardings on the x-axis and the 

impact on wrongly identified boardings due to errors in estimating substitutional routes on the 

y-axis (in %).

Table 2 shows the various values for Solution 1 using the OR option. The highlighted cells 

indicate the cut-off point combinations where the percentages of relative errors were below 

2.5%. This is also shown when graphically displaying the data (see Figure 1). This model 

is robust where the Number o f  Occurrences is between 50 and 60 and calculated weights lie 

between 1 and 4.5.

Table 3 shows the various values for Solution 1 using the AND option. The highlighted 

cell indicates the cut-off point combination where the percentage of relative errors was below 

2.5%. Only one cut-off combination resulted in a low impact error. This is also shown when 

graphically displaying the data (see Figure 2). Figure 2 shows a high variation between the 

different parameters and it is therefore impossible to identify a logical pattern. This model is 

not robust and does not result in low impact errors.

Table 4 shows the various values for Solution 2 using the OR option. The highlighted cells 

indicate the cut-off point combinations where the percentages of relative errors were below 

2.5%. This is also shown when graphically displaying the data (see Figure 3). This model 

is robust where the Number o f  Occurrences is between 50 and 100 and calculated weights lie 

between 1 and 4.5.

Table 5 shows the various values for Solution 2 using the AND option. The highlighted 

cells indicate the cut-off point combinations where the percentages of relative errors were below 

2.5%. This is also shown when graphically displaying the data (see Figure 4). Figure 4 shows 

a similar pattern as Figure 2. Although the 0.5 to 2.5 cut-off points are relatively similar the
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Table 2: Solution 1 - OR

Cut-off points for ‘Number of occurrence’

10 20 30 40 50 60 100 150
No of Subroutes 2,162 1,467 1,193 1,079 1,015 980 941 931

0.5 Number of Errors 75 41 30 26 23 23 25 25
Relative Errors 6.15 4.67 3.72 3.26 2.98 2.51 3.22 3.22
No of Subroutes 2,139 1,391 1,076 901 785 720 620 589

1 Number of Errors 75 43 30 25 19 20 24 26
Relative Errors 5.92 4.38 3.34 2.76 1.9 2.09 3.06 3.91
No of Subroutes 2,137 1,381 1,049 865 743 676 529 473

1,5 Number of Errors 74 42 29 24 19 20 26 28
Relative Errors 5.89 4.5 3.32 2.74 2.03 2.22 3.73 4.55
No of Subroutes 2,135 1,375 1,039 852 725 657 491 412

53
2 Number of Errors 74 42 29 24 19 20 26 29

Relative Errors 5.89 4.35 3.32 2.74 2.03 2.22 3.73 4.89
’13 No of Subroutes 2,135 1374 1,035 845 717 648 473 378
U 2.5 Number of Errors 74 42 29 24 19 20 26 31

=2 Relative Errors 5.89 4.35 3.32 2.74 2.03 2.22 3.73 5.77
No of Subroutes 2134 1373 1034 843 715 643 464 367

’3 3.0 Number of Errors 73 41 28 24 19 21 27 32
o.
Is Relative Errors 5.9 4.35 3.33 2.74 2.04 2.42 3.93 5.98
o
■ No of Subroutes 2130 1369 1030 839 711 637 454 355
au 3.5 Number of Errors 72 40 27 23 18 20 27 32

Relative Errors 5.89 4.34 3.32 2.73 2.03 2.41 4.15 6.20
No of Subroutes 2130 1369 1030 839 711 637 451 351

4.0 Number o f Errors 72 40 27 23 18 20 28 33
Relative Errors 5.89 4.34 3.32 2.73 2.03 2.41 4.41 6.46
No of Subroutes 2130 1369 1030 838 710 635 448 347

4.5 Number of Errors 72 40 27 23 18 20 28 33
Relative Errors 5.89 4.34 3.32 2.73 2.03 2.41 4.41 6.46

higher cut-off points result in a high error percentage. This model is not robust for any cut- 

point combinations.
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Figure 1: Solution 1 - OR - Impact Errors o f  False Predictions
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Table 3: Solution 1 - AND

Cut-off points for ‘Number of occurrence’

10 20 30 40 50 60 100 150
No of Subroutes 881 813 748 669 604 562 413 318

0.5 Number of Errors 23 25 23 22 20 22 28 33
Relative Errors 2.96 2.9 2.82 2.69 2.27 2.93 4.41 6.45
No of Subroutes 557 542 518 500 487 475 387 313

1 Number of Errors 24 24 24 24 25 26 30 33
Relative Errors 3.88 3.88 3.89 3.89 4.04 4.23 5.27 6.45

, No of Subroutes 437 430 423 414 407 397 356 307
1.5 Number of Errors 28 28 28 28 28 29 31 34

Relative Errors 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.05 5.25 5.73 6.95
IS No of Subroutes 359 356 353 347 345 336 314 288
■B
V 2 Number of Errors 29 29 29 29 29 30 32 34

Relative Errors 5.39 5.39 5.39 5.39 5.39 5.58 6.07 6.95
J J No of Subroutes 297 295 295 292 291 283 270 260
U 2.5 Number of Errors 33 33 33 33 33 34 36 36
u Relative Errors 8.08 8.08 8.08 8.08 8.08 8.27 8.76 8.76

No of Subroutes 269 267 267 266 265 260 251 243
_C 3.0 Number of Errors 34 34 34 34 34 34 36 36
O. Relative Errors 8.28 8.28 8.28 8.28 8.28 8.28 8.77 8.77
o No of Subroutes 242 240 240 239 238 235 230 224
s 3.5 Number o f Errors 38 38 38 38 38 38 39 39

Relative Errors 11.89 11.94 11.94 11.94 11.94 11.94 12.2 12.2
No of Subroutes 216 214 214 243 212 209 207 202

4.0 Number o f Errors 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
Relative Errors 13.13 13.13 13.13 13.13 13.13 13.13 13.13 13.13
No of Subroutes 201 199 199 199 198 196 195 191

4.5 Number of Errors 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
Relative Errors 15.03 15.03 15.03 15.03 15.03 15.03 15.03 15.03
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Figure 2: Solution I - AN D  - Impact Errors o f False Predictions
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Table 4: Solution 2 - OR

Cut-off points for ‘Number of occurrence’

10 20 30 40 50 60 100 150
No of Subroutes 2,620 2,076 1,906 1,823 1,781 1,766 1,742 1,742

0.5 Number of Errors 88 57 45 41 39 39 40 40
Relative Errors 6.15 4.67 3.72 3.26 2.98 2.98 3.22 3.22
No of Subroutes 2,349 1,664 1,391 1,249 1,163 1,121 1,061 1,035

1 Number of Errors 80 47 34 30 26 26 27 26
Relative Errors 5.95 4.38 3.34 2.89 2.32 2.32 2.52 2.91

CT No of Subroutes 2,275 1,569 1,275 1,109 1,003 950 863 825

01 1.5 Number o f Errors 76 42 29 23 19 20 21 20

1
Relative Errors 5.93 4.29 3.26 2.57 2.01 2.19 2.39 2.72
No of Subroutes 2,247 1,526 1,224 1,050 938 882 777 735

■w
JZ
3

2 Number o f Errors 75 42 29 23 18 19 20 19
Relative Errors 5.91 4.31 3.28 2.59 1.88 2.07 2.44 2.87

IS No of Subroutes 2,229 1,500 1,198 1,019 903 841 721 672
y 2.5 Number of Errors 74 41 28 22 17 18 20 21

Im

cS Relative Errors 5.88 4.28 3.25 2.56 1.86 2.04 2.48 2.87
CA No of Subroutes 2215 1484 1173 992 874 809 674 616

'5 3.0 Number of Errors 73 41 27 22 17 18 20 21
B.

Ic Relative Errors 5.88 4.34 3.23 2.54 1.84 2.02 2.47 2.85
o No of Subroutes 2,203 1,467 1,150 968 849 782 633 564
s 3.5 Number of Errors 75 43 29 23 17 18 21 24

Relative Errors 5.9 4.35 3.25 2.56 1.71 1.9 2.56 3.72
No of Subroutes 2197 1460 1140 957 838 769 614 541

4.0 Number o f Errors 74 42 28 24 18 19 23 26
Relative Errors 5.90 4.36 3.25 2.67 1.81 2.00 2.90 4.05
No of Subroutes 2193 1455 1130 950 830 760 601 524

4.5 Number of Errors 73 41 27 23 17 18 22 25
Relative Errors 5.90 4.35 3.25 2.66 1.81 1.99 2.89 4.05
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Figure 3: Solution 2 - OR - Impact Errors o f False Predictions
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Table 5: Solution 2 - AND

Cut-off points for ‘Number of occurrence’

10 20 30 40 50 60 100 150
No of Subroutes 1,236 1,017 808 738 651 589 425 320

0.5 Number of Errors 25 24 23 22 19 21 28 33
Relative Errors 2.96 2.9 2.82 2.69 2.27 2.65 4.41 6.45
No of Subroutes 798 720 654 603 560 525 397 318

1 Number of Errors 19 20 20 19 18 20 27 33
Relative Errors 1.98 2 2.02 1.89 1.75 2.13 3.93 6.45
No of Subroutes 655 598 553 526 503 479 378 311

JZd£ 1.5 Number of Errors 18 20 20 21 20 21 28 34

■o

Relative Errors 2.52 2.61 2.62 2.73 2.59 2.78 4.58 7.1
No of Subroutes 585 543 506 487 470 449 366 303

"3
2 Number of Errors 18 19 19 20 20 21 28 34

Relative Errors 2.39 2.44 2.45 2.55 2.55 2.75 4,58 7.1
"es No of Subroutes 534 500 463 449 436 421 353 297
U 2.5 Number o f Errors 22 23 23 24 24 25 31 35

=2 Relative Errors 4.58 4.63 4.64 4.74 4.75 4.94 6.5 8.16
No of Subroutes 490 458 430 419 408 396 343 296

’e 3.0 Number of Errors 22 22 23 24 24 25 31 35
a.
fc Relative Errors 4.57 4.57 4.65 4.75 4.75 4.95 6.51 8.17
o
■ No of Subroutes 440 413 391 380 370 360 321 285
3
U 3.5 Number of Errors 26 26 27 28 29 30 35 37

Relative Errors 7.18 7.18 7.26 7.36 7.51 7.72 9.04 9.93
No of Subroutes 418 392 373 364 654 346 313 281

4.0 Number of Errors 28 28 29 29 30 31 35 37
Relative Errors 7.52 7.52 7.60 7.60 7.75 7.95 9.05 9.94
No of Subroutes 396 371 354 345 336 329 300 272

4.5 Number of Errors 29 29 30 30 31 32 36 38
Relative Errors 8.02 8.02 8.10 8.10 8.25 8.45 9.55 10.44
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Figure 4; Solution 2 - A N D  - Im pact E rrors o f  False Predictions
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Appendix D

OD Algorithm Flow Charts

This section describes how the entire algorithm  is structured. The algorithm  is program m ed 

in C++ w hich inputs/outputs from  and to various text files. The aim was to include expert 

know ledge in the form  o f rules into the algorithm . T he follow ing steps are carried out by the 

algorithm :

•  Initially all necessary param eters have to be set. T his includes the following:

-  Run substitutional route identification algorithm  (Yes/No);

-  R ecalculate substitutional route m atrix with new cut-off values (Yes/No);

-  Set value for cu t-off value for num ber o f occurrences;

-  Set value for cu t-off value for calculated w eights;

-  Run OD identification for single journeys (Yes/No);

-  Run OD identification for transfer journeys (Yes/No);

-  O utput Single OD  pair in 1 line (Yes/No);

-  O utput Single OD  pair in 2 lines - O ne for each boarding record (Yes/No);

-  O utput Transfer OD pair in 1 line (Yes/No);

-  O utput Transfer OD pair in 4  lines - O ne for each boarding record (Yes/No);

-  O utput Single OD  pairs directly into the O racle database (Yes/No);

-  O utput T ransfer OD pairs directly  into the O racle database (Yes/No).

•  If the ’Run substitutional route identification a lgorithm ’ is selected then the algorithm

initially com piles a new list o f substitutional routes. This procedure was described in

Section 6.5;
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•  If ’R ecalculate substitutional route m atrix w ith new cu t-off values’ is selected the algo

rithm  re-calculates the substitutional route list using the new values o f the cut-off points;

•  The first data file is opened;

•  All boarding records o f  one passenger are extracted;

•  The next part o f  the algorithm  com pares boarding records o f single journeys. This con

tains the com parison o f all single journey  boarding records o f this passenger. The com 

parison is done in pairs. A valid O D pair can only be extracted when the tw o boarding 

records were recorded on the sam e day. The follow ing procedure is carried out for each 

com parison:

-  R oute - if it is the sam e route then the route identifier value is 1. In the case where 

the routes are d ifferent it has to be tested w hether they are substitutional routes. This 

is done by accessing the substitutional route file and com paring the two routes from 

the potential OD pair to the list o f substitutional routes stored in the file. If  the route 

com bination pair is considered as a substitutional route then the value is 2 otherw ise 

the route identifier is 3;

-  D irection - Sam e direction o f the two boardings o f the potential OD pair results in a 

1 and different direction in a 2 as values for the direction identifier;

-  R epeated - At this stage a positive OD pair has been identified and the algorithm ’s 

aim  is to find sam e OD pairs o f the sam e passenger throughout the validity period 

o f the ticket. In the case w here an OD pair is repeatedly found the repeat identifier 

changes. 1 for repeats on the sam e day, 2 for repeats during the ticket duration and 

3 for not repeated are assigned. The substitutional route identification algorithm  

is also applied throughout the search for repeated occurrences o f  the OD pair. A 

further output is the actual num ber o f repeats that were found;

-  O rder - This part o f  the algorithm  checks w hether the boarding records w hich build 

the OD pair were in consecutive sequential order or not. I is assigned to consecutive 

order and 2 for non-consecutive boarding records.

•  This part o f the algorithm  com pares boarding records o f transfer journeys. The character

istics o f  transfer O D pairs are different as 4 boarding records are required to form  a valid 

OD  pair. A valid OD pair o f  a transfer journey  can only be extracted if all four board

ings w ere recorded on the sam e day. A fter identifying 4 boarding records that potentially  

could form  an OD pair its characteristics have to be identified. The follow ing procedure 

is carried out for each com parison:

-  R oute A /D  - This com pares the routes o f  boarding record A and D. The route has to 

be the sam e or substitutional. The R oute A/D identifier is 1 for sam e routes, 2 for 

substitutional routes and 3 for d ifferent routes;
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-  Route B/C - This compares the routes of boarding record B and C. The route has to 

be the same or substitutional. The Route B/C identifier is I for same routes, 2 for 

substitutional routes and 3 for different routes;

-  Direction A/D - This compares the direction of boarding record A and D. Same 

direction is a 1 and different direction is a 2;

-  Direction B/C - This compares the direction of boarding record B and C. Same 

direction is a 1 and different direction is a 2;

-  Repeated - At this stage a positive OD pair has been identified and the algorithm’s 

aim is to find same OD pairs of the same passenger throughout the validity period 

of the ticket. In case an OD pair is found repeatedly the repeat identifier changes. 

1 for repeats on the same day, 2 for repeats during the ticket duration and 3 for 

not repeated are assigned. The substitutional route identification algorithm is also 

applied throughout the search for repeated occurrences of the OD pair. A further 

output is the actual number of repeats that were found;

-  Order - This part of the algorithm checks whether all four boarding records, which 

build the OD pair, were in consecutive sequential order or not. 1 is assigned to 

consecutive order and 2 for non-consecutive boarding records.

•  The result of the above described algorithm is a set of numbers that describe the charac

teristics found of the OD pair which now have to be matched to the rule base. Depending 

on the journey type (single or transfer) the algorithm accesses the rule base and attempts 

to match the extracted characteristics of the potential OD pair with one of the pre-defined 

rules. Once a positive match is identified the algorithm outputs the boarding records as 

verified OD pair using the OD scenario assigned to the rule;

•  If there are further boarding records in the file then the next set of boarding records of one 

particular passenger are extracted and the above described procedure is carried out again 

in the attempt to find new OD pairs. If no boarding records are left to analyse the next file 

is opened and the algorithm extracts the sets of boarding records from there.

The following figures (see Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9, Figure 10, 

Figure 11, Figure 12) represent the previous section in the form of process diagrams. The 

squares with the double lined borders indicate a sub procedure.
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(  START )

Extract next set of Ticket ID's (data of 
one individual passenger)

Pass array

Pass array
No (proceed with 

No (Open next next passenger) 
file; i++)

End of File

Yes

Last File

Open file i

Run Substitutional Route 
Identification Algorithm

Sub-Procedure:
Check for Transfer Journey OD's

Sub-Procedure:
Check for Single Journey OD's

Yes
V

END ^

Figure 5: Main Procedure of the OD Extraction Algorithm
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S tart (R eceives p a sse n g e r  da ta  array OD Q Q; x=0; y=0)

No(x++>-

Single Journey

•Yes(y=x++)-

No(y++)

No 
(set X++) No 

(se t y++)

Y es

No 
(se t y++)

Y es 
(se t y++)

S am e Day

Yes-
Yes

S am e route

S am e directionYes(if consecutive 
se t x=y+1 

e lse  s e t  x++)
Y es (p a s s  route identifier)

No

Sub-
Route

Positive Match

Yes

Yesm ore boardin< 
^ records ^

Single Journey

O utput OD pair

C om pare routes

C om pare D ates

S e t route 
identifier

R ead  boarding 
record y

R ead  boarding 
record x

C om pare direction 
and se t identifier

C heck for order of 
records and  set 

identifier

C heck for OD pair 
repea ts

C heck for m atch in 
rule b a s e  (single 

journeys)

C heck for 
substitutional 

routes

No
▼

^  Return ^

Figure 6: Sub Procedure: Check for Single Journey OD Pairs
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Start (Receives two route numbers; x=

No
(X +  +

Match found

Yes

iden tifie r^End (Return sub-route

Read line x

Open subroute file

Extract sub-route 
identifier

Figure 7: Sub Procedure: Checking for Substitutional Routes
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Start (Receives set of identifiers; x=i

Open rule base 
(single journeys)

Read line x

No
( X + + )

Match found

Yes

Extract OD pair type

c End (Return OD pair type)

Figure 8: Sub Procedure: Matching OD Pairs with the Single Journey Rule Base
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Start (receives OD pair informatior); x=0; y=0)

No{x++)-

Single Journey

No(y++)

No 
(set X++) Single Journey No 

(set y++)

No 
(set y++)Yes

Yes 
(se t y++)

S am e Day

Yes-
Yes

S am e route

Yes(if consecutive 
se t x=y+1 

e lse  se t x++) S am e direction

Yes (p ass  route identifier)

No

Sub-
Route

Positive Match No- End of Array

•Yes

Yesmore boardini 
records

Com pare routes

Com pare D ates

S e t route 
identifier

R ead boarding 
record y

R ead boarding 
record x

Count OD pair 
repeat

C om pare direction 
and se t identifier

C om pare OD pair 
with received 
information

Check for 
substitutional 

routes

No

^ R e tu r n  num ber of r e p e a t^

Figure 9: Sub Procedure: Checking for Single Journey Repeats
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^  Start (Receives p assenger data  array OD 0 Q: x»0: ygQ: laQ: k=0) J

NO (x+*>

Read twarding 
recordNo (x*+) Transfer Journey

Y es (y=x++)

No (X-l)
Sem e Day recora y

<it consecutive 
then x*k»*) 

x*y*+)
Tos (i“y-»+) Transfer JourneyNO (X++)

No (!*♦

Read t>oardlng 
record I Transfer Journey

No (I++) Yes (k

Read boardmg 
record k

routes x/kTransfer Journey

Compare Dates of 
records x.y.l ar>d kSanw Day

Set route 
identirier

Compare direction 
ofxA

Compare 
routes y/l

'  „  Compare directiorSam e Directions—Y e s»  .  » — Sa me  Directionof v/\

Check for 
substitutional 

routes
Check (or m atch in 
rule ba se  (transfer 

loumeys)
Er>d of Array

Set route

Check for order of 
records and set 

Identifier

Cneck for 00  
pair repealsOutput OD pair

No (l**>

Figure 10: Sub Procedure: Transfer Journey OD Pair Identification
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Start (Receives set of identifiers; x=0)

Open rule base 
(transfer Journeys]

Read line x

No
( X + + )

Match found

Yes

Extract OD pair types

End (Return OD pair type)

Figure 11: Sub Procedure: Matching OD Pairs with the Transfer Journey Rule Base
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Start (R eceives OD information; x=0; y=0; 1=0: k’

No (x»l)

(if consecutive 
then x*k++) 
else  x=y++)

J ra n s fe r  Joumey

(Iff)

Transfer Journey

S am e  Day

•No (1*+)-

Com pare 
rou tes y/l

Com pare O ates

Com pare

Read boarding

R ead  boarding 
record y

Read boarding

Read boarding

Count OD pair a$

C om pare direction 
of y/l

C om pare direction

C om pare OD pair

Com pare D ates of 
records x.y.l and  k

Transfer Joumey

S am e  Day

End of Array

Figure 12: Sub Procedure: Checking for Transfer Joumey Repeats


